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The catalogue Let’s Play Czechs II (Contemporary Czech Drama) is the second edition of the Let’s Play
Czechs (Contemporary Drama 1989–2004) published by the Theatre Institute in cooperation with the
AURA-PONT and DILIA literary and theatre agencies. This expanded version contains also new authors and
synopses of their plays that appeared before 1989, but those authors whose characteristics and themes
have an affinity to the period following the Velvet Revolution of 1989. Ladislav Smoček´s texts from the
1970´s, staged after 1989, are also included in this volume. Playwright Pavel Kohout has expressed his
wish that his plays not be included in this edition.
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D RA MA IN BO HEM IA AN D M O RAV IA
Marie Reslová
The ”Velvet Revolution“ of 1989 and the following reinstatement of more or less normal social and
political conditions in the Czech Republic was a turning point that cannot be ignored when assessing work by Czech playwrights. 1990 created a permanent notional divide separating Czech drama
authors into those who wrote or were performed onstage ”before“ it and those who were produced
”after“ it; i.e. those working under the Communist totalitarian regime, and those starting in the
period of renewed democracy.
In the social vacuum of the 1970s during the period of the so-called ”normalization“, the sieve of
the Communist censorship was letting through and onto the stage mainly texts best characterised as
representational and realistic; biased in supporting the Communist Party’s culture policy and its way
of presenting social or ”abstractly human“ problems, and toothless historical apocrypha.
Stage plays by Václav Havel and Milan Uhde written during this period as a part of dissident movement were rooted in the mood of creativity of the 1960s and took their inspiration mainly from the
theatre of the absurd. They were banned from official theatres from early 1970s until November
1989. In the Nineties both authors entered politics and stopped their creative work – Mr Havel
to become President, Mr. Uhde to serve first as Minister of Culture and then as Leader in the
Parliament. Coincidentally, both returned to playwriting in the same year, 2007, each with a new
play reflecting Czech society in a deep and meaningful way. Havel’s Leaving and Uhde’s Miracle at
the Black House are both important and mature dramatic works. Ladislav Smoček is another author
deeply rooted in the ’sixties. His play, Dr. Zvonek Burke’s Extraordinary Afternoon, became a classic
of Czech absurd comedy.
It was not until the mid-eighties that the perspective on theatre plays and on their form and themes began to change significantly. New playwrights emerged at this time. Works by Jiří Hubač,
Daniela Fischerová and Jan Vedral depended much less on the current state of the society: these
playwrights were more interested in handling timeless dramatic conflicts and so avoided immediate,
open references to topical problems that the regime might have perceived as uncomfortable. During
the second half of the 1980s, plays by Karel Steigerwald, Arnošt Goldflam and J. A. Pitínský, were
frequently produced. These playwrights were linked together by a striving to recast their experience
of subjective perception of historical processes into more general imagery and parables. Personal
involvement, originality of language, humour and poetry of theatrical expression are often stressed
at the expense of the structure of drama. At the present time, both Jan Vedral and Arnošt Goldflam
work in theatre and teach; J. A. Pitínský directs and Karel Steigerwald works as a journalist commenting on current politics while also writing for theatre. In his latest plays he keeps exploring his theme
of ”big“ history influencing ”small“ lives of people.
On the fringe and outside official culture we find the idiosyncratic, mystification-based Jára Cimrman
Theatre, enormously popular with audiences. The theatre produces texts by the duo Smoljak-Svěrák
whose humour is now common property even with people not interested in theatre and their venue
is to this day one of the most visited popular stages.
From the cruel, formally polished, kyogen and Commedia dell’Arte inspired small comedies of one of
the most original Czech drama writers, Hubert Krejčí, comes a bitter laughter of somebody watching
the world swarming around from the perspective of eternity and death.
In 1992, Aura-Pont, the theatre and literary agency, and the theatre magazine Svět a divadlo (The
World and the Theatre) initiated the establishment of the Alfréd Radok Foundation and a playwriting
competition run by it. This competition influenced substantial interest in productions of original
dramatic texts in the Czech Republic and created a new impetus for writing plays. An overwhelming
majority of the authors who had their first plays produced after 1990 were recruited from those
shortlisted in this competition, or from those who won it. One of the first award winning playwrights
was Tomáš Rychetský who wrote his play, The Innocent Are Innocent long before the wave of popularity of the ”cool“ drama in the Czech Republic. He was able to capture in the most suggestive and
specific way feelings typically associated with the ”in-yer-face“ dramaturgy.
Among the award winning authors of playwriting competitions – the ”Radok“ one was soon followed
by others – we find names from both Drama Academies that started to develop and nurture playwriting talent among their students. At Prague DAMU, they studied under Professor Jaroslav Vostrý
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– playwrights such as Jiří Pokorný, Markéta Bidlasová-Bláhová, Zdeněk Jecelín, and later under
Jan Vedral, ie. Petr Kolečko and Magdalena Frydrychová. At JAMU in Brno, budding playwrights were
recruited from creative writing workshops led by Professor Bořivoj Srba, Arnošt Goldflam and Josef
Kovalčuk: Marek Horoščák, Luboš Balák, Roman Sikora, Pavel Trtílek, and Barbora Vaculová...
Although the plays by each and every one of the authors mentioned are written in a particular, easily
recognizable style, one can draw general conclusions from common features of this new generation’s work. These include loosening of dramatic structure, increasing subjectivity, a tendency to use
expressive language and grotesque perspective. There are also frequently recurring themes, such
as social criticism, reaction to the devaluation of thought in the world of media, ruthless capitalism
and the lack of evaluative criteria.
The hard naturalism of the texts written by Jiří Pokorný was at the beginning strongly influenced
by the wave of the so called ”cool“ dramaturgy. Nevertheless, its language stylization, humour
and some elements of surrealism sets them apart from it. His female colleague Markéta Bláhová
observes the world from within through a ”girlish“ perspective inspired by both psychoanalysis and
surrealism. Magdalena Frydrychová also deals with the world of childhood; in her eyes, coming of
age merges with loss of illusions and the acceptance of the unattractive reality. Zdeněk Jecelín sees
the present through the optics of transformed mythologies and/or literary references. The same was
true at the beginning of the work of rebelling Roman Sikora who went on to become a straightforward, ironic writer criticising consumer society. Petr Kolečko builds his texts with great playfulness
around a confrontation between high form and trashy, hollow content of the current celebrity culture
and iconography. Two prominent representatives of prose writing of the middle generation, Jáchym
Topol and Jaroslav Rudiš, recently (and successfully) joined ranks of Czech drama writers.
Some theatre companies also contributed actively to the emergence of new dramatic writing. The
Drama Studio in Ústí nad Labem, HaTheatre and Theatre Goose on a String in Brno, Klicpera‘s
Theatre in Hradec Králové and Prague based theatres On the Balustrade, Dejvické and Komedie
all linked their search for a new means of theatrical expression with articulation of contemporary
themes. Under the influence of inspiring personalities of directors (often themselves writers) such as
Petr Lébl, Vladimír Morávek, Jiří Pokorný, Miroslav Krobot or Arnošt Goldflam, these theatres became
seedbeds of playwriting talent.
So, for instance, lyrical crime stories by Egon Tobiáš were inspired by his work with the directors
Petr Lébl and Jan Nebeský. The same directors influenced in a major way the writings of Lenka
Lagronová, an author whose drama images are formed by her particular fantasy and by a need to
express painful personal experience stemming from her attempts to harmonize a complicated inner
world with outside reality.
A similar attempt to describe ambiguity of human relationships featured in the first texts by Iva
Klestilová-Volánková, a former actress at the HaTheatre in Brno. Her poetic and psychological dramatic compositions evolved with the time and morphed into a more specific, grotesque and satirical
description of the devaluation of today’s society. HaTheatre also saw early stages of theatre work by
the current Artistic Director of the Komedie Theatre in Prague, David Jařab.
Miroslav Krobot, Petr Zelenka and Karel F. Tománek premiered productions of their plays in the
Dejvické Theatre in Prague. Their texts – full of paradoxical quips – ask questions about how to tell
the difference between absurdity, spontaneity and normality in the current world.
The Drama Studio in Ústí nad Labem is primarily linked to the names of Jiří Pokorný and Markéta
Bidlasová-Bláhová, but also to that of Miroslav Bambušek who in his rough, thought-provoking visions opens, among other things, the themes of violence, national memory and historical guilt.
David Drábek spent a long time producing his existential cabaret programmes in the Studio Hořící
Žirafy (Burning Giraffes Studio) in Olomouc. The big qualitative change leading to his abandoning the
devised theatre model came when he wrote his most compact text to date, Aquabelles, tracing the
image of confusion and looking for values and personal identity. René Levínský, writing under many
pseudonyms including Samuel Königgratz, also started his career producing absurd-realistic grotesque plays with his ensemble Nejhodnější medvídci (The Most Beautiful Teddies). Marián Palla, a quirky dramatic loner unconnected to a specific theatre environment, complements the trio of authors
whose texts present a balancing act on the edge of poetry, parody, naive humour and morality.
For a long time, the actor and director Antonín Procházka was practically the only author in the
Czech Republic to write commercial conversation comedies of the classical model. Recently, due to
increase in number and activity of privately run theatre stages, there appeared several new authors
specializing in this type of plays, including the film and theatre director Patrik Hartl.
5

Radmila

Adamová
*28. 10. 1975

LIST OF PLAYS:

She graduated from the College
for Vocational Studies in Information and Library Sciences and
Theory and history of theatre at
the Faculty of Arts of the Masaryk
University in Brno, where she
is presently studying for her
Doctorate Programme. Between
1998 and 2003 she worked as an
author, director and set designer
for the company M+M from Brno,
where she staged the theatre’s
own experimental texts, such as
One Day of Josephine, Gloria or
a monodrama Mr. Bu. In her work
she reflects in a rather peculiar
way the position of a woman in
the context of the present media
culture. For her play Holky Elky
(The Elle Girls) that had two productions and a rehearsed reading
at the Immigrants Theatre in
New York, she received the Evald
Schorm Award for 2005.

> Holky Elky, 2005, première 20. 3. 2006 Divadlo LETÍ,
Prague
> Little Sister, 2005
> (Come On) Let´s Play (Everybody), 2006

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Holky Elky English – The Elle Girls, German – Elle Girls

HOLKY ELKY / THE ELLE GIRLS
4 women
The play, in its first part very humouredly but in the second
rather more sharply, uncovers the influence of media manipulation on the beliefs, behaviour and sentiment of women. It
shows the vicious circle of the commercialized and consumer
society in which objectionable behaviour is projected from one
generation onto another. In the first part of the play, photo
models Ela 1, Ela 2 and Ela 3 are waiting in the studio for
their photo shoots. They do not know that all three of them will
get the job, so in turn they try to destroy their rivals mentally
as well as physically whereas they do not shrink from going
to extremes. Their sometimes almost absurd dialogues are
written unusually wittily. Although they keep trying to impress,
crucial problems of two of them gradually start to reveal. Ela 1
has health problems while Ela 2 is about to have an abortion.
After a long wait the shooting is to begin. They stand by a white
wall in overalls, their faces cannot be seen behind their hoods,
they are holding hands and their legs are astride. On each one
of them there is a letter. Together it says Ele. The second part
takes place in Ela 3’s small flat on the evening of the same
day. When her paralysed wheelchair-bound mother is unexpectedly brought in for a visit by the nurse Agata, Ela 3’s life truth
unveils. Already as a girl used to being sold by her mother to
various advertising campaigns, manipulated, trained up only
to be able to catch the fancy of the others, she exercises the
same models of behaviour in her adulthood. This manifests
itself not only in the relationship with her agent, to whom Ela 3
belongs, but also in the relationship with her own mother. She
herself suffers from the way she brought up her daughter. Ela 3
needs to win a ”prestigious campaign“, so she throws her dying
mother ruthlessly out of the flat.

Luboš

Balák
*22. 6. 1970

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Luboš Balák is one of the most
prolific authors of the younger
generation. Most of his plays have
been staged in various Brno theatres, in particular the HaTheatre,
the Theatre 7 and a Half and
Studio Marta, as well as in the Petr
Bezruč Theatre in Ostrava. Some
of his plays have won awards in
theatre competitions. The Death
of Hubert Perna won third prize in
the 1994 Alfréd Radok Awards. In
1995 Fanouš and the Prostitute
won a prize at the Theatre Festival
of Young Dramatists in Townsville
(Australia). Luboš Balák is also the
author of a series of theatre grotesques and parodies, Komediograf,
which played for over four years at
the HaTheatre in Brno.

> Smrt Huberta Perny, 1994, première 18. 9. 1995
HaDivadlo, Brno
> Fanouš a prostitutka, 1994, première 7. 5. 2001 Těšínské
divadlo, Český Těšín
> Ed a Bo – dvě krysy, 1997, première 25. 9. 1998 Divadlo
v 7 a půl, Brno
> Komediograf, 1998–2001, première 19. 6. 1998
HaDivadlo, Brno
> Krasonauti, 2000, première 19. 9. 2000 HaDivadlo, Brno
> Švejkův vnuk, 2000, première 25. 4. 2002 Národní
divadlo, Prague
> Guma gumárum, 2001, première 1. 2. 2001 Divadlo Husa
na provázku, Brno
> Posedlost, 2003, première 7. 4. 2003 Divadlo Husa
na provázku, Brno
> Hvězdy nad Baltimore, 2004, première 8. 4. 2004 Divadlo
Husa na provázku, Brno
> Sloní muž – život a dobrodružství Josepha C. Merricka,
2006, première 30. 10. 2006 HaDivadlo, Brno
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Švejkův vnuk Hungarian – Švejk unokája

S M R T H U B E R TA P E R N Y / T H E D E AT H O F H U B E R T
PERNA
A play in one act
1 woman, 2 men (all of approximately the same age)

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

Balák’s little play is framed by an introduction and a kind of
ironic-passionate epitaph in which the author appreciatively
celebrates his hero of heroes Hubert Perna, which compares
with the closing line of the office worker Bédi: ”What a moron he
was“, a comment on Hubert’s death. The question here disputed is obvious. Hubert Perna is an eccentric and shy handyman
shut in his domestic refuge with its trick-wires and mechanisms,
into which the outside world can only penetrate by means of a
demented radio. Hubert’s Ubu-like gluttonous gift of the gab
can daringly be measured against the grandiloquence of hyperbolic commentaries of village events, which becomes immediately apparent when someone rings at Hubert’s door. The
surrounding ether invades Hubert in the form of the twins Máni
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and Bédi, from whom office workers entrusted with the liquidation of the mad author of a dangerous
invention are gradually hatched. It is no accident that the name of the dramatist of the absurd Václav
Havel is mentioned in connection with Balák, and not only thanks to the figures of the mysterious
liquidators led by the ghastly instructions of an unseen power, but above all because of the language
which drags the characters into the most bizarre rhetorical somersaults and associative pirouettes.
It is above all on words that Balák builds a situation which flows from the characters like some sort
of badge or identity which steam-rollers them into the mechanism of the atmosphere. In spite of the
signs of possible friendship and interpersonal contact this always tilts over into hysteria. In the end,
is Hubert a panic-stricken animal drowning in his own depths, a madman in the hand of diabolical
carers, or a mere delirious emission of the fantasy of his own creator?

Š V E J KŮ V V N U K / S C H W E I K’ S G R A N D S O N
4 women, 17 men, chorus
The author puts on stage the theme of elections and the misused power of the mass media. The
location is today’s Czech Republic with its fluctuating political scene of the 1990s, at the time of the
pre-election roundabout. The story of the eccentric regular Antonín Ištvánek, nicknamed Schweik
because of his love of beer and continual commentary on events, begins in the pub At the Red Frog,
where he is noticed by an unsuccessful media agent searching for an attractive pre-election slogan.
The professional advertising agent decides to make a media idol out of him – the leader of a party
with scant electoral preferences. Ištvánek, given the electoral nickname Schweik’s grandson, has to
be its salvation. So an acknowledged pub crawler, from whom words flow like beer, becomes a dreaded opponent of the other candidates. Ištvánek’s face is found on billboards along the motorways.
As chairman of the party he appears on a pre-election television show. Thanks to Ištvánek the party
wins the elections, but Schweik’s grandson becomes uncomfortable for those who created him.
Balák sets his sights not only on Czech political folly, the beer culture and the lowering of democratic
values, but also the frustrations of Czech voters and their only dream – to express their opinions on
the TV screen.
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Miroslav

Bambušek
*13. 9. 1975

LIST OF PLAYS (selection) :

Dramatist and director. Gained his
Bachelor’s degree in philosophy
and translation studies (French and
Ancient Greek) from the Institute
for Basic Humanities Education of
the Charles University in Prague in
2000. In 1996 he and his brother
Tomáš Bambušek founded the
theatre group D. I. Lebedung for
staging contemporary dramatists
in Louny. He worked with the
Drama Studio in Ústí nad Labem
as dramaturge and director. Since
2001 he is an artistic director,
dramaturge and managing director
of the Multispace Louny, in 2004
he worked as a dramaturge at the
Westbohemian Theatre in Cheb.
He has been writing plays since he
was sixteen. Bambušek’s plays are
marked by a relaxed quality and
concision of form and, in content,
represent a compromise between
the author’s interest in political
theatre and a surreal unleashed,
at times brutal, vulgar lyricism in
the drawing of disorderly and suffering heroes. The plays Písek (Sand)
and Porta Apostolorum both won
a second prize in the Alfréd Radok
Foundation Playwriting Competition.
Mr. Bambušek also won the
Sazka and Divadelní noviny Award
2006 and Next Wave Prize 2006
for initiating and completing
the Perzekuce.cz Project for La
Fabrika TC in Prague. In 2008 he
was awarded the Special Jury Prize
at the Experimental Film Festival in
Olomouc for his movie Lucifer.

> Hugo, 2001, première 7. 10. 2002 Divadlo Na zábradlí,
Prague (staged reading)
> Písek, 2001, première 20. 2. 2004 Činoherní studio, Ústí
nad Labem
> Caligula, 2002, première 16. 6. 2002 Multiprostor, Louny
> Sebeobviňování, 2002, première 22. 2. 2002 Multiprostor,
Louny
> Heikki, 2002
> Porta Apostolorum, 2004, première 25. 9. 2005
La Fabrika, Prague (as part of Perzekuce.cz Project)
> Uražení a ponížení – Pocta Dostojevskému, 2005,
première 17. 3. 2006 Činoherní studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Útěcha polní cesty, 2005, première 15. 1. 2006 La
Fabrika, Prague (as part of Perzekuce.cz Project)
> Zóna, 2005, première 29. 4. 2006 La Fabrika, Prague
(as part of Perzekuce.cz Project)
> Na Fidela mi nesahej, 2007, première 20. 2. 2007
Roxy/NoD, Prague

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Písek English – The Sand, Russian – Pjesok,
Macedonian – Pesok
> Porta Apostolorum German – Porta Apostolorum
> Pryč! German – Weg!

PÍSEK / THE SAND
2 women, 4 men, extras
The play is almost contemporary with real time (February
2002). The action is localised in the paradise of tourism: the
Canary Islands. The comfortable atmosphere of the community
of holiday-makers of difference nationalities changes, with the
help of the local workforce of light women and drug dealers,
into a horror with a political background to the prehistory of
the characters. The play is founded on the author’s critical
attitude towards the consumer society with its easy availability
of any kind of experience for the appropriate financial remuneration. The blazing sun mobilises the stereotype of a tired
Czech husband to a fatal quarrel. Jaruš dies of heatstroke with
the assistance of the Serbian war criminal Ratko Gorovič, and
Richard also gets a going-over for his deformed idea of freedom
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after he falls into the clutches of the drug mafia and prostitutes. The bored and wealthy Claudia does
not in any way mask the aim of her travelling, but sex tourism gets out of hand for the experienced
fine American lady. Her relationship with the young Marco, who she thinks is an ”ordinary“ gigolo
when he is really Gorovič’s son, turns complicated. Marco – suffering an inner pain manifested
externally by his physical collapse – is some sort of surviving spirit-witness of the suffering of Ratko’s
victims. The collapse of the idyll and the time levels, and the culminating pain of characters driven
to meaningless violence, is expressed in Marco’s line: ”Here the story begins to crumble like sand.“
Bullets and lines shower down like grains of sand. ”The end of tragedy“ as the subtitle of the play
says, naturally bears instruction in a Post-Modern spirit: if the war-seasoned Ratko Gorovič blames
the superficial tourists for their inability to understand real tragedy, then their typical (to him) representative Claudia returns the blame in the last scene of the play. In some sort of deadly hallucination
she introduces the cruel, old man as the main star of her strange show. In the unending seconds
of his death, Gorovič and his life story pass through total banality – and the wheels of the leisure
industry merrily roll on.
The complex story … is a harsh picture of the conscience of a war criminal whose acts do not disappear from the world, but are as it were made constantly present through later generations. (Lukáš
Vondráček: V Činoherním studiu se drhne krev pískem, Hospodářské noviny, 24. 2. 2004)

P O R TA A P O S T O L O R U M
2 women, 7 men
A small post-war evening party in a small frontier town, a small evening reckoning with a respected
German family. A cruel, terrible play about things everyone would prefer to know nothing about. Fritz
is celebrating his birthday, and his fellow-pupils come to the celebration: Mr. Starosta, having returned from a concentration camp, the police representative and other inhabitants of the frontier town
of Postellberg. Fritz’s mother Maria serves them horsemeat and they all look forward to the electric
current coming on and being able to listen to the gramophone. The Second World War has ended,
but wrongs and hate remain in their hearts. Who is involved in the conspiracy against Fritz’s German
family? Who came to celebrate and who to carry out the terrible act of retaliation? Bambušek’s
heart-rending Sudeten-German story is acted out on three basic time levels which are connected
to each other, run parallel, and interpenetrate without the author noticeably distinguishing between
them. He thus shapes a terrifying symphony of voices of those who went through the purging of
the war years, and shows how difficult is the return to normal life. Post-modern tendencies in the
text show themselves through collaged quotations – beginning with Lenin’s biography, through the
1980s Czech children’s magazine Pionýr, to Patrik Ouředník’s successful book Europeana published
in 2001. The author replaces the stage directions by today’s popular emotion indicators - ”smilies“.
All these things create the terrifying but simultaneously grotesque atmosphere of Bambušek’s play.
Miroslav Bambušek’s Porta Apostolorum came second in the 2004 Alfréd Radok Awards.
A small after-war party in a small Czech border town, a small one-night reckoning with a respected
German family. A cruel, terrifying play about things nobody wants to know anything about. (Marie
Reslová)

ZÓNA / ZONE
An excursion into Apocalypsis
1 woman, 3 men
The last revolution is over, a localized nuclear war is over, sometimes in the future. The nuclear bomb
hit the transit space of the Czech Republic, a delimited white space of the former East-West transit
route. The ”white space“ had been closed after the hit, the contaminated environment is completely
sealed. The affected life inside the zone had been written off and it is being gradually destroyed
from the outside. Nevertheless, there are still some people who want and need to live. Their survival
instinct is more powerful than the ubiquitous death. Zone is a play about attempts to find a different
metaphysics for a new civilization. Zone represents a moment of great pain from which a miracle
is born. The play was first performed as a closing part of the Perzekuce.cz Project in the industrial
space of La Fabrika in the Holešovice district in Prague.
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Markéta

Bidlasová

(Bláhová)

*4. 2. 1970

LIST OF PLAYS:

In 1993, after studying dramaturgy in the Theatre Faculty of the
Academy of Performing Arts in
Prague, she joined directors Jiří
Pokorný and Michal Lang in the
Drama Studio in Ústí nad Labem.
After returning to Prague she worked with the Theatre Cooperative
CD 94 and with the Drama Club.
From 2002 she formulated the
dramaturgical programme of the
newly-founded company at the
Švanda Theatre. She writes plays
and dramatises work for theatre.
In 1995, she won the second prize
of the Alfréd Radok Foundation
Playwriting Competition for the
best original Czech or Slovak
play with A Little Pitfall. This play
was also read at the New Czech
Plays in Translation (Seasons of
Staged Readings) organised by the
Immigrants’ Theatre Project in New
York in 2002.

> Pastička, 1995, première 19. 3. 1999 DISK - Divadelní
studio DAMU, Prague
> Profesionální žena aneb Sonička v říši divů a za plexisklem, 1996, première 4. 12. 1996 Činoherní studio, Ústí
nad Labem (dramatization of a novel by Vladimír Páral)
> Tři stařeny, 1998, première 27. 3. 1998 Činoherní studio,
Ústí nad Labem (dramatization of a novel by Italo Calvino)
> Podzimní hra, 1998, première 11. 6. 1999 Činoherní studio, Ústí nad Labem
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Pastička English – A Little Pitfall, Spanish – La trampa
pequeña
> Podzimní hra English – Autumn Game

PA S T I Č K A / A L I T T L E P I T FA L L
A Forrest Comedy
3 women, 3 men
The names of the main characters, two sisters, Anna and
Nenée – representing the Czech expressions for yes (”ano“)
and no (”ne“) - are heads and tails, ego and alter-ego, antipodes dependent on one another. They are looking for a lost dog
in forest. They meet a Young Man with a rifle. Anna, when they
are alone for a while, gets involved with him. Nenée then drives
Anna away and ”seduces“ the Young Man: she makes him
shoot the dog that Anna loves. The Young Man, who looked like
a huntsman but was not really one, is driven away by the sisters.
Scenes with Father are inserted into this girlish, hunting woodland ballad. He is also ”loved“ by his daughters. The girls are in
childlike innocence – but only ”as if“ – playing about his death.
The text comprises in a distinctive form all the basic emotions
of women’s existence, but does not drown in them.
In the strong, robust abbreviation of scenes, situations and
language - which metaphorically elevates contemporary slang
/.../, the author records as it were primary states. It explores
shades of love, tenderness, rage, jealousy, lechery, hate and
perversity. (Kristina Žantovská, Svět a divadlo, 1996)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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The author’s characters dance on the edge between specificity of character and a fairy-tale archetypal quality. And their journey through the dark forest is a therapeutic excursion in search of
maturity, which however consists of confirmation of all-permeating nothingness. (Jitka Sloupová:
Groteska z temnot hvozdu, Týden, 6. 4. 1999)

P O DZ I M N Í H R A / AU T U M N G A M E
3 women, 2 men
An ordinary family pitches its tent in its favourite picturesque spot. The children are sleeping, and
the motherly Valli persuades her thirty-year-old (but already hen-pecked) husband František that it is
high time for their third child. He however wants to hear nothing about it. Into this idyll, this organised
world of a married couple, arrives company drunk on champagne, seeking a hotel – the actresses
Nataša and Elsa accompanied by the officer Raul. The intruders mercilessly trifle with Valli and,
unexpectedly, František is willing to join in. Fascinated by a woman without restraint he leaves with
Elsa for the town and a hotel, and falls a little in love with her. Meanwhile Nataša, who has escaped
from a hospital where she had an abortion, dies in Valli’s arms. Over her dead body the unhappy
Raul seduces the apprehensive and bashful Valli. After František returns from the hotel, Raul and
Elsa drive away with Nataša’s dead body. František and Valli again sit in front of the tent, but their
simple and foreseeable world is irreversibly in ruins.
Autumn Game is a text which offers an evocative excursion into the dark corners of the soul.
(Vladimír Mikulka: Hra krutě veselá aneb škoda, škoda, Divadelní noviny, 21. 3. 2000)
For her model situation in a forest clearing with a tent and campfire Bláhová has chosen an
encounter between a very ordinary family, able to economise by making an excursion in their own
locality, and tipsy pseudo-members of the upper crust who, on the contrary, have come into money
without knowing how. (Jiří P. Kříž: Vzpomínání na červen, Hospodářské noviny, 9. 7. 1999)
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David

Drábek
*18. 6. 1970

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Dramatist and director took his
degree on the Arts Faculty of the
Palacký University in Olomouc in
the field of film and theatre studies. At university he and Darek
Král founded the Studio of the
Burning Giraffe which specialises
in modern cabaret. He was author
and director of all the Studio’s
productions. From 1996-2001
he worked as dramaturge for the
drama company of the Moravian
Theatre in Olomouc. From 20012003 he led the new alternative
stage Burning House. In 1995 he
received the Alfréd Radok Award
for best play for Joan of the Park
and, in 2003, the same prize for
Aquabelles, his play that was later
also awarded as the Best Czech
Play of 2005. That same year,
the publishing house Větrné mlýny
published a collection of seven of
his plays. His play Mašín Brothers
Square won second place in Alfréd
Radok Playwriting Competition
2007. As author, director and dramaturge he works with the Klicpera‘s Theatre in Hradec Králové and
the Petr Bezruč Theatre in Ostrava
and Minor Theatre in Prague.
Drábek’s texts are marked by
an anecdotal and epigrammatic
quality. A major source is film and
television, whose styles he enjoys
imitating, parodying in his grotesque and cabaret texts and which
are also a key theme of his dramas:
kitsch, the media world, mass and
commercial culture.

> Hořící žirafy, 1993, première 6. 1. 1995 Divadelní
společnost Petra Bezruče, Ostrava
> Jana z parku, 1994, première 21. 4. 1995 Moravské divadlo, Olomouc
> Kosmická snídaně aneb Nebřenský, 1997, première 5. 6.
1997 Moravské divadlo, Olomouc
> Švédský stůl, 1998, première 23. 2. 1999 Klicperovo divadlo, Hradec Králové
> Kostlivec v silonkách, 1999, première 13. 12. 1999
Moravské divadlo, Olomouc
> Embryo čili Automobily východních Čech, 2002, première
19. 3. 2004 Divadelní společnost Petra Bezruče, Ostrava
> Akvabely, 2003, première 30. 4. 2005 Klicperovo divadlo,
Hradec Králové
> Žabikuch, 2004, première 21. 2. 2005 Studio Citadela,
Prague
> Sněhurka – Nová generace, 2004, première 26. 2. 2006
Divadlo Minor, Prague
> Náměstí bratří Mašínů, 2007, première 2. 6. 2008 Divadlo
LETÍ, Prague (staged reading)

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Akvabely English – Aquabelles, German – Kunstswimmer,
Spanish – El club de natación sincronizada, Polish – Plywanie
synchroniczne, Romanian – Balerinele acvatice
> Švédský stůl Polish – Szwedsky stól

A K VA B E LY / AQ UA B E L L E S
6 women, 4 men
A view of the contemporary generation of thirty-somethings.
Three university friends conceive a secret hobby: they meet
at a hidden reservoir and „dance“ in the water. After graduating their paths had diverged. Kajetán had taken the post of
TV moderator and became a true celebrity. Petr stayed at the
university as a lecturer and continued his stubborn struggle
against consumerism. However, the two friends are caught off
guard by Filip. He decides to stay in the reservoir for ever, returning to an existence as a prehistoric water element. Things take
off – Petr leaves his wife, and Kajetán, influenced by the loss of
his friend, causes a brawl in the TV studio. Over a few seconds
their certainty has crumbled to dust. In spite of all its gags and
13

humorous situations, the play is permeated with the nostalgia of a generation and in places even
a frosty surreal quality.
Mr. Drábek composes his text from a variety of episodes with eloquent titles and rich stage directions characteristic rather of situation and characters in it than of environment. The individual episodes copy banal events of both personal and public lives of the three central heroes with women
intruding in various moments. The playwright has a particular sense of language and avoids mere
description. Besides grotesque elements, he can fill his lines with impressive images, with angels
flying around, ghosts phoning and water being an element of forgetting and resurrection. (Jana
Paterová: Tragikomická pánská jízda, Lidové noviny, 5. 5. 2005)

ŠV É DSK Ý STŮL / SWEDISH BUFFET
1 woman, 2 men
The subtitle of this short play is – a tragedy in three courses. The starting point of this thriller is a dramatic situation in which characters called the Knight of Baguette, Rum or Eggnog Cone and Smoked
Salmon are about to be eaten. The stylization of the characters into individual delicacies on a lunch
buffet table is inspired by puppet theatre as in the image of a knight with a sword represented by
a canapé with a toothpick. Mr. Drábek, nevertheless, is claiming he was inspired by movies and
compares the Knight to a fearless samurai fighter. Characters use heightened, affected language.
The grotesque of the situation is set from the very beginning by putting the canapé Gullivers into
the empire of the giants – critics and celebrities from the culture world etc. Or by the degradation of
the protagonists’ short lives where the Knight goes through a romance with the Cone, but where the
main meaning of life is to pass through the giant’s alimentary tract.

N Á M Ě S T Í B R AT Ř Í M A Š Í N Ů / M A Š Í N B R O T H E R S S Q UA R E
A play about immobility
10 women, 19 men
The protagonists of this play are stuck in the stagnating water of their trivial and absurd existence.
Even death cannot save them from it, however attractive it may appear. Vendelín, on an incapacity
benefit pension, has had no success either as a lover, a husband, a father or a grandfather; he’s
also unsuccessful as a ticket controller on the Prague public transport system. Even the reason for
his disability is embarrassing. Rita, a Jehovah’s Witness is lonely and not entirely normal, similar
to Jeroným, the homeless seller of the Czech equivalent to the Big Issue magazine. Zapík the pop-singer, with his fake English and open-necked shirt is a sad remnant of the period of Communist
normalization. None of the other characters had had any luck nor are their lives dignified. The fragments of their fates intersect in the first part of the play, with the title Czech Grief, at a fancy dress
party: the heroes come here in bizarre costumes representing animals and plants, embarrassingly
comic scenes intercut with fantasy appearances of the Swan Woman, representing Death; Vendelín
tries in vain to finally lie down in her arms. The second half, called Czech Seaside, begins as an
almost realistic situation set in a hijacked tramway in which an unknown terrorist keeps the passengers as hostages. Step by step we find out that all the people on the tram are somehow connected
to Vendelín – they are lovers and friends from his past. Even the terrorist demanding to be taken to
the Mašín Brothers Square, where he claims the Czech seaside is located, is Vendelín’s son Hynek.
But Vendelín will not die a heroic death in an exploding tramway, nor will he live to be kissed by the
Swan Woman: awaiting him is waking up at an Intensive Care Unit, his wife Petra, festering stagnating water and immobility.
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Daniela

Fischerová
*13 . 2. 1948

LIST OF PLAYS:

Studied dramaturgy and script-writing at the řlm Faculty of the
Academy of Performing Arts in
Prague and worked for a short
time in Barrandov Film Studios,
then as an editor in the Orbis
publishing house. She has been a
free-lance writer since 1974. She
is the author or co-author of several feature, short and animated
films. She writes poetry and prose
for children, as well as radio plays.
She found her most distinctive
expression as an author of plays
for the theatre and became the
most original writer of drama at
the turn of the 1970s and 1980s.
Under Communism, the work of
Fischerová and Karel Steigerwald
was barely tolerated by the authorities, and created an alternative to
the official stage.

> Hodina mezi psem a vlkem, 1979, première 24. 3. 1979
Realistické divadlo Zdeňka Nejedlého, Prague
> Princezna T., 1986, première 28. 10. 1986 Státní divadlo
– Činohra Petra Bezruče, Ostrava
> Báj, 1987, première 28. 11. 1987 Státní divadlo – Činohra
Petra Bezruče, Ostrava
> Strašidelný dům, 1989, première 6. 11. 1991 Divadlo na
Starém Městě, Prague
> Pletení se snářem, 1990, première 6. 3. 1990 Ústřední
loutkové divadlo, Prague
> Masážní stůl, 1992
> Náhlé neštěstí, 1993, première 1. 6. 1993 Viola, Prague
> Fantomima, 1995, première 20. 1. 1995 Spolek Kašpar,
Divadlo v Celetné, Prague
> Pták Ohnivák, 1999, première 7. 12. 2000 Národní divadlo, Prague
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Hodina mezi psem a vlkem English – Between Dog and
Wolf / The Hour between Dog and Wolf / Dog and Wolf,
French – L’ Heure entre Chien et Loup, German – Stunde
zwischen Hund und Wolf, Russian – Čas mezdu psom i
volkom
> Princezna T. English – Princess T., German – Prinzessin T.
> Báj English – A Tale / A Legend
> Náhlé neštěstí English – Sudden Misfortune

B ÁJ / A LEGEND
2 women, 3 men, chorus

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha

The legend of the play’s ambiguous title is the story of the Pied
Piper of Hamelin. Fischerová’s play also has the atmosphere of
the mythical Middle Ages: the city with its organisations, ceremonies, superstitions and miracles, witchcraft and inquisition.
The supernatural is naturally part of reality, a reality which is
also metaphorical. Into this world comes Johan with his mysterious wife, who has been pregnant for far longer than she
should have been. Johan finds asylum in Hamelin, but then
unconsciously brings destruction on the whole city, because
he has signed on for inquisition and is now fleeing from the
consequences of his act. The abbot refuses to hand him over
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to the inquisition’s emissary. Gradually we learn that Johan’s coming to Hamelin was not entirely at
odds with the aims of the inquisition. The abbot has paradoxically needed the inquisition’s blessing
in order to protect the city from its influence – now he is getting on its wrong side again. Every choice
seems to be predestined to be a mistake. The rebel city is isolated from the rest of the world and the
pretext of it being rife with plague. Then the Pied Piper comes. ”The Devil never buys half a soul,“
may be a quotation from Fischerová’s Princess T, but it could also be the leitmotif of A Legend,
whose heroes at some point in the unequal battle – but also of their own will – lose their freedom.
This modern tragedy was one of the theatrical events of the period just before November 1989.
The author creates a contemporary meditation on personal freedom, on awakening of the conscience, on choice. (...) The play is written with a feel for stylish sophistication and purity, and,
through its sense of rich and multilayer context of ideas and through the construction of the whole,
of the situations and of its dialogues, it opens possibilities for creativity to both the actors and the
staging team. ((vá): Pochmurná báj o lidské naději, Ostravský večerník, 7. 4. 1988)

N Á HLÉ NEŠTĚSTÍ / SUDDEN MISFORTUNE
1 woman, 1 man
A dramatic dialogue for a man and a woman whose fates, personalities and attitudes are inspired
by the Biblical Job and the classical Niobe. Their meeting takes place in front of a semi-transparent
mirror in a psychiatric sanatorium where both patients are in the department SA – Sudden Accident.
They are waiting for visits from relations who do not turn up, and so are compelled to spend the
long night alone with only the cruel truth about themselves. The text is based on confrontations: two
religious traditions, the Jewish and the classical worlds, two distinctive human attitudes towards
”the divine“ – humility and revolt, which on an actual level permeate the patients’ relationship to
the doctor and to superior authority in general - the confrontation of the male and female principle
(in the ”lowest position“, She is a neurotic and unstable drug addict and He is a religious fanatic
and weakling). Paradoxically in the end both disclose testing the same knowledge which brings them
close in a symbolic embrace – their uncertainty about the existence of God and at the same time
their longing for it.
Bizarre pedestrian and yet poetically philosophising dialogue turns into two independent and at
the same time internally corresponding monologues; from mythological characters they become
contemporary people. (Vladimír Justl: Dvakrát z pražské Violy, Denní Telegraf, 17. 12. 1993)

FA N T O M I M A / P H A N T O M I M E
1 woman, 4 men
The smile of the Unknown from the Seine and a mysterious phantom of the motorways inspired the
author to write a story about the aging opera star Anna and her professional driver Oscar, who on
the morning of New Year’s Eve runs her over on a bridge. Both are summoned, and an investigation begins which leads to Oscar being sentenced (although in the end Anna forgives him). Anna
and Oscar are at times substituted by dummies – phantoms – which in everyday life teach people
how to act in extreme situations (life-saving – Anna) or in simulating the consequences of a tragic
accident (a crash – Oscar). The whole play is based on the opposite poles of these two possibilities:
Anna cannot commit suicide, because she is destined for continual revival, Oscar can know nothing
but death because he is continuously sent to it. The trial is led by the Prosecutor and the Defence
who are more concerned with their own play between themselves than a matter of law, as though
they demonstrated all the anonymous social mechanisms which are put in front of a person. The
whole text and course of the trial are commented on by the philosophising guide, the Reader. His
character generalises in aphoristic discourses, in the manner of the old moralities, the meaning of
the events presented.
It is not only the materially topical theme, but above all the cultivated and rich language of Daniela
Fischerová which makes this play a truly theatrical event. (Ivan Matějka: Tajnosti zmaru a vzkříšení, Hospodářské noviny, 17. 2. 1995)
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Martin

Františák
*5. 3. 1974

LIST OF PLAYS:

While studying at the high
school, he wrote texts and sang
in punk bands. He studied drama
at Janáček Academy of Performing
Arts in Brno in 1993 – 1998
under Alexej Pernica, graduating
with a thesis entitled Issues of
Community as Islands of Stability.
At the same time, he trained as
director with Arnošt Goldflam,
nevertheless without completing
his studies. In 1999 – 2002 he
chose half-isolation in the Beskydy
Mountains working free-lance for
theatres in Moravia and Bohemia.
In 2004 he taught drama
at the Elementary Arts Schools
in Valašské Meziříčí and Zašová.
In 2005 – 2007 he was the main
director of Brno children’s theatre Polárka. In 2007 he made a
TV series The Czechs as Poetry
for Czech Television. In 2008 he
became artistic director of the Petr
Bezruč Theatre in Ostrava.

> Doma, 2005, première 12. 2. 2006 Divadelní soubor Jana
Honsy, Karolínka

D O M A / AT H O M E
5 women, 10 men, the others
This ballad-like play takes its inspiration from the hard reality
of the peasant life in the present day Wallachia countryside
where both relationships and traditions disintegrate. The play
shows its rough life, unemployment, country people leaving the
village to try to make their lives better in the towns, and alcoholism. But it also shows their taste for storytelling, reminiscing,
meeting and having fun. The story is set during two days of the
great floods in 1997. A ”prodigal son“, Antonín, returns to his
native village after two years from America that symbolizes ”the
great world“. He returns to find his home – nevertheless it’s too
late: his mother was just buried. He meets his father who tries
to keep traditional values in the changing world of modern business, and his two brothers: Jura the unemployed and Josefek
the feeble-minded. Antonín’s return – similar to the flood
that both destroys and cleans everything – works as a catalyser that would renew a family through dramatic situations.
Nevertheless, Antonín will leave the world of the countryside.
Short scenes in the play monitor fragments of small events as
if in a kaleidoscope, showing both Antonín’s family and the idiosyncratic characters from the village in present day Wallachia.
The realistic, everyday life scenes alternate with village rituals
and poetic images. The play is written in the Wallachian dialect
using both folk poetry and plebeian vulgarisms. Antonín’s journey is a metaphor for hope and despair of returning, and the
desire to find a home.

Contact address:
jonashvezda@seznam.cz
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Magdalena

Frydrychová
*14. 12. 1982

LIST OF PLAYS:

She was born in Třinec. After finishing her studies at a Polish grammar school in Český Těšín, she
studied theatre dramaturgy at the
Drama Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague. During
her studies, she wrote and published her first larger dramatic work
Porcelain Doll, which was broadcast as a radio play on the Czech
Radio. In the season 2005/06, she
was a resident playwright at the
Theatre LETÍ, for which she wrote
the play In Ages. In 2007 she was
awarded the Evald Schorm Prize for
young playwrights for her newest
play Dorotka, that had its Czech
première in March 2008 at the
Švandovo Theatre. For the radio
show Tearoom (Čajovna) broadcast on Vltava Radio, she wrote
a radio drama Playground.
Magdalena Frydrychová ranks
among the most talented Czech
contemporary playwrights. Softly
cruel poetics, minimalist expressions and tragicomic topics are the
main characteristics of her work.

> Panenka z porcelánu, 2004, première 25. 1. 2007 Divadlo
LETÍ, Prague (staged reading)
> Na věky, 2005, première 12. 12. 2007 Divadlo LETÍ, Prague
> Dorotka, 2006, première 1. 3. 2008 Švandovo divadlo na
Smíchově, Prague

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Dorotka English – Dorotka

DOROTK A
2 women, 3 men
A story of two sisters Adéla and Dorotka, who, after their father
dies, become two lonely pub owners. Nobody comes to the pub,
only a local priest who is drunk all the time, and a would-be
singer, tenant called Kryštof. The older Adéla feels that life is
slipping through her hands, the only way she can find fulfilment
is by ”educating“ her sister and by visiting the church. Sixteen
year old Dorotka is going through a rebel phase – questioning
everything that up to now formed her little world. But in reality
she goes through a journey of discovery refusing to let Adéla,
stereotypes of a girlie household and religion shape her life. A
storm that pulls down the roof on the local church also destroys
ideas, dreams and illusions. But it’s not a simple destruction:
the less than heroic heroes discover wisdom that does not
contain a cheap solution, although the ”heaven“ found by
Dorotka at the end of the play might look a little bit naive.
Although Frydrychová uses many symbols, she follows a direct
line of storytelling, a line that helps shape the specific form of
her text. Audience might not be able to decipher everything
that’s hiding behind a seeming simplicity of the story – but it
might not matter, either. Few people will be thinking about the
name Dorotka and its links to St Dorothea, or about number
seven. But it will not ignore a fish pond, wind, a bleeding tree
of starry skies. These are means to express themes of loneliness, distance, alienation; and to put them into the context of
a specific reality of a dying village. Frydrychová in her play is
not trying to be fashionable. Which contemporary play would so
markedly proclaim the necessity of faith – the faith not necessarily linked to religion, and sometimes perceived as comical
by the surrounding world? The author does not shy away from

emotion and often builds her text on it. And without idealizing lives of her protagonists, she doesn’t
deprive them of hope.
The way she consistently works with her theme sets her apart from many others of her generation. On top of that she manages to create a drama that is absolutely contemporary. Besides her
handling of the theme, the originality of her language helps her. Lines sometimes are sentences
with no punctuation, repeatedly thrown at the audience, repeated and multiplied in order to
bind together the net of motives in the play. Dorotka by Frydrychová consciously vibrates on the
borderline of the psychological, seemingly realistic, nevertheless strangely stylized drama. (Jana
Paterová: Hledání nebe ve zmírající vesnici, Lidové noviny, 5. 3. 2008)

N A V Ě K Y / I N AG E S
A Czech tribute to Nicole Kidman
4 women, 5 men
The setting of the play is a forgone village Ages. There are few permanent inhabitants in the village.
The Mayor is considered to be the leader as he is the only one who has money. The Ages were hit
by a heavy storm and the crops were destroyed. The people fall into need and the wolves run from
the woods because of hunger. The Soldier, the Mayor’s best friend, is expecting war. The Innkeeper
has an inn, but his only regular customer Smith does not have a penny. Since the time the hunger
has arrived in Ages, and the Innkeeper’s horse died, he cannot get drunk in the inn anymore. It was
the only horse in the village and it earned Smith a living. The mayor has a son Janko, who suffers
from a strange disease. He remembers nothing, even not the things he has done a while ago. He is
being cured by an old herbalist Barbara. The plot starts from the moment when the Mayor’s daughter
announces wolf’s arrival to village. Nobody except Barbara knows that the starving wolf has brought
a Woman into the village and only Barbara realizes what danger can be brought by the secret Woman
into the village. How much evil can Ages bear? A dark play in which the playwright, using her economic yet poetic language, discovers inner demons, instincts and manipulations that are revealed in
extreme situations. By its theme, storyline and anxiety it evokes in its audiences or readers, the play
reminds one of the Lars von Trier movie, Dogville.
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Arnošt

Goldflam
*22. 10. 1946

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated in theatre direction
from the Janáček Academy of
Performing Arts in Brno in 1977.
Whilst studying, he directed and
played with the satirical theatre
Evening Brno and after graduation was briefly employed there.
From 1978 to 1993 he worked
with Hanácké Theatre in Prostějov,
which after moving to Brno changed
its name to HaTheatre. He helped
to create the poetics of this theatre,
working there as director, actor and
author. He is presently a director in
theatres in Prague (Studio Ypsilon,
Theatre in Dlouhá Street, Dejvické
Theatre) and Hradec Králové
(Klicpera‘s Theatre); writes plays,
teaches at JAMU; and occasionally
acts in film. Goldflam has written
more than forty plays and dramatisations. His plays can be divided
into two groups: in the first he follows a (non-illusive) theme of the
conflict of generations and tries
to capture the ”spirit of history“;
in the second he pays attention
to the banal situations of life, exaggerating them and taking them to
extreme positions. Characteristic
for him is a feeling for embarrassment, grotesque realism and satiric
exaggeration.

> Horror, 1981, première 14. 12. 1981 Studio Fórum,
Olomouc
> Biletářka, 1982, première 18. 2. 1983 Hanácké divadlo,
Prostějov
> Červená knihovna, 1985, première 1986 Reduta, Brno
> Agatománie, 1985, première 22. 4. 1987 Viola, Prague
> Písek /Tak dávno..., 1987, première 5. 3. 1988 HaDivadlo,
Brno
> Lásky den, 1994, première 8. 4. 1994 CED-HaDivadlo,
Brno
> Sladký Theresienstadt, 1996, première 1. 11. 1996
Divadlo Archa, Prague
> Já je někdo jiný, 2001, première 25. 10. 2003 Klicperovo
divadlo, Hradec Králové
> Ředitelská lóže, 2003, première 10. 2. 2004 at the
same time in Divadlo Komedie, Prague; HaDivadlo, Brno;
Klicperovo divadlo, Hradec Králové (staged reading)
> Z Hitlerovy kuchyně, 2007, première 10. 11. 2007
HaDivadlo, Brno

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Agatománie English – Agathamania
> Biletářka English – The Ticket Girl, Norwegian – Den kvinnelige Billetkontrollor
> Červená knihovna Danish – Mit livs novelle, Norwegian
– Misseroman, German - Gartenlaube
> Horror German – Horror
> Já je někdo jiný German – Ich ist jemand anders
> Lásky den German – Der Tag der Liebe
> Modrá tvář German – Das blaue Gesicht
> Návrat ztraceného syna German – Die Heimkehr des verlorenen Sohnes
> Několik historek ze života Bédi Jelínka German – Aus
dem Leben von Fritzchen Hirschl
> Písek Russian – Pjesok
> Smlouva German – Der Bund
> Zkouška German – Die Probe
> Sladký Theresienstadt English – Sweet Theresienstadt

S L A D K Ý T H E R E S I E N S TA D T / S W E E T T H E R E S I E N S TA D T
7 women, 10 men, extras
This play is based on documents about life in the Theresienstadt ghetto, the biggest Nazi concentration camp in Bohemia. The main inspiration was the diary of the journalist Willy Mahler, not yet
published for ethical reasons. The second source is a story about the shooting of a propaganda
documentary giving the world a false idea that Jews were being cared for; this was the job of another prisoner, Kurt Gerron. (Mahler and Gerron both died in transports to the extermination camps.)
In this free dramatic composition the two stories are interlinked. The filming is supervised by the
leader of the camp Rahm. The author views the illusions „made“ by Germans, the illusion of Rahm
who had „personally nothing against the Jews“, and more importantly the illusion in which both the
main characters live, from an ironical distance. Gerron’s naiveté, the feeling of his own importance
and his belief in favourable appreciation, and the romanticism of the apparently pragmatic Mahler,
longing for his Prague love Marie, to whom he is „faithful in his soul“; the author is ironical mainly
about self-deception.

D Á M S K Á Š AT N A / T H E W O M E N ’ S D R E S S I N G R O O M
4 women
Encounters and conversations in a theatre dressing room bring us an insight into the destinies of
four actresses. A new man has just entered Marie’s life. She’s experiencing the first rapture and
subsequent disenchantment when, just as she discovers she’s pregnant, he rejects the child. Her
colleague Truda, who has a small daughter, has been abandoned by her husband several times. The
youngest, Klára, is naturally longing for good parts, a career and success in the theatre. The oldest,
Líza, is sorting out the meaning of an actor’s vocation at a general level. In all four generations it’s
possible to follow the often interwoven personal and professional problems the actresses come up
against. The play is in three acts, between which there is a passage of time (not precisely determined
– roughly several months). The actresses’ conversations take place in the dressing room before and
during the performance, while they are getting changed, preparing to go onstage, or returning. The
play also semi-reveals the normally concealed but attractive environment backstage at a theatre.

Z H I T L E R OV Y KU C H Y N Ě / F R O M H I T L E R ’ S K I T C H E N
2 women, 5 men, 3 children
Six mini-stories linked by the character of Adolf Hitler sum up to a slightly unorthodox perspective on the most famous of the villains in the world history. Goldflam’s grotesque apocrypha are a clear parody of the current wave of docu-dramatic reconstructions of Hitler’s
life and end; they remove any demon-like qualities and present him as a completely private
person with goals and desires that are ordinary, bizarre, and sometimes a little bit scary.
1) Hitler and Stalin meet (by pure coincidence) at a train station in Brno – Two young men are
changing trains at Brno sometimes between 1910 – 1915. The trains are supposed to carry them
towards fulfilment of their dreams.
2) Hitler and the Family Well-being – Hitler and Eva Braun are talking the future of their relationship.
Hitler promises to Eva he’d end the war quickly and victoriously, “while her biological clock is still
ticking”.
3) A Love Romance – Last war days in Hitler’s bunker. Hitler is to receive a delegation of 88 Czech
Virgins arriving to be impregnated by the Führer in the same way as women from other defeated
nations.
4) An Ordinary Day – Eva Braun is preparing a vegetarian lunch for Hitler complaining she has not
as much fun with her partner as she used to.
5) Playing the Death Game – The bunker again: Instead of sweets, Hitler offers Goering, Goebbels
and Himmler real poison. He enjoys his April’s Fool joke; dancing a South American dance.
6) Ende gut, alles gut – A carnival in South America. Old Hitler, called nowadays Adolfo Esperanza
Muñoz is a successful painter of Indians and feels sorry to have spent “so much time on politics all
these years ago. His fiancée is a half-cast. She has plenty of temperament, unlike late Eva. Life is
beautiful, Leben ist schön. The play was shortlisted for a (staged) Czech Play of the Year at Alfred
Radok Awards 2007.
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Patrik

Hartl
*10. 9. 1976

LIST OF PLAYS:

Grew up in Olomouc, where he
also started his theatre career as
an actor at the Moravian Theatre.
In 2002 he graduated from the
Film Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague as film
and TV director with the film Adam
and Eve produced directly by the
Czech TV in 2001. His first feature
movie, Such a Normal Little Family
(Taková normální rodinka, 2008)
was just released for cinema theatres. He works for theatre with
the same intensity: already his
first play, Conversations about
Happiness between Four Eyes,
he produced and directed at the
Theatre Faculty Theatre DISK
in Prague, was very successful.
Immediately after graduating he
co-founded a private theatre company Studio Dva (Studio Two) with
theatre producer Michal Hrubý. The
company has produced since many
well-known plays from the world
repertory, such as The Graduate,
Open Marriage, Autumn Sonata,
offering acting opportunity to
important Czech actors and actresses in the leading roles (Summer
of Personalities programme). In
2006 he wrote a new play for his
Studio, a ”radical comedy“ Klára
and Bára, that was very successful
with the audiences.

> Rozhovory o štěstí mezi čtyřma očima, 2004, première
29. 2. 2004 DISK - Divadelní studio DAMU, Prague
> Večírek na Seině, 2005, première 3. 3. 2005 Divadlo Viola,
Prague
> Klára a Bára, 2006, première 24. 6. 2006 Studio Dva,
Švandovo divadlo na Smíchově, Prague

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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ROZHOVORY O ŠTĚ STÍ MEZI ČT YŘMA OČIMA /
C O N V E R S AT I O N S A B O U T H A P P I N E S S B E T W E E N
FOUR E YES
A grotesquely bitter tragic-comedy in three situations
4 women, 4 men
In this play, performed for the first time by DAMU students in
the DISK Theatre, three scenes from three different lives lived
in partnership are linked by a theme of a piece of domestic
furniture, a new model of sofa from a furniture megastore. The
author shows the protagonists in interior settings where situations are coming to a head. In the first scene, a young man
called Provázek enters a trap prepared for him by a mentally
ill ”childhood friend“ Kamila, who makes the excuse of putting
together a new sofa, but who wants to make him come back
to her no matter what. Their encounter leads to another of
Kamila’s unsuccessful suicide attempts. In the second scene,
the everyday altercations of a married couple are only a cover
for far worse quagmires: Tomáš’s acting partner and lover hides
under the sofa. The appearance of a half-naked rival is the last
straw for Tomáš’s hard working wife Tereza, possessed by inferiority complexes. Tomáš understands there is no way back and
leaves Tereza. The last piece takes place in the furniture store
itself – more exactly in the shop window, where the newly-marrieds Pavel and Pavla compete for a ”fully furnished flat“ with
a marathon persistence. However, two days before achieving
their aim, Pavel has a crisis. He realises that he has married
a dominant partner who will always get her own way. In the end
he is not able to leave his ”cage“ for fear that his place will be
taken by another… Hartl’s text reflects situations in relationships between dominant women and eternally apologetic young
men, who feel they will never fulfil the women’s demands. He
does not moralise, does not look for a way out – he merely
investigates it.

In spite of his youth, Hartl is an intuitively sensitive writer who does not overburden his texts with
words; he perceives the nuances of contemporary familiar language as one of the supporting
pillars of his work, but discreetly, and on a high level. (…) Some measure of psychotherapeutic
instruction does not escape the more aware audience members, just like the spontaneous optimism even in exalted tragedy. And consequently: a four star evening – maybe even five! (Tomáš
Hejzlar: V pražském DISKu uvedli světovou premiéru s příměsí psychoterapeutické sondáže, Haló
noviny, 5. 3. 2004)

KLÁ RA A B Á RA / KLÁ RA AND B Á RA
A radical comedy
2 women, 2 men, 1 embryo
This contemporary marital comedy was written for Ivana Chýlková and Eva Holubová, both belonging
to the most popular Czech actresses of the middle generation. Klára and Bára are old friends, as
are their husbands, Pavel the composer and Jiří the masseur; both couples are childless and keep
meeting for special occasions. By accident, the nervous and unstable teacher Bára witnesses an
intimate moment between her husband and slightly more charming Klára at a joint dinner. A month
later, Bára and Jiří are victims of an incident. Their house burns down and they have to ask Klára and
Pavel to put them up for the time being. But the atmosphere of their joint cohabitation quickly deteriorates and becomes very dense. Bára keeps nagging her husband because of his affairs, while Klára
tries to overcome logistic problems in her house and make Pavel make love to her to complete her
gynaecological therapy. The situation peaks when Jiří finds out from the police that his wife started
the fire at their home, out of revenge. Jiří has a heart attack and Bára overdoses soon afterwards.
But even after that the four characters are still linked together: Bára and Pavel, who still does not
suspect anything, get closer and the latter is inspired in his music compositions by Bara’s sensibility.
Only later, Pavel finds out about Klára’s affair with Jiří having been preceded by his own fling with
Bára. A nightmare enters his life: a larger-than-life embryo that keeps addressing him as ”Daddy“
adding it is not sure whether Pavel really is its natural father. Through the feelings of guilt and pain,
coupled with an occasional ”recreational“ bit on the side in everyday life, the four characters realise
how much their original partner means to them. Their journey is a complicated one (there is another
suicide attempt by Bára) but the general direction is clear. The four characters meet again at the
New Year’s Eve party – they are all much wiser by now, and Klára is pregnant on top of that.
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Václav

Havel
*5. 10. 1936

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

As the son of an entrepreneur
and builder, Václav Havel was,
for political reasons, barred
from higher education. In his
twenties he started writing for
literary and theatre magazines,
but it was not until 1967 that he
was able to graduate in dramaturgy from the Theatre Faculty
of the Academy of Performing
Arts. His plays The Garden
Party, Memorandum and The
Increased Difficulty of Concentration introduced a new spirit onto
the Czech and later the international stage. After the invasion of the
Warsaw Pact armies, he was – as
a leading cultural representative
of the Prague Spring – completely silenced. With his new plays,
essays, manifestos and his everyday attitude, he became the
natural authority for independent
movements in Czechoslovakia
and a leading representative of
international culture. He was
imprisoned several times by the
Communist authorities, on the
last occasion in 1989. Following
the “velvet revolution”, of which
he was the best-known representative, he was from 1990–1992
President of Czechoslovakia and
from 1993–2002 President of
the Czech Republic. In a television
questionnaire in 2005 he was
voted the third greatest Czech
in history, an exceptional achievement by international standards:
in no other country holding such
a popular pastime has a living individual achieved such a high ranking.

> Zahradní slavnost, 1963, première 3. 12. 1963 Divadlo
Na zábradlí, Prague
> Vyrozumění, 1965, première 25. 7. 1965 Divadlo Na
zábradlí, Prague
> Ztížená možnost soustředění, 1968, première
11. 4. 1968 Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague
> Audience, 1975, première 9. 10. 1976 Akademietheater,
Vienna (Austria)
> Vernisáž, 1975, première 9. 10. 1976 Akademietheater,
Vienna (Austria)
> Largo desolato, 1984, première 13. 4. 1985
Akademietheater, Vienna (Austria)
> Pokoušení, 1985, première 23. 5. 1986 Akademietheater,
Vienna (Austria)
> Asanace, 1987, première 24. 9. 1989 Schauspielhaus,
Zürich (Switzerland)
> Odcházení, 2007, première 22. 5. 2008 Divadlo Archa,
Prague

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS (selection):

> Zahradní slavnost English – The Garden Party, German
– Das Gartenfest, Russian – Prazdnik v sadu, Spanish
– Una fiesta en el jardín
> Vyrozumění English – The Memorandum, French – Le rapport don’t vous êtes l’objet, German – Die Benachrichtigung,
Russian – Uvedomlenie, Spanish – El comunicando
> Ztížená možnost soustředění English – The Increased
Difficulty of Concentration, German – Erschwerte
Möglichkeit der Konzentration, Russian – Trudno sosredotochitsia
> Audience English – Audience, French – Audience, German
– Audienz, Portuguese – Audiencia, Russian – Audiencija,
Spanish – Audiencia
> Vernisáž English – Unveiling, Private View, French
– Vernissage, Polish – Wernisaź, Portuguese – Vernissage,
Russian – Vernisaž, Spanish – Inauguración
> Largo desolato English, French, German, Polish, Russian,
Spanish – Largo Desolato
> Pokoušení English – Temptation, French – Tentación,
German – Die Versuchung, Polish – Kuszenie, Russian
– Iskushenije, Spanish – La Tentación
> Odcházení English – Leaving, Croatian – Odlaženje, Dutch
– Het vertrek, French – Sur le départ, German – Der
Abgang, Polish – Odejścia

L A R G O D E S O L AT O
A play in seven scenes
3 women, 9 men
Although the play, written in 1984, describes the tortured state of its hero as he awaits imprisonment, it was actually inspired, as Havel has said more than once, by his own feelings on being set
free. The philosopher Leopold Kopřiva is in one sense an extension of the dramatic existence of
Vanek the writer, a character who in time became the embodiment of anti-regime dissidence and
its hope, and in another sense he is an unbalanced man, whose chaotic personal life recalls that of
the hero of The Increased Difficulty of Concentration, Eduard Huml, or even Macheath. He finally
sees that there is only one way out from the unbearably burdensome waiting which binds him to
the people around him, but also from complete strangers, lovers and admirers, from the pressure
of the police, who want to morally break him – and this way out is his own imprisonment. However,
the all-powerful state denies him this redemption; he is sentenced to further freedom, and to more
life with other people and himself.

A S A N AC E / R E D E V E L O P M E N T
A play in five scenes
6 women, 8 men
The heroes of the play, written in 1987, are a group of architects living in a medieval castle while
they plan the tidying up of a neglected town below them. A delegation from the town requests
that the redevelopment be cancelled, saying it would destroy their natural enviroment. This starts
a discussion flowing among the architects on the meaning of modern architecture... However,
it becomes clear that the most important person in the castle is not the chief architect, but a mysterious secretary. He locks the delegation in the dungeons and orders that the project be continued. The
situation then suddenly changes with the arrival of an inspector, who announces that the architect
will have complete creative freedom. The celebrations are endless and the barriers between people
come down - it seems that paradise on the earth is at hand. Until, that is, another inspector arrives,
brands the first one an amateur and reestabilishes the old order. The architect’s depression after
this sudden reversal is deep and clearly long-lasting. The new inspector tries in vain to rouse them
to new attempts and to new ”thinking“. The play ends with the suicide of one of the heroes, who
jumps from a tower ”from unrequited love,“ as the castle’s legend warns. Redevelopment is a satire
on the deadening effects of any sort of an attempt at the central management of society – and also
a symbolic condensation of Czech history of the last half-century.

O D C H Á Z E N Í / L E AV I N G
A play in five acts
6 women, 11 men, 1 voice
Václav Havel’s first play after twenty years touches on the household of Dr. Vilém Rieger, retiring
from politics. It is plain that the former chancellor’s electoral period has come to an end and that
a question mark hangs over his continued residence in the government villa surrounded by a large
cherry orchard. It is equally plain that neither Rieger nor those around him, under the firm control
of Irena, a friend of long-standing, have neglected to provide for themselves. Meanwhile, his broader
family deviates only marginally from its customary course. The new government is represented by
the Vice-Chairman, Vlastík Klein, by all accounts an astute businessman with the fate of the villa
very much on his heart. Catastrophic news is soon confirmed: Rieger’s family have to vacate the
house. This news sets off the visible collapse of Rieger’s “court”, a collapse which has been under
way for some time. In Leaving, Havel – as in his earlier play Redevelopment, completed twenty
years ago – constructs an artificial (and sadly entertaining) theatrical world. The ironic settling of
accounts with the departing first post-Communist political establishment and the caustic view of the
rise of the subsequent real-capitalist generation is permeated with playful references to Chekhov’s
Cherry Orchard and Shakespeare’s King Lear. The theatrical quality of the text is underlined by the
constant presence of the author’s Voice, adding stage directions and an ironic commentary on his
own dramatic methods and their limits.
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Marek

Horoščák
*14. 2. 1976

LIST OF PLAYS:

Graduated in dramaturgy from the
Janáček Academy of Performing
Arts in Brno. Whilst studying,
worked on productions in the
Studio Marta. He took part in
workshops for young dramatists in
the course of the festival Bonner
Biennial 2000 and has worked as
a dramaturge in Czech TV Brno
and as a lector in the dramaturgy department of the National
Theatre in Prague. Now works as
a dramaturge of radio plays in the
Brno studio of Czech Radio. His
play Boiled Heads was awarded
second prize in the competition for
the best original Czech or Slovak
play awarded by the Alfréd Radok
Foundation in 1999. In 2002 he
collaborated on the dramatization
of Vladimír Vančura’s classic novel,
Markéta Lazarová at the National
Theatre in Prague. Theatre On the
Balustrade produced his play W.
Found Out The War Was Inside
Him as a part of the Czechoslovak
Spring 2005 project.

> Mein Faust, 1996, première June 1998 Festival Divadlo
v pohybu, Brno (staged reading)
> Trakl, 1998, première November 2000 Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague (staged reading)
> Vařený hlavy, 1999, première 9. 3. 2001 Divadlo Husa na
provázku, Brno
> Je to idiot. Poradí si., 2001, première 30. 4. 2001 Les
divokých čtení, Roxy/NoD, Prague (staged reading)
> Markéta Lazarová , 2002, première 14. 3. 2002 Národní
divadlo, Prague (dramatization of Vladislav Vančura’s novel)
> W. zjistil, že válka je v něm, 2005, première 24. 4. 2005
Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague (in co-operation with Jiří
Pokorný)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Trakl English – Trakl
> Vařený hlavy Polish – Gotowane glówy

TRAKL
Scenes from a poet’s life
2 women, 9 men
The play is freely inspired by the life and personality of the
Expressionist poet Georg Trakl. Horoščák’s Trakl takes place
as though it were a single moment when Trakl, who was sent
to the front as a doctor during World War I, shoots himself in
the field hospital. During one dizzy moment the most important events of his life pass before his eyes. The story unfolds
in freely linked scenes. Trakl meets his friend Karl, his sister
Greta (with whom he connected by more than brotherly love)
and his girl-friend, the prostitute Sonia. He tries to solve his
anxiety and depression through experiments with various drugs,
and he comes into conflict with the police – he is suspected of
the murder of a little girl. In the middle of the fury of war he
is unable to bear any more of the cruelty of reality and shoots
himself. As an embodiment of the spirit of a time which is over,
the last Austro-Hungarian Emperor, Franz Josef passes through
the play. The ever-present figure of the Emperor is the paternal,
authoritative antithesis of Trakl. Horoščák sets their speeches
in close conjunction and thus expresses the polarity of the life
experience of the doomed poet and claims which the supreme

authority of society thoughtlessly affirms. Excerpts from Trakl’s poetry are used in the play, colourful
visions arising from Expressionism are projected in poetic stage directions.
/The play/ could however have been written because the author instinctively recognised in Trakl’s
failure of his will for life, in the absence of an elementary sense for self-preservation, the opportunity to say something about the feeling of the time, about the fatal inclination of the whole of
society for which survival begins to be the most difficult thing in life. (Marie Reslová: Přežít je to
nejtěžší v životě, Svět a divadlo, 1999/3)

VA Ř E N Ý H L AV Y / B O I L E D H E A D S
2 women, 4 men
A middle-aged married couple, Miriam and Karel, live in isolation in the middle of a forest. However,
in the course of one night several intruders force their way into their house. The first is a girl at the
age of puberty, Linda, who insists she is looking for her runaway cat in the forest. Karel, who is suspicious, nevertheless allows her to sleep in one of their rooms, which he locks for security. Immediately
afterwards a car crashes not far from the house and two injured young men try to gain access to the
house. The multiple coincidences have fateful results for the characters. Linda pretends that she is
Karel’s stepdaughter; she swears at him and complains to Miriam. It is not clear whether she is only
being provocative or whether she is ventilating a real trauma. Karel goes along with her game. Both
the new arrivals find it strange that a father should lock his daughter in her room, and try somehow to intervene in the row. Linda brings the whole argument to an end when accompanied by one
of the youths she runs away into the forest. The other youth has to stay in the cottage because of
a broken leg. Early the next day Karel takes him to hospital, in advance cutting off part of his ear as
a warning. The young threesome decides not to leave the situation just like that. They succeed in
persuading the pub lady-killer J.T. to set out for the cottage with a pistol and scare the couple a little
bit. However, Linda and J.T.’s retaliatory measures end quite unexpectedly - Karel and Miriam eventually overcome the attackers and literally boil their heads. The text balances on the edge between
a cool thriller and an ironic black grotesque.
The audience does not recognise action as an illusory reality but accepts the offered play which
moreover has the comically very rewarding and situationally enlivening principle of drama: paranoia. (Tomáš Syrovátka: Hledání divadla chcete-li dobře uvařené hlavy, Svět a divadlo, 2001/3)
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Jiří

Hubač
*27. 8. 1929

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Czech dramatist and TV scriptwriter. After finishing secondary
school, he worked as a design
engineer until 1955, when he was
incapacitated by a serious illness
that gave him an impulse to start
writing. He was editor of journal
Technická politika (1956-61) and
from 1956 worked as a television
dramaturge. He was fired from
this position during the so-called
”normalization“ purges in 1974
for political reasons and became
a free-lance writer. His plays Unripe
Raspberries (adapted for the
theatre as The Good Old Band),
The Fall of Icarus and Migrant
Birds were extremely popular with
audiences and critics alike in the
1970s and 1980s. Hubač was also
known as the author of a number
of television soap operas – in the
1960s he was one of the staff
screenwriters for the popular TV
series Three Blokes in a Cottage
and Eliška and her Family; in the
1980s for drama series Good
Water, Ambulance, etc. He also
wrote screenplays for the feature
films Dance Teacher (1994) and
Fanny (1995). In his plays, Hubač
focuses on the changing modern
society. Individual plays are built
around the polarity between philosophical and ethical issues in
general, and the emotional world
of contemporary people.

> Král krysa, 1973-74, première 9. 10. 1974 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague
> Komu zvoní hrana, 1976, première 27. 5. 1977 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague
> Dům na nebesích, 1980, première 14. 11. 1980 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague
> Stará dobrá kapela, 1983, première 18. 4. 1984 Národní
divadlo, Prague
> Generálka, 1985, première 16. 4. 1986 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague
> Modrý pavilón, 1988, première 4. 2. 1988 Národní divadlo,
Praha
> Hostina u Petronia, 1996, première 31. 10. 1997 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague
> Johanka z Arku, 1999, première 31. 3. 2000 Divadlo
Ta Fantastika, Prague

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Král krysa German – Koenig Ratte
> Dům na nebesích German – Ein Haus in den Wolken,
Russian – Dom na nebesach, Bulgarian – Kăšča v nebeto
> Stará dobrá kapela German – Die Studentenkapelle,
Polish – Nasza orkiestra, Bulgarian - Dobrijat star orkestar
> Generálka English – Madame General, German – Die
Generalin, Spanish – La Generala

H O S T I N A U P E T R O N I A / P E T R O N I U S’ S F E A S T
2 women, 17 men
The action of the play takes place in the twelfth year of the reign of Emperor Nero. Rome serves
Jiří Hubač as a metaphor capturing the totalitarian past devoid of freedom: a time of informing
on other people, secret police, allegiance to authority, careerism, all-powerful government and the
unpredictability of one’s own fate. Unrest and fear rule at Caesar’s court and throughout Rome.
Nero’s extended arm, the commander of the Caesarean guard Tigellinus, governs the city. Caesar,
who considers himself a great poet, is preparing to participate in a public poetry contest, together
with his bodyguard and friend Ancius. Someone writes a defamation of Caesar on a public wall
and young Ancius is declared to be the author. Nero cannot forgive such an insult and leaves it
to the poet Petronius to judge Ancius’s guilt. Petronius, although he knows very well that Ancius
is innocent, in fear of his life, agrees to Ancius’s condemnation. However, it is the commander of
the Caesarean guard who is the writer of the provocative defamation. The hetaira Clivia, Ancius’s
mistress and former mistress of Petronius, ascribes the authorship to Petronius in order to save her
lover. Meanwhile, however, Ancius has committed suicide, so informing on the innocent Petronius
has done no good. Petronius decides that pride and honour is worth more than life and in place of
an apology sends a sharp, offensive letter to Caesar. Then he arranges a feast at his home. Just as
a centurion and soldiers come to the house for him, he takes his life.
The whole play is confessedly some sort of coming to terms by the author with the period of totalitarianism, with the time of ”the breaking of characters“, with the philosophy of what was known
as the grey zone. How acceptable are the limits of collaboration with power to a free spirit? What
is the ladder of values? In non-normal conditions, what are human feelings like love, friendship
and tolerance capable of? (Jana Soprová: Hostina u Petronia nabízí alespoň hostinu hereckou,
Večerník Praha, 4. 11. 1997)

G E N E R Á L K A / M A DA M E G E N E R A L
1 woman, 6 men
Napoleon Bonaparte is slowly rotting on the tropical island of St. Helena. Humidity, heath, rats and
bad food rations provided by his English gaolers, who are not enjoying their stay any more than their
prisoner, petty arguments and rivalries within his retinue, desertions and illness, all combine to
Napoleon’s humiliation and demoralisation. Into this scene arrives Eulalia Pontiou, a sturdy peasant
woman widowed by Napoleon’s campaign in Russia, demanding recompense for her sufferings.
A clever, witty and timeless allegorical play reflects on glory, heroism, patriotism, pomp and power
play which has not changed at all since Bonaparte’s days. A sparkling comedy, exploiting brilliant
dialogues, humorous perspective and siding with those trying to achieve something was written for
one of the most popular Czech actresses, Jiřina Bohdalová, and was also a basis for a successful
TV movie.
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David

Jařab
*2. 1. 1971

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

After finishing high school in
Ostrava, he graduated from the
Drama Faculty of Janáček Academy
of Performing Arts in Brno as director. Between 1993 and 1998 he
worked as director and later as the
artistic director of the HaTheatre in
Brno. Since 2002 he is the artistic
director of the Komedie Theatre in
Prague. From the mid-1990s he
took membership in the Group of
Czech and Slovak Surrealists. He
published his texts in the Analogon
and Intervence magazines and
other literary periodicals. He also
worked as an artist and exhibited at the Group of Czech and
Slovak Surrealists exhibitions. In
August 2004, his first feature film
Vaterland – A Hunting Diary opened, based on Jařab’s own screenplay. Since his Brno years, he writes and directs his own plays and
dramatizations, currently staged
at the Komedie Theatre in Prague.
He also directs other, mostly
German-speaking playwrights such
as R. W. Fassbinder and Elfriede
Jelinek (Klara S.). Recently, his
writing-directing activities culminated in a series of plays loosely
connected to specific localities in
Prague (Vodičkova – Lazarská,
Žižkov, Charles Square). They are
stark scenarios full of mysterious
atmosphere that results from
unvoiced relationships between
characters. The production of
Vodičkova – Lazarská has been
selected for the prestigious
Wiesbaden festival Neue Stücke
aus Europa (June 2008).

> Jeux d’Enfants aneb Paříž XIII, 1995, première
22. 4. 1995 HaDivadlo, Brno
> Klimeš, 1997, première 16. 5. 1997 HaDivadlo, Brno (in
co-operation with Luboš Balák)
> Ostrostřelci (monodrama), 2003, première 24. 9. 2003
Pražské komorní divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague
> Parsifal, 2005, première 29. 4. 2005 Pražské komorní
divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague
> Vodičkova – Lazarská , 2005, première 1. 12. 2005
Pražské komorní divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague
> Žižkov, 2006, première 19. 10. 2006 Pražské komorní
divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague
> Tři zlaté vlasy děda Vševěda, 2007, première 10. 2. 2007
Pražské komorní divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague
> Utrpení knížete Sternenhocha, 2007, première
20. 4. 2007 Pražské komorní divadlo, Divadlo Komedie,
Prague (using motifs from Ladislav Klíma)
> Nosferatu, 2007, première 2. 11. 2007 Pražské komorní
divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague (using motifs from B.
Stoker)
> Karlovo náměstí, 2007, première 7. 3. 2008 Pražské
komorní divadlo, Divadlo Komedie, Prague

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Vodičkova – Lazarská German – Die Kreutzung

V O D I Č KO VA – L A Z A R S K Á
1 woman, 4 men
A main street in the heart of Prague where shoppers go
shopping, where young lads go to drink, foreigners to show
off, everybody to change tramways during the night, and the
failures to fail. But people do live in this dusty and noisy ”shop
window“ and events of almost mythical dimension can happen
here. Crowds push a nosy companion from a local bistro under
the tram. That means saving an absent-minded prostitute from
death – whether by chance or intentionally is not clear. The text
is a result of interaction with the author’s production inspired by
a found text, passages and thoroughfares, but also by a video
recording, photographs and soundtrack made with a mobile
phone. The project is both a borderline documentary and
a parable about vistas into different spaces and about defending basic human dignity.

David Jařab’s scenario is a playful inter-textual game. The documentary line is mixed up with an
apocryphal one: a model for one of the characters is Jesus Christ (…). The man keeps appearing
and disappearing unexpectedly, changes beer into water, people talk about miracles in connection to him. (Kateřina Rathouská: Mystérium Lazarské a Vodičkovy, Divadelní noviny, 10. 1. 2006)

Ž I Ž KO V
5 women, 6 men
A play about love, crime and the fact that you better look after your womenfolk when a stranger
appears or it all could come to a bad end. Another instalment of a free ”topography“ cycle moves
from central Prague of Vodičkova – Lazarská to another specific locale, that of the traditionally
worker district of Žižkov in Prague. It concentrates on a group of local young people living in the
deadly drabness of a big city. The place is dominated by jealousy and gossip, with some love and
friendship thrown into the mixture. The stasis of these relationships is disturbed by the arrival of
a Stranger: he is an exile returning to his birthplace. His appearance immediately upsets existing
ordered relationships: the women suddenly come to life again; the men plot to take advantage of
the ”foreigner“. The stranger is interesting, provocative and charming – but he also holds a mirror
to the people’s own lives. In the end he disappears, and it is not clear whether he was killed for his
money, or just left the place. Žižkov has not been written with only Prague in mind – it could be set
in the suburbs of any other city (possibly with the change of the play’s title), as the boring drabness
of human relationships can be found anywhere in Europe.
While Vodičkova-Lazarská is a text based on the playwright’s lyric and poetic confession, in Žižkov
the dramatist uses a form that is more prosaic and accessible, and also closer to the theatre of
classical drama. (Tereza Vinická: Scénické kouzlo Žižkaperku, Lidové noviny, 25. 10. 2006)

N O S F E R AT U
3 women, 5 men
It is curious that the post-gothic, bloodthirsty novel of Dracula, one of the most famous among the
Twentieth Century myths, has lately become so popular. Although this dramatisation follows the
basic storyline, it stresses the plot’s relation to the fate of individual and today’s society inviting
deeper interpretations. The play can be seen as a probe into the darker sides of human psyche and
into darker tiers of contemporary Western society. From the play’s perspective, Dracula represents
the Evil that could be interpreted, for instance, as personification of terrorism – the danger that is
invisible yet potentially ubiquitous. Count Dracula, stylised into a distinguished, elegant gentleman,
does not look threatening at first. His castle is visited by Harker, a decadent youth hampered by
prejudice. Dracula only has to wake up the latent evil in his subconscious: on his return to London,
Harker infects with the same evil his wife Mina by transferring his own nightmares onto her. After
visiting Dracula, Mina completely submits to him. The ”Exorcist“ Van Helsing becomes Dracula’s
main opponent, but he is unable to destroy the Count who represents the general evil. Dr Seward is
also attempting to bring some order into the dark and grimly dreamy atmosphere of the play as he is
trying to cure Mina from her nightmares. Dracula is being helped by the double-edged character of
Lilith, a personification of sexual perversion and sadistic Evil, sucking out the strength from Harker.
The play is a parable using both motives of the classic Bram Stoker story and the atmosphere typical
for decadent writing of the late 19th Century. The lines uttered by the characters are stark and frosty
while opening opportunities for stage interpretation.
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Zdeněk

Jecelín
*26. 4. 1969

LIST OF PLAYS:

Graduated from the Faculty of
Education in Prague, after which he
taught in a private grammar school
in Kolín. He was accepted by the
Theatre Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague to study
theatre direction, later changing to
dramaturgy where he became the
pupil of Prof. Jaroslav Vostrý. He
worked as a dramaturge for productions of the Municipal Theatre
in Mladá Boleslav and the Theatre
Cooperative CD 94. He runs a private theatre school in Kolín and
has written six plays for the theatre. His first, Tristan and Isolde
won the 3rd prize of the Alfréd
Radok Award. His play A Family
Residence received second prize
in the Prague National Theatre
Playwriting Competition and was
performed in the Estates Theatre.

> Tristan a Isolda, 1998, première 25. 2. 2000 Činoherní
studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Kapitán Fracasse, 2001, première 23. 6. 2001 Česká
scéna, Český Těšín
> Rodinné sídlo, 1999, première 27. 3. 2002 Národní divadlo, Prague
> První opera, 2000
> Satana, 2004
> Tisíc a jedna noc: Královna hadů, 2007, première
5. 5. 2007 Loutková scéna Jihočeského divadla, České
Budějovice

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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T R I S TA N A I S O L DA / T R I S TA N A N D I S O L D E
3 women, 12 men, chorus
This play based on the medieval legend is obviously inspired
by the current interest in Celtic history. The atmosphere and
narrative style are reminiscent of fantasy fiction. But in spite
of the exotic setting the characters think and behave in a markedly modern way. Tristan and Isolde gradually become aware
of many different kinds of love, but also of the responsibility
and conflict between honour, duty and emotional honesty. In
this world, magical and fantastical figures (a dragon, a goblin
named Frocin) are as real as the hatred that devours Isolde’s
mother Nimue, who has never known love. The spectacular light
scenes would do any action movie credit. The story-line has
a fairytale simplicity, but the heroes’ actions and motivations
are more ambivalent: they are looking for the truth, in themselves
and in others and, against all the odds, intuitively seeking ways
to happiness without breaking their code of honour.
The text makes use of a ”big screen“ setting, of legendary and
historical struggles over the independence of Ireland, and of
almost fairy-tale motifs (the goblin Frocin, the dragon) for
this story of eternal lovers. The way in which the author sees
these actions – a mixture of kitschy colour prints, idealised
chivalrous honour and sharp, ”purely“ expressed feelings and
relationships (from the aesthetic point of view, whether stroking or rubbing up the wrong way) - is extremely contemporary.
/.../ The fantasy of the stories interpenetrates with sensitively
drawn ”contemporary“ psychology and a permanent tension in
several amorous relationships. (Marie Reslová: Nebozí milenci, Svět a divadlo, 2000)

R O D I N N É S Í D L O / A FA M I LY R E S I D E N C E
7 women, 7 men
After an absence of two years, the descendant of a Russian noble family Andrej Smirnov flies home
from Paris to get married to another aristocrat, Olga Rodinova. Olga’s aunt Valerie Balakireva organizes a fancy-dress ball echoing those from the time of Tsar Alexander the First. Andrej goes to the ball
but only to scorn the other guests with poisoned remarks: he is no more the entertaining companion
he used to be while trying to revive the ancient Russian nobility’s lifestyle. He is not able to explain
why it is so, not even to his best friend Michael Voznesenski. During the betrothal ceremony at the
former family home in Krasnopol, bought with money made in France and given by Andrej to Olga
and her relatives, Andrej unexpectedly finds himself in the company of Olga’s nihilist-minded sister
Tatyana. Her completely negative attitude to life masks a childhood trauma: her parents died in
a Communist jail. After initial hostile exchanges, Andrej and Tatyana go for a short and brutal lovemaking only to elope together to Paris immediately afterwards. But Andrej doesn’t find happiness
even with this new woman in Paris. Moreover, his life is threatened as he refuses to continue to work
for the Russian Mafia in France that supplied the money to buy Krasnopol in the first place, and as
a consequence both Tatyana and Andrej decide to return to Russia. Both sisters are unable to reach
reconciliation, especially after Tatyana tells Olga she’s ready to leave Andrej and start a new career
as a curator in Paris. Michael challenges his former friend Andrej to a duel (he’s unable to forgive
him for the way he treated Olga). When Andrej refuses the challenge, Michael shoots him dead, thus
effectively destroying any chance for a relationship with Olga he’d been craving. On the plane to Paris
(his flight was paid by the Russian Mafia who commissioned Andrej’s murder) he meets Tatyana who
doesn’t suspect any wrongdoing on his part. The central plot is interwoven with a range of secondary
stories about other idiosyncratic small characters. The play is written in the spirit of light comedy
exploiting several motives from the Russian classical literature without sending them up.

TISÍC A JEDNA NOC : KR Á LOVNA HADŮ / AN ARABIAN NIGHT: THE SNAKE
QUEEN
6 women, 10 men
The almost detective story starts with an apparently banal incident – an apple is stolen by Salim,
a poor Muslim thief from Sarah, a daughter of a rich Jewish merchant. But there is more to the story
than meets the eye: although the two are enemies at the moment of theft they must join forces as
they run away from their pursuers. In a fast-moving play full of action and with the scenes linked
together in a dynamic way, there is also a romantic subplot. Although the play uses motives from
the Thousand and One Night stories (The Queen of Snakes, The Three Apples) and has elements of
myth at its basis, it tells a contemporary story with realistically presented characters that could live
at any time. It combines drama with both puppet and shadow theatre techniques. The author also
uses the inspiration from a movie cartoon Laputa: The Castle in the Sky (1986) directed by Hayao
Miyazaki.
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Iva

Klestilová (Volánková)
*4. 10. 1964

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

In the 1980s a member of the
Children’s Studio of the Theatre
on a String and of the amateur
group Unroadworthy Caterpillar.
From 1984 an actress with the
HaTheatre in Brno. Till 1989 worked on all the collective scripts
of HaTheatre. Returning from
maternity leave she found that
there were few opportunities for
actresses and began to devote
herself more intensively to writing
plays. Arnošt Goldflam, who determined the whole poetics of the
HaTheatre, had an influence on
her early work. After his departure
she developed her own independent, feminist oriented work. She
has placed in the Alfréd Radok
Award for original plays several
times: in 1997, 4th place for her
play All Saints, in 2000 3rd place
for her Minach and in 2001 2nd
place for Encroachment, in 2003
3rd place for 3sisters2002.cz.
Since September 2004 she works
as a dramaturge of the National
Theatre in Prague. Her political
satire My Country was voted the
best original play on Czech stages
of 2006 (Alfréd Radok Award). Her
play Barbie Dolls (Barbíny, written
together with Valéria Schulczová)
was produced by the Theatre On
the Balustrade as a part of the
Czechoslovak Spring 2005 project.
Her play Ticket Night (Benefice)
was produced by the Drama Studio
in Ústí nad Labem. She also works
with Czech Radio and Czech TV.

> Všichni svatí, 1997
> Zisk slasti, 1999, première 7. 10. 2000 Festival Les
divokých sviní, Činoherní studio, Ústí nad Labem (staged
reading)
> trilogie minach, 2000, première 11. 1. 2002 HaDivadlo,
Brno
> Stísněná 22, 2001, première 13. 3. 2003 Národní divadlo,
Prague
> 3sestry2002.cz, 2002, première 17. 5. 2005 Divadlo
Rokoko, Prague (as 3sestry.2005.cz)
> Taking off, 2003, première 8. 6. 2003 Dejvické divadlo,
Prague (staged reading)
> HRA(J)! , 2003, première 10. 3. 2004 HaDivadlo, Brno
> Barbíny, 2005, première 29. 5. 2005 Divadlo Na zábradlí,
Prague (in co-opretion with Valéria Schultzová)
> Má vlast, 2006, première 4. 2. 2006 Divadlo Rokoko,
Prague
> Usměj se, mami, 2007, première 3. 3. 2007 Divadlo ’90
U Valšů, Prague

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> trilogie minach English – Minach, A Trilogy about, and
„for“, Women
> Stísněni English – Encroachment
> 3sestry2002.cz English – 3sisters2002.cz

T R I L O G I E M I N AC H / M I N AC H
2 women, 3 men
Minach, A Trilogy about, and „for“, Women is a loosely connected set of three one-act plays, existentially harmonised probes
into the intimacy of human relations seen from the point of view
of a woman. Minach, the first part, is a dialogue (really a monologue) of the Sister with her silent Brother, and a conversation
of the Sister with her lover Ludwig. The siblings are bound by
incest and a shared guilt for the death of their parents. Their
lives are so bound together that one cannot exist without
the other. The Brother bullies the Sister through his silence.
The relationship between Brother and Sister is devastated by
the presence of Ludwig ”the man from next door“ who is visiting the Sister. Ludwig is for her the last and only opportunity
to begin to live a normal life, but the Sister does not show it.

The second part, Head or Tails? is a fantasising little game. Here the Woman determines what will
happen, and how. She has at her disposition, Man – the puppet. By naming the Man differently, she
creates his various characters. At first she creates Harold, and when she is tired of his docility, she
changes him into Edgar, but not even he is without problems, and so, discontented, she creates a
new man. The figure of Ludwig emerges. The Future of My I is a dialogue between the mortally sick
Woman 1, whose husband has moved her to the country, and a paid nurse, Woman 2, who is hired
by a man until the patient dies. The destinies of the two women encounter each other, on the one
hand anxiety from the ending of life, longing still to belong to her husband, and on the other a promising future, that she will maybe begin a new life with the money earned nursing the sick.

S T Í S N Ě N I ( S T Í S N Ě N Á 2 2 ) / E N C R OAC H M E N T
4 women, 6 men
The author wrote the text in the style of a musical composition – a polyphony of voices on the staircase of an old house, putting together fragments of the destinies of individual inhabitants. As adapted
for production, it was made more concrete and the story more topical; relationships between the
characters were worked out in more detail and the setting changed to a gymnasium (used as a temporary refuge for the inhabitants of the house). The centre of attention is the ”space“ in which all the
inhabitants are obliged to live together. The Woman walks through them and, from overheard scraps
of conversation, micro-stories of the people living here are put together. In particular, she meets
women who represent different stages of her life. The Woman thus looks at her own situation from
the point of view of others’ experience (she is deciding whether she wishes to go on meeting the
Man). The ghost of the Pregnant Woman passes through the house; in the past, in fear of a difficult
pregnancy, she threw herself under a car belonging to one of the inhabitants of the house. An Older
Woman has solved nothing, she is locked into a childless marriage with ”no cares“; perhaps only for
her dog which is killed from jealousy by the lover she turned down years ago. The Lady comes from
quite another time, a survivor from the old days who no longer wants to live in a world she doesn’t
understand and doesn’t understand her. Their adversaries are the men: Man, Her Man, Gentleman,
Doctor and the homosexual couple the Young Man and Older Man. The life stories flow side by side,
or only slightly mesh together. At the end the lovers make up, the man guilty of the road accident
owns up in front of everyone, and the marital triangle reaches reconciliation.

3 S E S T R Y 2 0 0 2 .C Z / 3 S I S T E R S 2 0 0 2 .C Z
4 women, 7 men, chorus
As the title indicates, the play takes place in the present day. In the center of the action, we find Olga,
Masha and Irina. Olga is a cynical, spiteful old maid with neurotic affectations, and haunted by erotic
thoughts. Irina is even more cynical (in opposite to Chekhov’s character), playing sexual games in
public with her monumental lover. We also find Masha in the crisis – she has just had an abortion
and has resigned herself from everything. In addition, she is trying to resolve the issue of artificial
insemination – it’s unnaturalness simply disgusts her. However, the sisters’ world is complicated
also by external attacks: a fire brigade during their training exercises invades the sisters’ garden;
a mysterious man with a hat leaves a suspicious box; and Václav Klaus (today Czech President)
”personally“ telephones day-care worker Luisa (like a million other Czechs during his party’s election
campaign). Masha’s husband cannot become director of his school because he was a collaborator
with the Communist secret police. On the radio, we learn about a hostage-taking incident where
”hundreds of hostages“ are detained by Chechen terrorists. Everything is intertwined in the resulting
apocalypse where everything is annihilated. The world is neither for men nor for women – and certainly not for children. The apocalypse of course also occurs on the television, while the characters
sit in the garden and ”roast hotdogs“.
The relationships between the characters are neurotically mangled and full of nervousness and
animosity. (…) The real world intrudes through television, local radio and phone into a family
reunion through echoes of political action: conflict in Chechnya, terrorist attacks in the USA and
idiosyncratic faces of the domestic election campaign. (Saša Hrbotický: Tři sestry v zajetí tupců,
Hospodářské noviny, 20. 6. 2005)
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Petr

Kolečko
*28. 3. 1984

LIST OF PLAYS:

From 2003 he studies directing
and dramaturgy at the Drama
Department of the Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague (DAMU),
where early on in his studies he
began to pursue drama writing. In
2005 he took part in the Creative
workshop of the Drama Studio
Ústí nad Labem. In 2008, he won
a month long artistic residency
at the Royal Court Theatre in
London. His play Britney Goes to
Heaven was produced by the Petr
Bezruč Theatre in Ostrava and was
awarded a grant from the literary
agency DILIA. It was translated into
English and a rehearsed reading
was performed in December 2007
at the Immigrants Theatre in New
York; there was also a rehearsed
reading of a Polish translation at
the Teatr pod Ratuzsom in March
2007. His play Twilight of Points
(Soumrak bodů), written as a BA
project at DAMU, was presented by
the school theatre DISK as a part
of the Men’s Affairs production in
2007. It was also broadcast by the
Vltava department of Czech Radio
in February 2007. DISK Theatre
produced his new play, Love, Stupid
(Láska vole) and Prague theatre
A Studio Rubín successfully run his
joint authorship project with Tomáš
Svoboda, Jan Tříska’s Golden Ring
(Zlatý prsten Jana Třísky). He is
also on the team of scriptwriters
for the Czech Radio series Life is
a Dog (Život je pes).

> Změna, 2004, première 1. 5. 2004 Divadlo Na Prádle,
Prague
> Bez orientace, 2004, première 20. 11. 2004 Divadlo
Na Prádle, Prague
> Britney Goes to Heaven, 2006, première 29. 9. 2006
Divadlo Petra Bezruče, Ostrava
> Soumrak bodů, 2006, première 17. 10. 2006 DISK Divadelní studio DAMU, Prague
> Láska vole, 2007, première 5. 12. 2007 DISK - Divadelní
studio DAMU, Prague
> Zlatý prsten Jana Třísky, 2007, première 7. 12. 2007
A Studio Rubín, Prague

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and
Audiovisual Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Britney Goes to Heaven English, Polish – Britney Goes
to Heaven
B R I T N E Y G O E S T O H E AV E N
2 women, 4 men
Five dead people meet in the interim and interspace. They are
bored, do not understand one another, do not know where they
are, where they are going and every one of them copes with
the makeshift situation differently: Britney Spears practises
new steps of her dance arrangement for which she lacks an
audience. Under-age football fan Hool smokes, heils, beats
everybody and waits for ”hundred skinheads with saxophones“.
A drunkard and failed mother Marie tries to create a Holy family.
Mafioso Bruno uses automatic procedures from psychological
interrogations and shoots helter shelter. And a workman Kolben
fulfils himself with impunity his most secret and intimate dreams. However, all of them have their own goal: Heaven. They all
undergo group (as well as individual) therapies led by the angel
Gabriel, and gradually they realize that they are taking part in
a queer reality show, where they play for the chance to go to
Heaven. The game starts and the audience can only watch how
far those ”people“ are willing to go in order to win and what
means they are willing to use against each other. The biggest
weight is on angel Gabriel’s heavenly shoulders: he is trying his
best to counter the ”God-like“ Britney and her seduction and to
stop her organizing an Apocalyptic concert for ”the Boss“. Who
will drop out and who will remain? And who has the right to ”the
most correct truth“?

Ivan

Kraus
*1. 3. 1939

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Czech writer, author of humorous
stories, sketches, plays and television scripts. Born in Prague. After
high school he graduated in international economic relations in 1959.
He worked as a writer, mime and
actor in a number of small, mostly
cabaret theatres, in and outside
Prague. He emigrated in 1968 and
lived in the USA, Switzerland, Italy,
England, Netherlands, Belgium,
Spain, Portugal and Mexico. At
the same time, he worked from
1971 to 1992 in Germany as a
TV scriptwriter, puppet player and
writer. Since 1976 he alternates
between working and living in
France and Germany, and from
1990 also in the Czech Republic.
In writing his plays, Ivan Kraus was
often inspired by his own experiences (Honey Summer, My Family
and Other Earthquakes, Family
Congress). Some of his short stories and political satires appeared
abroad in anthologies of world
humour, some were published by
Amnesty International. In the Czech
Republic he works mainly with the
Academia publishing house. His
books are based on subtle verbal
humour and play with languages.
He interprets his favourite theme
of relationships between families
or partners with an original absurd
or lightly grotesque exaggeration.

> Důvěrné hovory, 1966 (in co-operation with Jiří Sýkora)
> Toulavý kabaret, 1967 (in co-operation with Jiří Sýkora)
> Chlubil, 1970 (in co-operation with Bedřich Hányš)
> Poker bez esa, 1996, première 6. 2. 1999 Divadlo Pohody,
Prague
> Víkend, 1998, première November 2001 Ochotnické divadlo, Bruntál
> Na břehu, 1999
> Vše co potřebujete vědět o vzniku bulvární komedie, 2000
> Poučné příběhy, 2002
> Živý květ, 2005
> Doručovatel/- ka, 2006

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and
Audiovisual Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Poker bez esa German - Poker ohne As
> Doručovatel/- ka German – Der Zusteller
> Na břehu English – On the Bank
> Víkend German – Wochehende
> Chlubil German – Pralhans

P O K E R B E Z E S A / P O K E R W I T H O U T A N AC E
2 women, 2 men, 4 tape-recorded voices
Poker without an Ace is a metaphor for contemporary Western
society which functions on the principle ”Accumulation, consumption, frustration“. The play distinguishes itself by grotesque elements and absurd verbal comedy; in the tradition of
the drama of the absurd it places emphasis on an analysis
of language; with the help of language games it reveals the
hidden stereotypes of communication. The first scene is played
on the stand of two tramps who spend the day away from life’s
commotion, philosophising and perusing telephone directories.
They are not short of anything essential. Into their seclusion
falls the tramp Zrzavec whose existence is absurd; although
a tramp, his hunt for ”trampish“ luxury works on him in an
unfree way. After him comes the Sociologist, who in the course
of work on one of her statistics falls into a deep depression
because of her own alienated existence. The second scene is
the tramps’ dream of heaven. Voices of a heavenly radio can be
heard. The scene ends with the tramps’ attempt to be heard by
the Creator. However, all they can hear on the phone is the eter-
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nally repeated recording ”Don’t hang up, you are in a queue…“. In the third scene we find ourselves
back on earth. The Sociologist again appears on the tramps’ stand, having decided to end her consumer existence and become a tramp as well. However, she cannot accept the idea of surrendering
civilisation’s gains. In the end she hesitatingly leaves with the energetic Zrzavec. In the moonlit night
the tramps again return to reading the endless rows of numbers in the telephone directory.
Two dossers, He and She … are woven from the material of Steinbeck’s voluntary renegades and
rebels against success. (Richard Erml: Sadomaso, Divadelní noviny, 8. 6. 1999)

VÍKEND / WEEKEND
2 women, 3 men
Weekend is a bitter conversation comedy in four scenes, in which stereotypes of family relationships
(husband and young mistress, wife and young lover) are portrayed with elements of absurd comedy
and with a sense for subtle linguistic humour. In the first scene we are witnesses to the early morning conversation of a middle aged couple – about health problems, unpaid bills and bureaucratic
summonses. He is preparing for a weekend congress, she for a visit to a friend. In the second and
third scene we find ourselves in a hotel where the couple are spending the weekend with their
respective lovers in adjacent rooms. The action alternates between the two rooms and we follow
the development of the situation of both couples. The young Mistress is jealous of the Wife, and
gradually begins to make the same, if not greater, demands. Eventually the Husband is degraded
to a ”lap-dog“, barking and going on all fours. The Lover is shocked by a telephone conversation
between the Husband and Wife. In the last scene the two couples meet over breakfast in the hotel
restaurant. The married couple betray no sign of knowing each other. The conversation of the four,
served by the Waiter, reaches a piquant situation, but at the same time painful revelation, softened
however by the author’s kind-hearted overview and understanding of human frailty.
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Hubert

Krejčí
*11. 11. 1944

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated in theatre directing from
Janáček Academy of Performing
Arts (JAMU) in Brno. In the 1970s
and 1980s, he was artistic director
of the regional theatre in Pardubice.
Later on, he ran his own company,
Yorick Pantomime, in Prague.
He also worked as an author
and director with the Theatre on
a String in Brno and HaTheatre
in Prostějov and Brno, and with
Theater Brett in Vienna. In 19911993 he taught at JAMU in Brno.
One of the most striking personalities of Czech alternative theatre,
he has been writing continuously
since the end of the 1960s, for
the most part short plays, playlets
and short dramas inspired by Asian
theatre, fairground theatre, by the
black humour of the theatre of
the absurd, by Baroque moralities
and by American silent movies. As
well as writing for the theatre and
translating Japanese and Chinese
plays (from Russian), he has written several provocative and laconic
texts about the theatre (About
actors and other insects, About
so-called professional actors, etc.).

> Princ Bhadra a princezna Vasantaséna aneb Mnich
pokrytec neboli Psí ocásek svrchované čistoty, 1990,
première 13. 4. 1997 Johann Kepler Gymnasium, Prague
> Krásná Desperanda, strašná dcera neboli Spravedlivá
odplata pejše a marné nádhernosti, 1991, première
4. 7. 1992 Pardubická ochotnická divadelní společnost,
Chrudim
> Dvojí proměna aneb Kozel Pantalonem (Strašlivá a neslýchaná novina o čarodějném proměnění měšťana v kozla
a jeho následné záhubě skrze pád z věže, jak se přihodilo v bavorské zemi roku právě běžícího) , 1992, première
1993 Občasná divadelní společnost, Zlín
> Dva nepraví cikáni, 1993, première 27. 9. 1993 Studio
Marta, Brno
> Dr. Piranesi, vyhlášený čaroděj aneb Neslýchaný únos
nebohých vesničanů (Idylický dřevoryt) , 1995, première
1997 Divadelní studio – DAMU, Prague
> Arlekino vévodou bretaňským aneb Král Leyr a jeho tři
dcery neboli Zkamenělý princ, 1996, première
4. 11. 1996 Studio Dům Divadla Husa na provázku, Brno
> Gilgamešův duch, 2002
> Pracovitý dramaturg, 2002
> Rozhovor za konzervatoří, 2003
> Tristram a Izauda aneb Rasovy dcery cesta k Modré
hvězdě, 2006

Contact address:
Hubert Krejčí
U Zvonařky 7
Praha 2
120 00
Czech Republic

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Úklady doktora Sakripantiho German – Die Kabale des
Doktor Sakripanti
> Odchod hmyzu English – The Departure of the Insects

DR. PIRANESI, V YHL Á ŠENÝ ČARODĚJ ANEB
N E S LÝC H A N Ý Ú N O S N E B O H ÝC H V E S N I Č A N Ů
( Idylick ý dřevor y t)/DR. PIRANE SI, RENOWNED
SORCERER, OR THE UNPRECEDENTED
A B D U C T I O N O F T H E U N F O R T U N AT E V I L L AG E R S
( I d y l l i c Wo o d c u t )
5 men, chorus
Both the text and the theme of this short play derive from
the tradition of fairground theatre and popular paintings. Dr.
Piranesi’s unique performance is to be played in the village.
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The country-folk meet at a menhir circle behind the village where theatre is always performed –
a magic and mysterious place. Dr. Piranesi announces himself as a doctor of the secret arts and
promises to conjure up mental illusions. The unique performance is to be played for the first and last
time. Piranesi unfolds a painting of a sorrowful and abandoned landscape and calls for volunteers
among the villagers to come up on stage and fill up the landscape in the picture. With his wand he
casts a spell on the volunteers, first of all making them disappear and then magically moving their
bodies into the painted picture. Then he rolls up the picture and leaves. For the next production, he
promises the country folk, he will need stolid rustic faces for a late Brueghel or adolescent extras
for a Canaletto canvas. The villagers argue about whether they can talk of what has happened.
They would rather announce that the missing villagers have drowned in the peat bog and leave for
the pub. When the villagers have left, the theatrical picture of this play rolls itself up. The action
is accompanied by an organ grinder singing cackly ditties, lecturing the village audience on life’s
delusion and conceit.

D V O J Í P R O M Ě N A A N E B KO Z E L PA N TA L O N E M (Strašlivá a neslýchaná novina o čaro dějném proměnění měšťana v kozla a jeho následné záhubě skrze pád z věže, jak se přihodilo
v bavorské zemi roku právě běžícího)
/ A D O U B L E T R A N S F O R M AT I O N , O R A B I L LY G OAT M A D E PA N TA L O O N (The
Grisly and Unprecedented News of the Enchanted Transformation of a Burgher into a Goat and
his Subsequent Doom through Falling from a Spire, as Happened in the Land of Bavaria this
Present Year)
2 women, 7 men, chorus
An amusing study in the French style of street theatre or mask theatre, as seen in the subtitle of
the play. This classic farce about the miserly husband Pantaloon, his unfaithful wife Onufrie (who
wants to get rid of her husband) and the wife’s lover Aramant is derived from the Commedia dell’arte
tradition. The flighty Onufrie wants to get rid of her sixth husband. She goes to a witch to get some
poison, but the witch offers her pills and a charm which will turn Pantaloon into a goat instead. The
same day, an annual celebration in the town takes place at which a goat is being thrown from the
town spire. Onufrie immediately offers her transformed husband for this ritual. According to custom
the dead goat is cut up afterwards and given out to people. However, after the fatal fall the goat
changes back into Pantaloon who lies dead below the spire. Onufrie is convicted of black magic and
she and her lover Aramant are sentenced to be executed.

K R Á S N Á D E S P E R A N DA , S T R A Š N Á D C E R A N E B O L I S P R AV E D L I V Á O D P L ATA
P E J Š E A M A R N É N Á D H E R N O S T I / B E AU T I F U L D E S P E R A N DA T H E T E R R I B L E
DAU G H T E R , O R A J U S T P U N I S H M E N T F O R P R I D E A N D VA N I T Y
A play for Mask Theatre based on an old puppet play
2 women, 8 men
A dark, grotesque morality about the character of a conceited and vain Desperanda, in love with
her own beauty, and about pride that comes before the fall. The beautiful Desperanda wants to
get married but looks down at her two suitors, a merchant’s clerk and a gamekeeper’s apprentice.
She wants an aristocrat for husband and is visited soon by Silbanda, a messenger of the ”Duke of
the Underworld“ who asks for her hand. There is a condition, though: Desperanda has to murder
her two suitors, cut if their heads and present them to her parents on a plate. Should the parents
not like the gift, she is to murder them also. Desperanda, blinded by the vision of being married to
a duke, accepts the condition. She poisons both young men and cuts their heads off, then stabs
her parents stricken by horror. In this way, she is bound to the Duke of the Hell forever. At the end
of the play, the devils come to take her to the Hell, dancing as they leave the stage. The audience
is guided through the plot by the character of Desperanda’s servant Kašpar, that echoes that of
Comedia dell’Arte Arlecchino.
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Miroslav

Krobot
*12. 11. 1951

LIST OF PLAYS:

Graduated in direction from the
Janáček Academy of Performing
Arts in Brno (1974). His meeting
with the director Jan Grossman
in the Westbohemian Theatre in
Cheb in the 1970s had a great
influence on him. From 1989
to 1996 he worked in the National
Theatre in Prague. Amongst his
most important productions is
A Year in the Village (Alfréd Radok
Award for production of the year
and the Award of the Czech Literary
Foundation for dramatisation). In
1996 he moved to the Dejvické
Theatre, a small studio theatre in
a Prague suburb where he works
as artistic head, director, actor
and also as author of dramatisations (Award of the Czech Literary
Foundation in 2000 for Oblomov).
Since 1991 he has been teaching
acting in the Department for
Alternative and Puppet Theatre in
the Theatre Faculty of the Academy
of Performing Arts in Prague. His
appearance in the role of Father
in Petr Zelenka’s Tales of Common
Insanity (in the stage premiere and
later in the film version) started
his – now international – career
as film actor. Syrup is his first
original play.

> Rok na vsi, 1993, première 15. 4. 1993 Národní divadlo,
Prague (using motifs from Brothers Mrštík)
> Utišující metoda, 1997, première 20. 10. 1997 Dejvické
divadlo, Prague (using motifs from E. A. Poe)
> Neuvěřitelný a tklivý příběh o spanilé Erendíře a její
ukrutné babičce, 1999, première 13. 11. 1999 Dejvické
divadlo, Prague (using motifs from G. García Marquez)
> Oblomov, 2000, première 1. 12. 2000 Dejvické divadlo,
Prague (using motifs from I. A. Gontcharov)
> Sirup, 2002, première 16. 12. 2002 Dejvické divadlo,
Prague
> Idiot, 2008, première 12. 1. 2008 Dejvické divadlo, Prague
(using motifs from F. M. Dostoyevsky)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha

SIRUP / SYRUP
3 women, 3 men
The text emerges from the same experience and inspiration as
the absurd, model plays of Václav Havel, but Krobot’s heroes
are already the product of the new reality. The dealers Havlena
and Knobloch distribute a miraculous one-hundred-percent biological syrup and prepare new adepts for its distribution, among
them Marie – Knobloch’s mistress and the wife of his best
friend Hnízdil – and Marta. The stupefying phrases of advertising slogans transfer in often bizarre mutations into their everyday vocabularies, the obligatory optimism of their personal PR
alienates them from themselves. It is as if they have reached
the last stop in the rational sphere and realise themselves or
already concentrate almost all their strength in the sphere
of eroticism and sex. The author puts into play a chess game
of relationships, partings and repeated meetings. Completely in
the spirit of Havel’s dramas he endows the characters with laconic, minimalist language and obsessive motives: with Knobloch
it is polygamy and erection problems, with Marta the need to
become a beautiful machine or virgin, with Knobloch’s wife
a longing for her husband’s return and inability to live with him.
Knobloch’s small son bites people, and his colleague Havlena
occupies his mind with collecting vulgar nursery rhymes. It is
not true, therefore, that the miraculous syrup gives people
some kind of energy, it seems more probable that it sucks their
zest for life out of them like a vampire. There is probably no
defence against this.
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Rostislav

Křivánek
*31. 10. 1959

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated from the Theatre Faculty
of the Academy of Performing Arts
(DAMU) in the field of theatre
organisation and management.
He worked as manager for the
DISK student theatre as well as
a freelance dramatist and actor. He
currently works as creative director
for the Ogilvy & Mather advertising
agency. After early dramatic endeavours he devoted himself to poetry
– and lyrics. He began working with
composer Vladimír Franz while he
was at the DISK Theatre. Their
collaboration resulted in texts for
individual songs but most importantly in four oratorios – Ludus
Danielis, Herodes, Templum and
Pašije (Passion Play). Recently,
their cooperation has culminated
in two large-scale works – Franz’s
ballet Zlatovláska (Goldilocks),
which Křivánek wrote song lyrics
for and, in particular, Válka s mloky (The War with the Newts), for
which he wrote a libretto based on
the themes of Karel Čapek’s novel
(still unproduced). His original
dramas Masopust (Carnival), Ruth
and Judith were also staged with
Franz´s music. The last of these
scripts was a finalist for the Alfréd
Radok Award in 1998. His most
recent dramatic work is a play for
children – Stvoření světa (The
Creation of the World). He also
directs and is working on several
prose works and a film script at
present.

> Masopust, 1984
> Pozdvižení ve zdviži aneb Bedekr „Kabaretní sajencfikčn“, 1989, première 29. 3. 1989, Divadlo Bedekr, Prague
> Júdit, 1999, première 8. 5. 1999 Městské divadlo Zlín, Zlín
> Rút, 2000, première 28. 4. 2000 Západočeské divadlo
v Chebu, Cheb
> Stvoření světa, 2004, première 19. 9. 2004 Západočeské
divadlo v Chebu, Cheb

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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J Ú DIT / JUDITH
8 women, 10 men
Judith is the first part of the intended free trilogy of plays based
on the Old Testament. The author sees first of all in the Old
Testament a luxury supermarket for stories – he concentrates
on the fate of great female heroes from both the codified version of the Bible and from the Apocrypha. Judith is a tragedy
inspired by an ancient drama. Music, written by Vladimír Franz,
more than supplements its text; it is an integral part and major
building stone of the play itself. The well-known elements of
the story of a legendary woman who saves a city through her
action are coming alive in flashbacks. The action of the play
itself has been moved to a later period of time and tries to find
answers to what happened to the woman, so celebrated by the
crowd, upon her return to the city. The playwright finds Judith in
a mountain hut where she found refuge from the aggressiveness
of fame and power, and primarily from herself. Judith has been
living here for years. The pressure of loneliness created another
full-blooded human being: the young Judith, the protagonist’s
alter ego materialised. The debates of the two incarnations
of Judith, their wandering in a circle of lost memories, doubting
and defending their past actions gradually becomes a nervous
co-existence of the old and the young age. The arrival of a young
man from a town nearby ruins the life of the old woman and
forces her to go back to her own future she was trying so hard
to avoid. The town makes her pass through both favour and
hatred, grinds her down between the millstones of interests,
influences and intentions, makes her take a stand, and then
destroys irrevocably the woman it used.

R Ú T / RUTH
4 women, 5 men, extras
Ruth is the second part of a free trilogy of plays drawing on the Old Testament and the Apocrypha.
If the preceding Judith was more of an oratorio for actors, a drama with the dimensions of a Classical
tragedy, Ruth turns rather to the end of the 19th century for its formal inspiration, a time when
a strong drama of the realistic school (a ”village drama“) was developing in the Czech lands. The
idyllic Biblical pastoral turns into a story of the rejection of a foreigner who with her mother-in-law
returns to the home village of her deceased husband. A temperamental being from the steppe, Ruth,
a woman different in everything, out of the common run in every way, a beautiful young woman
whose coming turns the life in Lechem upside down, who at the same time is trying with all her
might to adapt. First of all in language – she speaks the tongue of the villagers, even though it is
broken and clumsy. She surrenders to the customs of the country from love and simple devotion to
her mother-in-law Naomi, and is willing to make any sort of concession and sacrifice. The fact that
considerable property is returned to Naomi interferes with her ”enemy“ origin and provoking ”otherness“ – property divided between three influential men – and Ruth, as a young widow, becomes
the key to that property. In spite of the fact that Ruth marries Boaz and bears him a son Obed, she
goes on being hounded and resentment against her grows. Her defiance is quiet, proud and individual, but in vain. The only escape are meetings with young Jacob. The relationship which develops
between them is far more enthralment and the possibility of revealing hidden pain than love. That
eventually shows itself in the concluding crisis when Ruth remains alone, surrounded by resentment
and condemnation.

S T V O Ř E N Í S V Ě TA / C R E AT I O N O F T H E W O R L D
1 woman, 7 men
This is a playful and colourful text for pre-school children and for elementary school first class pupils.
One of the oldest stories in human history is presented as a celebration of creativity, fantasy and
enthusiasm for all the things new. God, helped by the Angels and against the Devils’ spiteful obstacles, creates everything that makes the world what it is. Angels and Devils do not represent Good
and Evil, they are rather impersonations of Naivety and Maliciousness. Even the Devil’s ideas become creative under this concept and help to populate the Earth. It is a colourful collage of poems,
songs that rely on physical theatre and tricks in the production. The text offers a strong acting
opportunity for the actor playing God – the character is a dominant vehicle for text; his lines are
mostly flowing in rhythmic verse with alternating rhymes – most accessible to children. Both angels
and devils speak simple and playful children language, the same goes for Adam and Eva cameos.
The play stresses accessibility – it only uses vocabulary that the children of the relevant age would
understand. The author assumes that music will play an important role in the production – there are
five song texts and a great deal of non-verbal action.
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Lenka

Lagronová
*22. 9. 1963

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated in dramaturgy from the
Theatre Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague under
Prof. Jaroslav Vostrý. Whilst still
a student, she wrote several plays
that were later produced at the
drama school theatre DISK (e.g.
Nouzov). As a dramaturge, she
has worked exclusively with the
director Petr Lébl at the Theatre
On the Balustrade. She devotes
her time to writing plays for the
stage and radio. In her early works
she concerned herself with the
traumatising experiences of the
younger generation, which she
describes with a typically rough
humour. She writes primarily about
episodes along the young women’s
journey from adolescence to
maturity (Antilope). Her later work
was influenced by her departure
from theatrical life and entry into
a convent (Thérèse). In 1998 her
play Thérèse won the Alfréd Radok
Award as the Production of the
Year (Komedie Theatre, directed
by Jan Nebeský). In 1999 she
received the competitive Czech
Radio Award for her radio debut
Please Stand Up, and in 2002 this
play won a prize in the Grand Prix
Bohemia. Her latest play Crying
was shortlisted in the Alfréd Radok
Playwriting Competition 2007.

> Nouzov, 1989, première 23. 3. 1990 DISK - Divadelní studio DAMU, Prague
> Pokoj, 1992, première 1. 3. 2002 Pidivadlo, Prague
> Antilopa, 1993, première 12. 5. 1995 A Studio Rubín,
Prague
> Terezka, 1997, première 7. 3. 1997 Divadlo Komedie,
Prague
> Království, 2002, première 7. 4. 2006 DISK - Divadelní
studio DAMU, Prague
> Miriam, 2003, première 24. 3. 2005 Divadlo Komedie,
Prague
> Nikdy, 2003, première 7. 11. 2003 Činoherní studio, Ústí
nad Labem
> Etty Hillesum, 2005, première 12. 3. 2006 Divadlo Na
zábradlí, Prague
> Jan Pavel II. (rozhovory), 2006
> Pláč, 2007

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Antilopa Russian – Antilopa, Spanish – Antílope
> Království Polish – Królewstvo
> Terezka Slovak – Terezka, Slovenian – Tereza, Hungarian
– Terézke
> Vstaň, prosím tě Croatian – Ustani, molim te
> Miriam English – Miriam, Polish – Miriam
> Jan Pavel II. (rozhovory) Polish – Jan Pawel II. (rozmówy)

A N T I L O PA / A N T E L O P E
2 women, 1 man
The characters of the play stand as if isolated with their desires
in an emptied world. In a sequence of visions, wild images,
nightmares and dreamlike associations, the relationship of
a daughter both to her mother and to men around her develops, revealing motifs of death, adolescence, physical longings, longings for freedom but also for love and tenderness.
At the beginning we find ourselves in a room with white walls
during a conversation at night-time between Cilla and her
Mother. Their relationship appears in different forms – in love
and in selfishness, in concerned care and tenderness, and in
an effort to free herself from her mother and to grow up. During
the conversation Sebastian appears beyond the glass doors of

the room, asking for accommodation. Cilla, longing for a man, shuts her Mother into the wardrobe.
She is immediately sorry, longing to return to her childish innocence, but it is impossible to stop
time. Cilla seduces Sebastian, longs to offer herself to him, but he rejects the relationship. The
Mother reawakens to life and leaves. Only Cilla and Sebastian remain in the room, and now finally
together try to ”release the Antelope“. Even though the play is written in prose it has strong poetic
potential. It is a typical work with language for the author, language full of neologisms, symbols and
compulsively returning motifs.

KR Á LOVST VÍ / THE KINGDOM
4 women, 2 men, nuns
The tender story of an elder writer, Beátka, is told in eleven scenes. At the beginning, Beátka is living
in the kitchen of a small house with her older sister Marta and an enormous bowl full of honey; her
father filled the bowl the day she was born. The sister nags her for not knowing how to live, for being
sad all the time and lacking on joy. Beátka is nervous; she loves David but fears nothing would happen between them again and she will have to wait more. The second scene is set in a little church
at a ceremony of ordination of a very young woman into a convent order. We meet all those filling
Beátka’s universe: loving but grumpy Marta; David, a fifty year-old man but still very good-looking;
a wise, courageous priest, nuns and an old mad woman called Šimona. Šimona still goes fishing to
a graveyard located in a former river basin that dried out long time ago and hopes to become a ”real
fisherwoman“ in the footsteps of her long dead grandfather. The third scene sees David and Beátka
cleaning up together after the ceremony; David invites her for a date. Beátka wants to fulfil her lot
as a woman by having children, a home and family. Nevertheless, in scene five David tells her he
will soon die. Her dream is in tatters, she does not even enjoy the first time somebody declares love
to her and kisses her. David doesn’t understand her, he asks her to put her talent to good use, and
nevertheless, he’s completely entranced by a spectacular tragedy of his own fate. Finally, Beátka
finds strength to start a new journey. She tries to follow in the footsteps of the young nun and everything begins to change and to regenerate: the way Beátka writes takes a new turn; Marta throws
away the remaining honey on her father’s grave. In the last scene, it starts to rain again and the
river reappears. Šimona catches a fish and brings it to the church to show it to everyone. The poetics
of the play moves freely between spiritual message, almost spicy and slightly grotesque sense of
humour and rough realism of the characters’ everyday lives. Short lines that seem to be taken down
directly from real life are filled with fragile symbolism.

MIRIAM
2 women, male and female voice, eventually another woman
A short play the size of a one-act is set in an old, neglected graveyard. Věrka has escaped here
because she ”has broken everything“ bringing with her pills she intends to swallow. Here she meets
Mirka who has come to scythe the grass. Věrka drugged by the pills, on seeing Mirka in black and
with a scythe is scared and falls down scratching her knee on an edge of a grave. Mirka invites her
to her place to clean the wound. She lives in a former charnel house that she was ”given“ and where
she built a humble dwelling. She makes Věrka a cup of tea. During a rather ordinary conversation
both women get to know each other revealing their inner world. Both are lonely, excluded. Věrka
suffers from a feeling of guilt – the reason why she punishes herself, while Mirka often does not
eat for years hoping that someone will feel sorry for her. Both, however, try to bear their fate bravely.
Each of them has something that gives them strength: Věrka has a cassette-player with a Polish
recording of religious songs; Mirka has a wardrobe full of hand-made evening gowns. Gradually
they decide to die together, put on Mirka’s dresses, and get into a deep grave they have decorated
with a statue of Virgin Mary that somebody had dumped out. They lie down listening to the music
from Věrka’s recording and sing… The play is outstanding with its unusual fragility and simplicity.
The dialogue is written in short simple replies that have their distinctive poetics with traces of black
humour. The repeated motives put together an extraordinary mosaic of two female lives that are sad
and yet full of hope.
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René

Levínský
*6. 7. 1970

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated in theoretical physics
from the Czech Technical University
in Prague. At present he is working
on his doctorate at the Albert
Ludwig University in Freiburg.
He is interested in theories of
cooperative and evolving games,
and experimental economy. He is
a member of the Game Theory
Society and a founding member
of the amateur theatre group
The Most Beautiful Teddies, with
which his work is connected. His
play I’m Still Alive with a Coat
Rack, a Cap, and a Signal Disc
(under the pseudonym Samuel
Königgratz) has been successful
on professional stages in Prague,
Karlovy Vary and Zlín. His play
Harila was awarded the 2007 Prize
of the Czech theatrical magazine
Divadelní noviny in the ”alternative
theatre“ category. The Russian
translation of the play Harila was
awarded a special mention in the
3rd International Competition of
Free Theatre in Belarus. He writes
for children under the pseudonym
Šimon Olivětín.

> Perníková chaloupka, 1993, première 30. 12. 1993 Malé
divadlo, České Budujovice (writing as Šimon Olivětín)
> Elena Štěpánová , 1993, première 1994 Nejhodnější medvídci, Divadlo Jesličky, Hradec Králové (writing as Simon Uli
Vetin)
> Přehrada, 1994, première 28. 4. 1995 Nejhodnější medvídci, Dejvické divadlo, Prague (writing as René Lewinski)
> Kašpárek, četník koločavský, 1997, première 1997
Nejhodnější medvídci, Apart klub, Prague (in co-operation
with David Doubek, writing as Šimon Olivětín)
> Marbuel a Kratinoha, 1997, première 22. 11. 2001 Naivní
divadlo, Liberec (writing as Šimon Olivětín)
> Chilliastra, 1999, première 22. 6. 2000 statek Ladronka,
Prague (writing as S. T. Gyros)
> Václav, řečený Bajaja, 1999, première 24. 6. 2000 DRAK,
Hradec Králové (writing as Šimon Olivětín)
> Ještě žiju s věšákem, čepicí a plácačkou, 2000, première
17. 1. 2001 Divadlo na tahu, Akropole, Prague (writing as
Samuel Koeniggratz)
> Kocourkov sobě, 2003, première 7. 5. 2004 Divadlo Alfa,
Pilsen (writing as Šimon Olivětín)
> Harila, 2005, première 30. 9. 2006 concurrently
Nejhodnější medvídci, Divadlo 29, Pardubice and Divadlo
v sedm a půl, Brno (writing as Helmut Kuhl)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Ještě žiju s věšákem, čepicí a plácačkou German – Noch
lebe ich, mit Kleiderhaken, Schirmmütze und Kelle, English
– I’m Still Alive with a Coat Rack, a Cap, and a Signal Disc /
Still-Life with Blue Angels
> Kašpárek, četník koločavský German – Kasper, der
Schutzmann aus Kolotschawa, French – Kaschparek, un
gendarme de Kolochava
> Harila German – Harilla, Russian – Garila

J E Š T Ě Ž I J U S V Ě Š Á K E M , Č E P I C Í A P L Á C AČ KO U / I ’ M S T I L L A L I V E W I T H A
C OAT R AC K , A C A P, A N D A S I G N A L D I S C / S T I L L - L I F E W I T H B L U E A N G E L S
3 women, 10 men
In his play the author connects in an original manner with the best Czech tradition of tender and
absurd humour as we find it in the prose works of Bohumil Hrabal or the films of Miloš Forman. The
centre of his interest is the staff of one railway station in the backwoods of East Bohemia. A railway
community consisting of the stationmaster, the train dispatchers, the shunters, the inspector, the
signal operator, the cleaner, the cashier and also, of course, the landlord of the local pub give
something of the impression in today’s global world of an exotic tribe of Indians from the depths of
the Amazonian jungles. They speak their own language, they pair off only among themselves, but
within their tribe they experience exciting daily mini-stories, tales to tell in the future over beer and
cards. The author offers us several in his play, and at first unnoticeably then strikingly he links them
together with the tale of the inspector who is lurking secretly in the station pub to catch some culprits
- lovers of beer during working hours - in the act. He himself, however, succumbs to temptation and
his secret mission ends in a grotesque tragedy. This text reflects serious matters; one might almost
say existential matters, with subtle playfulness and humour. It is witty, amusing and has a peculiar
bitter tone springing from the perfect description of the banalities of everyday life.

K A Š P Á R E K , Č E T N Í K KO L O Č AV S K Ý / B U F F O O N , T H E G E N DA R M E O F KO L O Č AVA
A puppet play
2 women, 4 men
This play was written for the group The Most Beautiful Teddies. Carpathian Ruthenia, where the
comedy is set, is a legendary fairy tale place famous for the goings on of its robbers. Although
Verkhovyna is full of mud and everybody’s hungry, it is a magic countryside. It’s not difficult to guess
what’s going to happen the moment Mr. Buffoon appears. He is a typical Czech hero from a decisive
WWI battle, who got his newsagent shop as a special thank you for his military achievement, and
wants to fill it with his own gymnastic prowess. The space is ripe for a comic conflict. The entertainment is enhanced by the bizarre, pseudo-archaic rich language dominated by several inventive and
very original vulgar expressions. The comedy is full of dynamic effects; the puppets draw beer, serve
it and drink it, then throw chairs at each other, cut their heads with axes and make fire out of the
wooden heads. Electricity is generated stylishly by a little bicycle; the audience is offered ”gastronomic specialities“ from the old Koločava, and – as is usual in the stories about robbers – there is
much singing, this time of ballads by a merry accordionist.

HARIL A
A grotesque comedy
1 woman, 5 men, 1 gorilla
Four punks, three male (Karl-Heinz, Giovanne and Rudi) and one female (Elsa) are living together with
their Alsatian dog Šaryk on the rand of society. While under influence of alcohol, they decide to do
a good deed: they will liberate Kisoro the gorilla from a ZOO in order to give it the chance to live through
her first menstruation as a free animal. Their action is successful, the gorilla, completely drunk, sits in
a car with the stoned punks going in an unknown direction. The morning brings hangovers and a surprise:
they made it all the way to Bodensee, moreover, after a night of foreplay in the car there is an outbreak
of sexual passion between Kisoro and Rudi. Giovanne drives into town to find some food; he returns with
a notebook computer with a video camera he stole from somebody’s car. ItsThe pornographic content
of a stolen computer inspires the protagonists to an original money-making idea: Kisoro and Rudi will
make love in front of the camera and the audience will be paying for viewing this special show online.
A mysterious businessman called Tichý offers a large sum of money for both the show and Kisoro, putting
the four punks into a moral dilemma – they did free Kisoro in the first place, on the other hand, they
could make money out of her. They decide to have financial gain and are immediately punished, almost
as in a Greek tragedy. The deal is to be concluded on a raft in the middle of the Bodensee, but everything
is resolved by a deus ex machina shark that appears from nowhere. In a symbolic epilogue, Kisoro the
Gorilla and Šaryk the Dog are running side by side on a beach against the rising sun, ready for happy
copulation. The punks’ lines are an over the top parody based on vulgar language, and, besides the plot,
are the main source of the absurd dark humour of the play.
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Marian

Palla
*30. 7. 1953

LIST OF PLAYS:

Prose writer, poet, artist, journalist,
performer and practical joker living
in Brno. After graduating from
Brno Musical Conservatory (double-bass) in 1977 he spent over
fifteen years playing in the orchestra of the Janáček Opera House
in Brno. From 1994 he works as
lecturer at the Faculty of Arts at
University of Technology in Brno
where he graduated in 2000 from
the Department of Multimedia,
Conceptual Art and Environment.
He paints, performs, and writes; he
also played in the Superlimonáda
Band. Besides musical activities
Palla exhibited his art in the Czech
Republic and abroad. In the 1990s,
he published several volumes of
short stories at Petrov Publishers
(How to Flatter a Fat Woman, If
a Mole Was as Fat as a Pig, With
a Hair on the Tongue, Sweep My
Breast, Warm Cracklings) and
a novel, Notes by Maud the
Cleaner. In 2000, Větrné Mlýny
Publishers published his first dramatic work, Synce Fixion.

> Sajns fikšn (Hra z budoucnosti), 2000, première
1. 6. 2001 Slovácké divadlo, Uherské Hradiště
> Zase jsem se umýval zbytečně, 2002, première
27. 10. 2002 Slovácké divadlo, Uherské Hradiště
> Vycucnutí, 2006, première 3. 6. 2006 Slovácké divadlo,
Uherské Hradiště

Contact address:
marian.palla@seznam.cz
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SA JNS FIKŠN / SYNCE FIXION
A Play from the Future
4 women, 6 men, a UFO, a Fly, a Goat and a Hen
A crew on a spaceship starts on a cosmic adventure. Its captain has no instructions and does not know where his vessel is
going. The crew is to learn the targets and the tasks of their mission only during the flight. The play is developing gradually as
individual crew members are defrosted one by one. An absurd
looking group of types and characters gathers on the board:
a female Biologist, her husband Karel, a Model, a Grandmother,
a former Prostitute, an Artist and a Policeman. The Biologist’s
husband Karel, a businessman, wants to start a business and
proposes to establish a brothel on the spaceship. But a bordello
is invariably linked to a policeman, a policeman to bribes and
taxes, tax evasion, trading and supporting foundations and
funds. The crew creates its own business world similar to the
city simulations found in computer games. During the absurd
journey, the spaceship is visited by an Extra-Terrestrial who
wants to check Captain’s flight documents. At the same time,
he informs the crew their spaceship is going to a planet inhabited by dangerous aliens. The next part of the play brings us to
the planet called Xirewalk. Karel the Businessman manages to
sell the aliens their own volcanoes and the crew returns happily
to the Earth. Immediately upon arrival, though, they find out
that somebody sold their planet to the Extra-Terrestrial who
ordered all the humans to pack their belongings and to move
out immediately. So Karel does business again with the E. T.
He buys the Earth from him bartering it for a hen, and sells
him both the Sun and the Moon. A parody on science fiction is
full of nonsense and paradoxes, and is sometimes compared
to Monty Python movies and TV sketches and to the TV series,
The Red Dwarf.

Iva

Peřinová
*25. 6. 1944

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

A graduate of the puppetry department of the Theatre Faculty of the
Academy of Performing Arts. From
1969-2003 worked at the Naïve
Theatre of Liberec as a puppet
player, later as a reader, and from
1990 as a dramaturge. She has
written more than 30 plays especially for the puppet and alternative
theatre; some of them were later
adapted for the regular theatre.
She has for a long time been one of
the most frequently played Czech
authors of plays for children and
youth. A number of her plays have
been translated and presented on
many stages abroad (Germany,
Russia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland,
Finland etc.). She has received
several prizes at puppet festivals,
in literary competitions and the
Award of the Czech Literature
Foundation and the Alfréd Radok
Award. Her successful children
original plays include The Whale
Rocks, A Fairytale to Fit into
a Palm; she also adapted for stage
a well-known folk fairy-tale The
Three Golden Hairs of Grandad
Know-All. She wrote a comedy
with backstage setting, The Animal
Show, and tragicomedies from
Czech History Dear Me, Dogheads
and A Handsome Firechief, or the
Fire at the National Theatre.

> Turandot ukrutnice, 1981, première 12. 2. 1982 Naivní
divadlo, Liberec
> Putování dona Juana aneb Epidemie sevillská , 1985,
première 12. 12. 1985 Naivní divadlo, Liberec
> Kolíbá se velryba, 1987, première 24. 9. 1988 Naivní
divadlo, Liberec
> Bezhlavý rytíř, 1992, première 16. 10. 1993 Naivní divadlo, Liberec
> Alibaba a čtyřicet loupežníků, 1994, première
2. 12. 1994 Naivní divadlo, Liberec
> Jeminkote, Psohlavci, 1999, première 11. 10. 1999
Divadlo Alfa, Plzeň
> Zvířecí divadlo, 1999, première 3. 12. 1999 Naivní divadlo,
Liberec
> Krásný nadhasič aneb Požár Národního divadla, 2004,
première 19. 2. 2005 Naivní divadlo, Liberec
> Janek a kouzelná fazole, 2005, première 11. 2. 2006,
Naivní divadlo, Liberec
> Přijel bílý medvídek, 2007, première 13. 10. 2007 Naivní
divadlo, Liberec
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Branka zamčená na knoflík German – Der geheimnisvolle
Garten
> Pohádky na draka German – Drachenmärchen, Bulgarian
– Ach, tozi zmej!
> Tři zlaté vlasy děda Vševěda Finnish – Kolme kultaista
hiusta
> Pohádka do dlaně Slovenian – Bajka na dlanu, Hungarian
– Tenyérbe zárt mese, Croatian – Priča na dlanu
> Bezhlavý rytíř English – The Headless Knight
> Alibaba a čtyřicet loupežníků French – Alí Baba et les
quarante voleurs
> Janek a kouzelná fazole Spanish – Juan y la alubia mágica

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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P O H Á D K A D O D L A N Ě / A FA I R Y TA L E T O F I T I N T O A PA L M
5 players
A poetic comedy for children about the four seasons. It is divided into four scenes: How Spring Wept
for Winter; How Summer made Spring Angry; How Autumn made Winter Sad; How Winter Fought with
All His Strength. The personified seasons start up their fight for control before an astonished person
who has fallen asleep in his room. A coloured shadow play goes on outside his window during their
conflicts. Winter leaves behind two snowflakes for Spring. Outside the window these two snowflakes
change into animated drops of water, journey below the earth, the sea and sky, turn into vapour and
hail. Their transformations and wanderings are brought nearer by a fairytale magnifying glass in the
form of short stories. The man in the room protests against these visitors but is nevertheless drawn
into this cycle against his will, becomes a bush which buds, flowers, matures and fades. At the end
a snowflake is caught in his hand – the theme for the continuation of an unending serial.
If I read and compare all the motifs, if I find their mutual connections, then I cannot shake off
the impression that it is humility and a humble wonder before the wisdom of nature, before the
miraculous nature of its doings, which is decisive here. (Jan Císař: Komentář dramaturga, Loutkář,
2. 3. 1992)

A L I B A B A A Č T Y Ř I C E T L O U P E Ž N Í KŮ / A L I B A B A A N D T H E F O R T Y T H I E V E S
Almost a tragic-comedy for a few glove puppets and a large chorus of robbers
2 women, 3 - 5 men, chorus of robbers
And old story from the Arabian Nights about the kind Ali Baba, the miserly Kasim and the clever
Mardzhana who gets the better of forty thieves. This puppet adaptation, written in a slightly archaic
language, packs action and humour into the well-known story and, with a view to the chosen type
of puppets (glove puppets, and mass puppets for the singing robbers), emphasises the grotesque
situation. The play is intended for children over 8.
The greatest success with the public was the chorus of forty thieves, which entered the stage
almost chorally with the polyphonic clattering of wooden hinges. (Monika Loderová: S kamarádem
hledat štěstí…, Lidové noviny, 8. 12. 1994)

Z V Í Ř E C Í D I VA D L O / T H E A N I M A L S H O W
At least 12 animal puppet characters, a chorus of puppets
A puppet play for young audiences and adults depicts thrilling moments in the life of an animal
theatre ensemble. Hippopotamus the director is rehearsing with his actors He-Goat, Crow, Monkey
and sleeping Lion a new all-singing all-dancing play, written and typed by a certain Mr. Woodpecker.
Mrs. Vixen, a talented-though-not-professional actress barges in and takes over the lead role. As
a consequence, Mrs. Crow runs away from the theatre and her role is given to the protagonist of this
story, a naive stage manager cum prompter, Duckling, who is ready to ”die for the role“. There is
a suspenseful development in the relationship between the naive female and red-haired diva; the
play ends in a graveyard – bad luck to Ms. Vixen, this time... This play was also performed as physical
theatre of masks.
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Jan Antonín

Pitínský
*30. 10. 1955

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

/real name Zdeněk Petrželka/

> Ananas, medium fox thriller 1959, 1986, première
17. 11. 1987 Ochotnický kroužek, Brno
> Matka, 1987, première November 1988 Ochotnický kroužek, Brno
> Park, 1989, première 18. 6. 1992 CED – Divadlo Husa na
provázku, Brno
> Komedie o narození, 1989, première 20. 12. 1989 Státní
divadlo Brno – Divadlo Husa na provázku – Dětské studio,
Brno
> Touha stát se indiánem, 1991, première 11. 2. 1991
Studio Marta – JAMU, Brno (using motifs from Franz Kafka)
> Tutuguri, 1991, première 20. 5. 1991 Zemské divadlo and
HaDivadlo, Brno
> Buldočina aneb Nakopnutá kára, 1992, première
18. 11. 1995 Klicperovo divadlo, Hradec Králové
> Pokojíček, 1992, première 17. 5. 1993 Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague
> Sestra úzkost (Polibky v polích), 1995, première
13. 5. 1995 Dejvické divadlo, Prague (using motifs from Jan
Čep and Jakub Deml)
> Betlém, 1997, première 10. 12. 1997 Klicperovo divadlo
– Beseda, Hradec Králové

From the end of the 1970s
worked with the amateur group
Unroadworthy Caterpillar; he was
one of the founders of the theatre
companies So-So and Amateur
Circle Brno, with which he worked
as author and director from 1985
to 1990. Since 1989 he has
been working in the professional
theatre. From 1993 to 2002 he
worked closely with the Theatre On
the Balustrade in Prague. He drew
attention to himself as a director
by his fantasies for the stage. He
received the Alfréd Radok Award
for production of the year 1995
with his production Sister Anxiety
(Dejvické Theatre, Prague), for
1996 with the oratorio for actors
Job (HaTheatre, Brno), for 1998
with Henry Purcell’s opera Dido
and Aeneas, which he directed
for the Tyl Theatre in Pilsen, and
for 1999 with Thomas Bernhard’s
Theatremaker (Theatre On the
Balustrade, Prague). As well as his
own plays, he is author of numerous dramatisations, stage adaptations and collections of poetry.
A high level of literary sophistication is characteristic of his dramatic
work. Both in his text and his direction an interest in detail is apparent, and a musical sense which
projects itself into the melody and
rhythmatisation of language.

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Matka Slovak – Matka, German - Mutter
> Pokojíček English – The Girls’ Room, Russian – Detskaja,
Spanish – Camarín

M AT K A / M O T H E R
A social drama
3 women, 4 men
Mother is more of a social drama in post-modern quotation
marks – the genre is shifted and ironized with historical hindsight. The configuration is almost archetypal; the cheerless past
of workers’ dens meets the pre-revolution reality of the decaying
communist ideology which had once seemingly offered hope
and salvation. Cause meets effect, and beginning meets end
in a vicious circle of social demagogy and abstract ”revolutionary struggle“. The bearer of ideas about a brighter future is
the workers’ leader, Zoban. Parasite and soap-box orator, he
comes to a working-class family when he wants a good meal,
supplies Father with literature and employs Betty the maid as
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a leaflet distributor. The Mother sees it as her mission to keep the family ”traditions of my old mother“,
imposing a strict order over the whole family without exception – they have to eat together, wear
black, and if disobedient are locked in the cupboard, a family heirloom designated for the purpose.
Zoban causes a revolutionary break in Mother’s ”traditions“ by starting to eat before the others, and
thus unleashes a series of peculiar ”accidental“ deaths. At the end of the play, literally over a pile
of corpses, Zoban and Mother seal a lethal new alliance of ”revolutionary ideas and tradition“ with
a passionate kiss. The play’s strongest dramatic device is its language, which reflects the mental
state of the characters to perfection. A conglomerate of decaying remnants of dialect, slang and
politico-ideological jargon, it creates unexpected, higly precise and often funny constructions and
associations. Pitínský also uses well-known quotations, ironically slanted and inserted into altered
contexts. However, the play’s cruelty (many of its critics talk of cynicism) and the strange inner monstrosity of its characters – human mutants – prompt not only nausea and disgust but also a strange
kind of sympathy. These are living beings, after all, deeply unhappy in their deviance.

P O KO J Í Č E K / T H E G I R L S ’ R O O M
A short poem about rain
2 women, 3 men
Pitínský’s The Girls’ Room is inspired by Kafka’s Metamorphosis. However, the perspective is
reversed. The action takes place in a cramped high-rise flat in front of the little room into which the
eldest daughter of the family, Marie, has locked herself. No-one can enter the room. The housing-estate family of The Girls’ Room is anaesthetised by a banal apathy, by absurd, almost ritualistic
family stereotypes, and memories which show clear traces of ”high-rise living“. The pile of corpses
(here all three siblings, Marie, Jiří and Lída) is only the visible side of a death which is in such conditions latently present the whole time. What seems irrational in the characters’ behaviour is really
only the result of their ”fatal“ contamination. As in exaggerated symbolism, the little room in which
Marie locks herself is a symbol of protected territory; emotionally, an area of childhood cleanliness,
of quiet, ordinary happiness threatened by the degenerating surroundings. After the death of their
children the arrogant parents take it over and ”make it comfortable“. Marie, isolated in the little
room, is the ”only one alive here“ as Victor, Lída’s suitor, says, intuitively recognising the rottenness
in the family. On giving a verdict over the dying Lída, who has just killed her sister out of jealousy,
he disappears in confusion.
/.../ the most important quality of the play: Pitínský’s disjointed linguistic expression, grasping the
vagueness of the family’s vegetating, of a way of life whose common denominator is banality as
a total ”loss“ of meaning, as the slavery of habit, as an internally anesthetizing factor, murderous
only in the second place. (Zdeněk Hořínek: Redukce a plnost, Literární noviny, 17. 6. 1993)

B U L D O Č I N A A N E B N A KO P N U T Á K Á R A / B U L L D O G O R B A N G E D - U P B A N G E R
2 women, 10 men
In three acts of a marionette spine-chiller, reminiscent of a Baroque play for puppets with a chivalrous theme, we follow the story of a family in trade and the peregrinations of the son of the family
Emil to Germany and back in search of work. The family is renowned for the production of slate in the
region. But it murders its customers and preserves them in the cellar in tallow. They have amassed
a thousand corpses. The son Emil, a record-maker in the production of slate, leaves to go dealing in
neighbouring Bavaria. When he returns five years later to his native Bohemia with his bride Katti, he
discovers that the corpses have begun to bully and terrorise the family. His mother goes mad from
the spectres. Emil can lift the curse from the family as long as he produces for the spirits of the
corpses the slate they ordered. Emil fulfils the wishes of the corpses. However, Katti leaves him and
his mother dies. Emil kills his father, the origin of all evil, and dies himself. In the strikingly stylised
language of the play, Pitínský mixes dialects from the Chodsko and Hana regions with archaic Czech
from the National Revival and Secession periods.
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Marek

Pivovar
*26. 6. 1964

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

After graduating from Masaryk
University in Brno where he read
theatre sciences, he worked both
as editor of culture pages of both
regional and national periodicals
and an editor of Brno department
of Czech TV. For Brno radio, he
wrote several fairy tales for children. Since 1994 he works as
dramaturge for the drama department of the National Theatre of
Moravia and Silesia in Ostrava. He
has been writing both dramatizations and original plays. In 2000 he
took part in the international theatre festival Temporalia in Brussels
with a production of Europe,
Europe, or, How John Brown and
Dr. Lukomski Cloned the Union.
He works as director for the Czech
Radio Ostrava drama studio. His
name is connected to that of
the main director of the National
Theatre of Moravia and Silesia,
Radovan Lipus. Their well running
tandem signed dozens successful
productions.

> Klub sebevrahů, 1996, première 22. 4. 1996 Komorní
scéna Aréna, Ostrava (based on R. L. Stevenson)
> Nezdárný syn, 1997, première 22. 11. 1997 Klicperovo
divadlo, Hradec Králové (using motifs from R. Rasp)
> Romance pro křídlovku, 1998, première 6. 6. 1998
Národní divadlo moravskoslezské, Ostrava (using both the
poem by F. Hrubín and the movie screenplay based on it)
> Zlaté rouno, 2001, première 6. 1. 2001 Národní divadlo
moravskoslezské, Ostrava (based on R. Graves)
> Evropa, Evropa, aneb jak John Brown a dr. Lukomski
naklonovali Unii, 2000, première 25. 9. 2000 International
Theatre Marathon „Temporalia“, Brussels, Belgium
> Neználek podle Stanislavského, 2001, première
16. 11. 2001 Komorní scéna Aréna, Ostrava
> Z deniku ostravaka, 2007, première 23. 2. 2007 Divadlo
loutek, Ostrava (based on motifs from internet daily
Ostravak ostravsky, in co-operation with R. Lipus)

Contact address:
Mitrovická 118
Ostrava-Stará Bělá
724 00
Czech Republic
marek.pivovar@seznam.cz

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Evropa, Evropa, aneb jak John Brown a dr. Lukomski
naklonovali Unii French – Ľ Europe, ľ Europe ou Comment
John et le docteur Lukomski ont clôné ľ Union!!!

N E Z D Á R N Ý S Y N / A R E P R O B AT E S O N
2 women, 3 men
A dark and grotesque impromptu about a mad gardener who
wants to change an adolescent boy Bruno into a tree was
inspired by a provocative and shocking novella by Renate Rasp.
A step-uncle conducts an experiment on Bruno aimed at creating a new human being, a homunculus, and thus wants to give
birth to a new race. The uncle decides what the boy should eat
and drink and how he should grow and get strong. Gradually, he
removes meat from his food, then groceries, until, in the end,
Bruno is only watered. At the end of the experiment he plans
to put Bruno in a flower pot and then replanted in the garden.
While training for putting ”seedling-Bruno” into a flower pot, the
boy’s legs are bound together, his eyes are blindfolded, his ears
are filled with wax, and his mouth is closed with a tape. Finally,
Bruno is transplanted into earth. When he tries to remove the
overgrown ”branches” from Bruno’s body, the boy starts to bleed
and rebels. The scientific experiment was not successful.
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Jiří

Pokorný
*4. 4. 1967

LIST OF PLAYS:

Dramatist and theatre director.
After studying direction at the
Theatre Faculty of the Academy
of Performing Arts in Prague he
moved to the Drama Studio in Ústí
nad Labem, where from 1993 to
1997 he was artistic head. His
productions and plays have been
designated the first wave of ”coolness“ in the Czech Republic. From
1998 to 2002 he was artistic head
of the HaTheatre in Brno. Between
2002 and 2006 he was member
of the group of artistic directors
of the Theatre On the Balustrade.
In 1993, he went to Antwerp for
a visit in the context of the educational Tempus exchange programme. In 1995, he was accepted for a
playwriting programme at the Royal
Court Summer School in London.
Pokorný’s plays My Dad Takes the
Goals and Rest in Peace won the
Alfréd Radok Award for best original Czech play in 1997 and 1998
respectively.

> Valašská čtverylka, 1993, première 12. 1. 1994 Činoherní
studio, Ústí nad Labem (under the pseudonym Fást J. L.)
> Odpočívej v pokoji, 1996, première 27. 11. 1999 Činoherní
studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Taťka střílí góly, 1997, première 22. 1. 1999 Činoherní studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Plechovka, 1999, première 19. 9. 1999 Činoherní studio,
Ústí nad Labem (under the pseudonym Jarol Ostraval)
> Denis (Epilog k Monologům vagíny) , 2003, première
8. 6. 2003, Dejvické divadlo, Prague (staged reading)
> Milada, 2007, première 18. 5. 2007, Divadlo Na zábradlí,
Prague
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Odpočívej v pokoji English – Rest in Peace, Italian
– Requiescat
> Taťka střílí góly English – My Dad Takes the Goals,
Hungarian – Papa lövi a gólokat

O D P O Č I V E J V P O KO J I / R E S T I N P E AC E
3 women, 6 men
Rest in Peace focuses on a real problem – the illegal migration

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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of refugees from the East, the Balkans or the poor South, to the
safety and material security of the democratic Western countries. The text relates, in a hyperbolic, cruel and paradoxical
manner, the events surrounding one such group of refugees.
Yet a glance at the daily papers or TV will remind us that this
play may indeed be all too realistic. A refugee family, kept in
hiding in a mountain cabin near the border by traffickers who
help them across, are retained by the death of the grandfather, the oldest member of the family, whom they wish to give
a traditional Muslim funeral. Types and characters of individual
people-smugglers are revealed in a model extreme situation.
One of the traffickers gets drunk on whisky, another overdoses
on barbiturates. Maruna runs a prostitution racket and a chain
of sadomasochist salons on the Czech border. The refugees are
gassed to put them to sleep and are robbed - one of the traffickers finally walls them up in a windowless room.
In its escalating perversity, the cruelty of the protagonists,
aroused by drugs and despair, is not only meaningless but

in its own way is neither very clever, so that it later evokes laughter (although only for relief) just
like a series of misfortunes in a silent film. The play is neither a psychological study nor a socially
revolutionary drama... In its bizarre quality, the action is more reminiscent of a nightmare after
a day spent following the black chronicles and the action serials on Nova TV... A specialised,
stylised and simultaneously naturalistic language (as though eavesdropped) together with very
convincing details raise the text from the level of jokingly fabulous fiction to a serious attempt to
record, or portray, a reality which is medially and globally demented, but unfortunately our own.
(Marie Reslová: Odpočívej v pokoji, Reflex, 16. 12. 1999)

TAŤ K A S T Ř Í L Í G Ó LY / DA D DY TA K E S T H E G OA L S
2 women, 10 men, a dog
A chance ”epidemic“ of violence breaks out among a group of people standing around a late-night
refreshment stand for the father’s banal birthday celebrations. The text attempts to capture the
irrational psychology of outsiders and asocialites. The ramblings of a frustrated alcoholic who
boasts about his son, a successful footballer, suddenly starts edging away from murky sentiment
and boundless admiration for his heir towards aggression – at precisely the same moment when
the son clearly voices his shame of his father’s life and his wish to distance himself from it. When
another participant of the drinking session steals the son’s wallet, the act provides a pretext for the
first, seemingly unconscious but, for this reason, all the more cynical murder. The play genre is thus
gradually transformed from callous naturalism to a bizarre black grotesque. The impoverished slang
favoured by the lowest strata is stylised and formally elevated with the use of staccato rhythm.
The language of the play is direct, pub language spiked with numerous vulgarisms. The biggest
let-down with analogous texts is that they deal with banality in a banal way. Dad Scores, however,
owes its pub-periphery poetic to essentially more interesting works whose harsh realism took
hold on European stages in recent years. (Zdeněk A. Tichý: Taťkův sen noci svatojánské není příliš
veselý, Mladá fronta, 26. 1. 1999)
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Antonín

Procházka
*25. 12. 1953

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated from the Theatre Faculty
of the Academy of Performing Arts
in Prague. From 1977 he was
employed in the drama company of
the Tyl Theatre in Pilsen. Theatre critics are particularly appreciative of
his talent for comedy. In the 1980s
he founded his own theatre company, the Theatre of Small Norms,
where sketches, text-appeals and
paraphrases of literary classics
linked him to the tradition of the
movement of small-form theatres
typical for the Czech theatre of the
1960s. From the end of the 1980s
his comedies were performed
regularly by the drama and operetta companies of the Tyl Theatre.
His play Keys on Sunday was very
popular and won the Audience’s
Prize at the Theatre Actualities
in Prague. Other successful titles
include Not with Your Daughter,
Murders and Tenderness and
Play It Again, Professor, which
was, as both text and production,
declared the comedy of the year at
the Pardubice GRAND Festival of
Laughter. Procházka, an author of
light and comic genres, also directs
his own plays, writes TV scripts and
guest-directs in Pardubice as well
as having once led the Pilsen
Theatre of Miroslav Horníček and
performed in films.

> Klíče na neděli, 1988, première 6. 1. 1990 Slovácké divadlo, Uherské Hradiště
> Fatální bratři, 1993, première 9. 1. 1993 Divadlo
J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> S tvojí dcerou ne, 1994, première 15. 10. 1994 Divadlo
J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> Vraždy a něžnosti, 1996, première 12. 10. 1996 Divadlo
J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> Hledám děvče na boogie-woogie, 1996, première
14. 12. 1996 Divadlo J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> Věrní abonenti, 1998, première 14. 1. 1998 Divadlo
J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> Holka nebo kluk, 1998, première 26. 9. 1998 Divadlo
J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> Ještě jednou, profesore, 2001, première 3. 2. 2001
Divadlo J. K. Tyla, Pilsen
> Muzikvariát, 2001, première 29. 10. 2001 Divadlo
Miroslava Horníčka, Pilsen
> Přes přísný zákaz dotýká se sněhu, 2003, première
25. 10. 2003 Divadlo J. K. Tyla, Pilsen

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> S tvojí dcerou ne Polish – Meskie zludzenia

S T V O J Í D C E R O U N E / N O T W I T H YO U R
DAU G H T E R
3 women, 4 men
The comedy Not with Your Daughter is about two perfectly
ordinary married couples (a bank clerk and a teacher, and
the manager of an unsuccessful artistic agency and a librarian) who are trying to overcome a possible married crisis. The
author does not however focus on the psychological aspect of
the characters; they serve him for construing the situation and
introducing witty paradoxical aphorisms. An innocent episode
with a simple-minded housebreaker, firmly underpinned by
hysteria arising from sexual stereotype and by that reliable
comic motor – chance – initially creates (with the addition of a
maturing daughter and her boy friend) a slight twist: gradually
however this becomes a geyser of neck-breaking situations,
embarrassments, mistakes, exchanges and verbal humour.

Just as inconspicuously as the confusion arose, everything gradually returns to its usual rails, but in
the end the author doesn’t let us get away without a little nudge: on the horizon lurks another crisis.
That’s life – and not only married life. The play’s success at home and abroad demonstrates the
author’s outstanding talent for comedy.
The emerging would-be playboy spirit of a previously settled man becomes fertile ground for the
turning of a roundabout of complicated situations underpinned by witty dialogue. (S tvojí dcerou
ne, Jihlavské listy, 22. 4. 1997)

J E Š T Ě J E D N O U , P R O F E S O R E / P L AY I T AG A I N , P RO F E S S O R
5 women, 6 men
Stereotype, drabness, lacklustre feelings and horrified realisation of a fiftieth birthday as life’s terminus are fertile ground for dreaming. Especially when it dawns on the main hero, university professor
of Russian literature Ivoš, that the years are passing and he still hasn’t achieved anything exceptional in his life. He longs for a great romantic love, and with the help of a computer genius finds himself
in the reality of the novel War and Peace, where he falls in love with his favourite literary character,
Natasha Rostova. Ivoš completely abandons himself to his participation in the novel, but a small
mistake is perpetrated when Natasha, her maid and Prince Bolkonsky return with him to our reality.
In the following roundabout of misunderstandings Ivoš escapes from Natasha, his wife and children.
The disappearance of the literary figures from the novel becomes an international scandal. In the
end however the professor persuades Natasha, who is thoroughly enjoying her new life, to return to
the book. The experience feeds Ivoš’s appetite and he longs for new adventures. The whole comic
mechanism goes into operation once more, this time ending in black humour. The professor finds
himself in error in Cooks’ Land and his own family eats him for supper in a tomato soup. In 2002
Procházka’s play was named Comedy of the Year at the GRAND Festival of Laughter in Pardubice.
An inclination towards comedy is very rare amongst contemporary authors, all the more when his
comedies always have inventive twists, and humour which draws on the absurdities of the present
day whilst not being preoccupied with cheap topicalities. (Jana Machalická: Pletky s románovou
hrdinkou, Lidové noviny, 6. 2. 2001)

PŘES PŘÍSNÝ Z Á K AZ DOT ÝK Á SE SNĚHU / DESPITE THE BAN HE TOUCHES
SNOW
4 women, 5 men
The plot of the comedy is not revolving around everyday problems this time. A luckless accountant
Eda returns from the prison where he served an unjust sentence for an accounting swindle. He was
tricked by a Russian mafia and got involved in money-laundering. He even pleaded guilty to protect
his wife Nina. Five years passed and Eda is conditionally released for good behaviour. The prison
took its due; he’s unable to move in large space, he keeps introducing himself by his prison number,
his sexual orientation had also changed: he feels attracted to men. But the world he was used to also
changed: Nina found a lover; a married man called Erik, and does not rely on her former relationship.
The social worker Ester attempts to change his life, including finding again his one time attraction
to women. The relationship between Nina and Eda ends in crisis: Erik is determined to fight for her,
and there are more characters entering the storyline. The rough comedy of transformations, qui pro
quos and misunderstandings is mixed with humour showing the author’s understanding for human
helplessness and loneliness. The author shows an enviable originality in plotting the comic scenes
combinations, without succumbing to the routine and unfeeling indifference so characteristic of
many present day comedies.
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Kateřina

Rudčenková
*12. 4. 1974

LIST OF PLAYS:

Graduated from the Jaroslav Ježek
Conservatory, specialization Lyrics
and Script Writing, and a European
agricultural diplomacy at the Czech
Agricultural University. She has
published collections of poems
Ludwig (1999), It Is Not Necessary
for You to Visit Me (2001), Ashes
and Delight (2004) and a book
of short stories Nights, Nights
(2004). Her poems have been
translated into several languages
and she is represented in foreign
anthologies. For her bilingual translation of her second collection
Nicht nötig, mich zu besuchen
(2002) published in Austria she
received the German Hubert
Burda Award for young Eastern
European poets in 2003. She won
the scholarship of the Independent
Literary House in the Austrian town
of Krems (2001), Hermann Kesten
Scholarship in Nuremberg (2002)
and Künstlerhaus Schloss Wiepersdorf scholarship (2004) in Germany.
With her play Niekur she won the
2nd prize in a drama competition
of the Alfréd Radok Awards for
2006. As a consequence, she was
chosen for a month residency organized by the Royal Court Theatre in
London for playwrights from all
over the world. This resulted in a
new play, The Time of The Cherry
Tree Smoke, that was shortlisted in the Alfréd Radok Awards
Playwriting Competition for 2007.
Personal website of the author:
http://rudcenkova.freehostia.com

> Frau in Blau, 2004, première 21. 12. 2004 Činoherní studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Blue Horses, 2006
> Niekur, 2006, première 10. 6. 2007 Divadlo LETÍ, Prague
(staged reading)
> Čas třešňového dýmu, 2007

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Čas třešňového dýmu English – The Time of The Cherry
Tree Smoke
> Frau in Blau German – Frau in Blau

Č A S T Ř E Š Ň O V É H O DÝ M U (hra v polosnu) / T H E T I M E
O F T H E C H E R R Y T R E E S M O K E (a play between dream
and reality)
3 women
The main topics of the play are intergenerational relationships
among women in a family, their relationships to men, relationships between mothers and daughters, our relationships to
our ancestors, and also how dispositions to making the same
mistakes in a marriage are inherited in a family. The play is
written in poetic language and tragicomically tries to depict the
pressure of society on women to be ”the right women“, to marry,
to have kids. There are two storylines in the play. The real one
where three women of one family line meet; daughter, mother
and grandmother, who is coming from the underworld to help
the mother and daughter to reconcile. The second storyline is
imaginary. There are three women waiting for their weddings,
which is a parallel to Beckett’s Waiting for Godot. The women
are the heroines of national fairy tales and children’s models
of ”the right women“: Cinderella, Snow White and Sleeping
Beauty. They are waiting for their weddings to no avail, since
neither the grooms nor the wedding guests are coming, instead
of that; the female characters undergo a symbolic gender change in secret androgynies.

N I E KU R
A dramatic poem about the Czech-Lithuanian friendship (forever)
1 woman, 1 man
A poetic drama about Czech-Lithuanian friendship (forever) is a slightly ironic and very personal confession telling the story of romance between a young Czech writer Agnes and her older Lithuanian
colleague Kornelijus during a working residency in Germany. The playwright is trying to keep her
distance from the self-analyzing, almost clinically Bergman-like confession by telling almost all of
her text in the third-person reporting style. In fact, the author even refers in the text to the source
of her inspiration, Ernst Jandl’s play Aus der Fremde and lets her leading character self-ironically
proclaim: ”Is she really thinking that writing her play in the third person, nobody would notice how
banal it all would sound should she write in the first person?“ Nevertheless, the play is far removed
from banality thanks to the authenticity of its feeling and its rough openness. The love story of the
two protagonists is interrupted from time to time by fragments of a new play written by Agnes. The
heroes of that play are two Siamese twin sisters joined at their heads (they are played by the same
actors as Agnes and Kornelijus) whose absurd and almost brutally grotesque dialogues balance out
the intellectual and erotic relationship between the two writers.
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Jaroslav

Rudiš
*8. 6. 1972

LIST OF PLAYS:

Writer, playwright and screenwriter.
He made his writing debut with the
novel Heaven under Berlin (2002)
for which he received the most
prestigious Czech literary award
given to authors under thirty, the
Jiří Orten Prize. The novel was translated into German, Polish, Serbian,
Byelorussian and Bulgarian and was
subsequently dramatized for both
radio and theatre. A “comic strip novel
trilogy” Alois Nebel (2003–2005;
written with the illustrator Jaromír
99) was adapted for theatre and is
being currently made into a movie.
Together with Petr Pýcha he wrote
a play The Summer in Lapland that
won both the second place in 2005
Alfréd Radok Foundation Playwriting
Competition and the Czech Radio
Award; the play was also broadcast. The same duo of authors
wrote theatre plays The Salzburg
Goulash and Strange Love. The
latter was shortlisted for the 2007
Alfréd Radok Foundation Playwriting
Competition in the category Czech
Play. In 2006, he wrote a screenplay
to a film Grandhotel shown at the
Berlinale Film Festival. Together with
the German writer Martin Becker he
wrote a radio play in German, Lost
in Praha (2008), for Westdeutscher
Rundfunk in Cologne. They also
co-wrote a libretto to the CzechGerman opera Exit 89 that will be
produced in autumn 2008 by the
Archa Theatre in Prague. Personal
web pages of the author:
www.rudis.cz

> Alois Nebel, 2005, première 25. 3. 2005 Činoherní studio,
Ústí nad Labem (in co-operation with Vladimír Čepek
a Jaromír 99)
> Léto v Laponsku, 2005, première 6. 11. 2006 Slovácké
divadlo, Uherské Hradiště (in co-operation with Petr Pýcha)
> Salcburský guláš, 2006 (in co-operation with Petr Pýcha)
> Strange Love, 2007, première 6. 3. 2007 Činoherní studio,
Ústí nad Labem (in co-operation with Petr Pýcha)

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Léto v Laponsku Finnish – Kesä Lapissa

L É T O V L A P O N S KU / T H E S U M M E R I N L A P L A N D
2 women, 3 men
A solitary landscape and a deserted road somewhere in Finland.
It is summer, and the days are exceptionally long. Lucie and
Leoš are trying to hitchhike all the way North to Lapland. They
left behind many problems and think these have stayed home
and are forgotten. Thirty-one year old Leoš has been leading a
comfortable, boring life with his somewhat atypical family. He
worked in the second basement office in the Defence Ministry
building as an army historian and did not show much interest in
women or real life. His cynical father was not really interested
in the family and kept turning female clients into his lovers by
blackmail. Leoš’s deranged mother has a fixation on her only
son while at the same time succumbing to a sect guru Orion
who keeps speaking of astral motorways. The mother kept forcing her son to join her both in the Spiritualist séances and in
the trips on Orion’s roads. On one of these excursions looking for
cosmic energy Leoš’s path crossed with that of wild Lucie who is
strangely obsessed with myths and shamans from the far away
country of Lapland. From that moment on his story suddenly
took off and he started on his fast-track journey to maturity. The
theatrical road story is told in flashbacks, with past situations
ordered into kaleidoscopical sequence of events.

STRANGE LOVE
3 women, 4 men
Black comedy about first and last fan of Depeche Mode in Czechoslovakia. Ludvík is just over forty,
but he hasn’t achieved much in his life so far. He is single and he lives in a two room apartment
with his mother. He works as a delivery driver. His only friend is his disabled co-driver Goro and his
only true love the New Romantic group Depeche Mode. It is because of them that he wears black
all the time. It is because of them that he is so alone. He has sacrificed absolutely everything to
the group. Ludvík – the first David Gahan in Czechoslovakia – one day sets out on a journey to the
macabre Hotel Družba, lost deep in the forest, in order to take part in the I Love DM competition
to find the biggest fan of the group. Hundreds of people are expected, but instead only four people
turn up, the four last real fans of Depeche Mode in the Czechoslovakia: Milena, Vanda, Michal and
Ludvík. They are joined by Jaromír, who hasn’t actually ever heard the group, since his musical
taste doesn’t extend beyond Folk and country, but, in any case, he is in love with Milena. They all
arrive, only for nothing to be like it was before, to finally grow up during the course of the weekend.
At least some of them. The competition becomes a turning point in their lives, which changes their
romantic relationships and also themselves. Not even the competition moderator, nor his beautiful,
but somewhat stupid, assistant Claudie, manage to lighten the atmosphere. The basic situation in
the play is a reminder of Jean-Paul Sartre’s In Camera in which several characters are uprooted from
their worlds and thrown into a common space where their differing life attitudes and habits create
a series of situations and conflicts.

ALOIS NEBEL
A Stage Comic Strip
2 women, 5 men
Alois Nebel is a dramatization of a successful eponymous comic strip trilogy novel by Jaroslav Rudiš
and Jaromír 99. The three parts (A White Stream, The Main Train Station and Golden Mountains)
are linked by the principal character of Alois Nebel, a train dispatcher who dedicated his life to
railways that ”can lead you both to the Balaton Lake and Auschwitz“. The protagonist was born
in the ”strange year“ of 1948. Both his father and his grandfather had served in the small village
train station Bílý Potok [White Stream] in the Jeseníky Mountains border area. Mr. Nebel is a victim
of History – a Communist, a Catholic, and a small-scale hero (in his attic, he was hiding a deserter
from the Soviet army for a year or so). The height of Alois Nebel’s dreams is to see the Central Train
Station in Prague... His life is monotonous and lonely. He smokes, changes signals, talks to the
signalman and dealer Wachek, who’s able to survive under any regime, and who sometimes is able
to see things coming out of the mist other people don’t or refuse to see. So, under Nebel’s eyes
the events of the 20th Century come alive again: the war, the Sudeten German transfer, the Soviet
occupation in 1968. His mind is clouded by the misty trains. Alois Nebel is now in a psychiatric
asylum where the story of the play is set. He tells his tragicomic stories from the Twentieth Century
to a sadist doctor and to punks waiting for paperwork to be released from armed force service. The
starting point of the play structure is the comic strip principle, ie. short scenes that are concise and
end with a punch line. The story develops on two levels – Nebel’s storytelling is confronted with the
scenes from his past. The play was developed at the Drama Authoring Workshop. More information
at: www.aloisnebel.com.
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Tomáš

Rychetský
*14. 9. 1965

LIST OF PLAYS:

Whilst in secondary school he founded the theatre group Universal
Artistic Association based on
practical jokes. He studied at
the Natural Sciences Faculty of
the Charles University in Prague
(for political reasons he was not
allowed to study in any other
field). In 1989 he took the opportunity of an invitation to Antwerp to
emigrate to France. He wrote here
the first version of his play The
Innocent Are Innocent. Spurred on
by the Czech emigré Pavel Tigrid,
he completed the play, which won
the first ever Alfréd Radok Award
in 1992. He now devotes himself
to prose, and describes himself as
a left-wing author.

> Nevinní jsou nevinní, 1989, première 27. 6. 1995 A Studio
Rubín, Prague
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Nevinní jsou nevinní English – The Innocent Are Innocent

NEVINNÍ JSOU NEVINNÍ / THE INNOCENT ARE
INNOCENT
7 women, 2 men
Two youths, Desert Fox and Fatalist, don’t work on principle,
sleep late and feed themselves by visiting their girl-friends unexpectedly. The only questions they have to sort out each day are
what to wear, what to eat and how to pass the time. They do
this by practical jokes, erudite debates and vain dreams about
escaping somewhere, for which they don’t have the strength or,
when it comes to it, the desire. Their basic emotion is boredom.
They stave this off by cruelty to women and animals (Desert Fox
burnt a cat alive). Cruelty is not only an amusement, it becomes
the only ”real“ activity. After the ”wild ride“ of the first half of the
text comes the contrasting second part, which takes place three
years later. It is more meditative. Desert Fox reflects on his previous life. The two heroes, no longer merry, but abandoned and
empty, incapable of change, end their decadent game with a fit
of purgative but self-destructive laughter.
/.../ we are dealing with garrulous lava from that unrepeatable age when man is first enchanted by his own cynicism,
ability for self-irony, his own paralysed degeneracy and simple
superfluity of the universe. (Richard Erml: Nevinní jsou nevinní, Reflex, 14. 7. 1995)
This partly autobiographical reflection on life in extreme
freedom - without work, without cares or ties - strongly evokes
the social agony of the time /before 1989/. At the same time
they are both heroes /.../ of a timeless type. (Marie Reslová:
Inscenace, jež ohledává možnosti extrémní svobody, Mladá
fronta Dnes, 4. 7. 1995)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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Roman

Sikora
*3. 7. 1970

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated from the Theatre
Faculty of the Janáček Academy
of Performing Arts in Brno in 1999
in the field of dramaturgy in Studio
D, under the guidance of Professor
Bořivoj Srba. At present a doctoral
student in the field of auteur–dramaturgy and employed on the night
reception desk of the Municipal
Theatre in Brno. He is the author of
a number of political and cultural
essays and short pieces which can
be designated ”nonsense dramas“,
and of plays for the theatre, some
of which have been performed
both at home and abroad. In 1998
he received second prize in the
Alfréd Radok Awards for his play
Sweeping Up Antigone. He is one
of the founders of the theatre internet magazine Yorick. Sikora can be
characterised as an Angry Young
Dramatist. His antipathy towards
the totalitarian tendencies of the
market system and subjection
to the ideology of material bliss
and all-embracing technology is
built on the stirring strength of
the word, which he often uses in
provocative, surreal and unusual
combinations. His approach as
an author is expressed in the title
of his key essay, New Definitive
Quality, thanks to which – unlike
Post-Modern verbosity, lack of certainty and chaos – he achieves a
precise designation of the state in
which we find ourselves.

> Sodomagomora, 1995, première 5. 2. 1996 Studio Marta,
Brno
> Tank, 1996, première October 1996 Východoslovenské
divadlo, Košice (Slovakia)
> Smetení Antigony, 1997, première 7. 12. 2000 MU
Színház, Budapest (Hungary)
> Vlci, 1997, première 17. 12. 1997 Divadlo Husa na provázku, Brno
> Sibiř, 1997
> Nehybnost, 1998, première 12. 12. 1999 Divadlo
Promiňte, klub Amfora, Prague
> Opory společnosti, 2000, première 11. 11. 2001 Divadlo
Na zábradlí, Prague (staged reading)
> Jitro kouzelníků, 2003, première 29. 1. 2006 Studio
Marta, Brno
> Největší básník, 2004
> Včera to spustili, 2004

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Smetení Antigony German - Antigone weggefegt, French
– L’Antigone Balayée, Hungarian – Takarodj, Antigone!

SMETENÍ ANTIGONY / SWEEPING UP ANTIGONE
an attempt at a tragedy
5 women, 7 men, 10 drunkards, 3 surgeons, 3 armed men,
1 hammer
Sikora turns the classical Greek myth on its head. Antigone’s
revolt is not to bury her brother but to dig him up. The dead
Polyneices is the last being with whom she had a deep relationship. The world around Antigone is a display of grotesque caricatures. Haemon’s seduction of the naïve Ismene lasts only until
his parents find him a politically correct Fiancée. Creon is no
more than a career-minded politician manipulating reality with
the help of the media, and of information from Tiresias, chief of
the secret services. For Sikora, Antigone is an anarchist, who
tries to assert her own identity in the face of the emptiness of
the surrounding world. She provokes Creon, from boredom wins
Haemon over to Ismene, and berates the drunkards in the pub.
She embodies the dark principle of night and an antagonistic
approach to the world, blindly raging against everyone and
everything. Her destructiveness goes nowhere; impotent rage,
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ends in itself. In the end it is Ismene, capable of fully tasting the experiences and joys of life, the
exact antithesis to Antigone, who extends a hand to her sister. The play is written in closed, sharply
pointed scenes. However, Sikora includes ironic paraphrases of other Greek myths in the form of
inserted monologues and mini-stories. The language of the play is varied; the farce-like dialogue is
full of journalistic phrases and banal clichés of TV serials, Antigone’s monologues weighed down by
dark, poetic images. However, the author’s requirement in the stage direction repeated in the course
of the play: Fire engulfs the theatre… Panic. No one will ever see the rest of the play, shows that it is
advisable to rebel against not only contemporary society, but also against theatrical stereotypes and
conventions. The play won second prize in the Alfréd Radok Foundation’s competition for the best
Czech play. It has been read at the Bonn Biennial and the Avignon Festival in France.

NEHYBNOST / IMMOBILIT Y
An excremental panoptikum about futures full of flies
4 women, 4 men, 1 fly, 1 freak, extras
Sikora’s play is governed by a ”spirit of fantasy“ – or a magician who ”transformed life into stinking,
stagnant dishwater“. The author however attributes the panoptikum environment – inspired by the
Czech and global reality, including its reflection in the local press – to our own idiocy. A pair of lovers,
representing some sort of modern vulgarised Tristan and Isolde, are expecting a child. During her
fifty-month pregnancy she grows proportionately fatter from boredom and emptiness. She foretells
for her child a Messianic role in the world into which she is bringing him and which she ironically calls
”paradise“. The newly-born freak dies immediately after birth. Thanks to the presence of characters
like, for example, the Gamekeeper, a kind of representative of public order characterised by his Nazi
past, and the tomfool Three Kings, democratically elected, the play has a politically critical subtext.
In seventeen short, carefully titled scenes, loony dialogue alternates in a stable sarcastic tone with
ironic monologues, orgiastic versicles and banal songs, which only distract us from the deadlock.
The play’s refrain is the line ”Let something bloody happen!“ However, right at the start of the play
we know that change for the better is impossible.

N E J V Ě T Š Í B Á S N Í K / T H E G R E AT E S T P O E T
2 men, some extra characters
This play, written in sharp grotesque satire with elements of both autobiography and absurdity,
strives to express the disillusion of a young author over the state of the Czech theatre (and maybe
not only the Czech theatre) and over people ruling it. It is composed of six loosely connected parts
describing the career of a fictitious important poet. Deformed language plays an important part
in the text of the play. The reduced sentence structure used in the play by the theatre grandees
symbolizes their resignation: they want to present cheap material playing up to the lowest common
denominator of general audience instead of artistic and personal confession. Theatre as they see it
should only serve the citizens to relaxation and entertainment. We first see the ”greatest poet“ as
an unsuccessful applicant for the position of artistic director of a theatre ensemble: the Committee,
whose members are named after different species of dangerous bacteria, would not accept him.
The committee is metaphor for baseness that became norm. To transgress this norm means being
handicapped in becoming really popular. Next, we see the ”greatest poet“ as a servile man trying
to get into good books of the theatre director, and finally as a respected celebrity shortlisted for a
prestigious award. People at the celebrity party are soulless superficial people without any interest
of real world. A lonely voice of an anonymous angry young man is taken by the others as a sweet
oddity. The ending of the play is set in the future where there is no barrier between the ”high“ and
the ”low“ art. The ”greatest poet“ studies at the art school he graduated from years ago. There is no
revolting young man here any more, young artists adopted a primitive, almost mechanic language
of their teachers. It’s only at his own funeral that the dead poet will be able to escape the ”rules of
drama“. The play is not a lament over the non-conformist artists who have difficulties to have their
voice heard, it is attacking the emptiness of culture as entertainment industry. The consequence of
this kind of culture is mental devaluation of the whole of the society.
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Ladislav

Smoček
*24. 8. 1932

LIST OF PLAYS:

Director and playwright, one of
the most original personalities
in Czech theatre contemporary.
He trained as director at the
Drama Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts (DAMU) in Prague
in 1952–1956. In 1965, together
with Jaroslav Vostrý, he co-founded the Drama Club in Prague.
It opened with Smoček’s play, The
Picnic and Drama Club is linked to
Mr. Smoček’s theatre career to this
very day, although in the meantime
he would work in many theatres
both in the Czech Republic and
abroad (mainly Switzerland, but also
in Finland and Italy). Until the end
of the ’sixties he was Drama Club’s
main household author. He also
directed there, staging mainly his
own plays. Mr. Smoček was always
interested in a seemingly ordinary,
”petty“ characters confronted and
contrasted with the nature. Under
the pressure of a situation creating
immediate danger these inconspicuous, inoffensive people reveal
their biological roots, reacting to the
outside world with unexpected wild
aggressiveness stemming from real
or imaginary fears. Smoček’s play
Dr. Zvonek Burke’s Extraordinary
Afternoon was one of the most
successful plays both of the ’sixties
and of the whole Czech post-war
drama writing. It is also one of the
most translated of all Czech plays.
In 2004, he was awarded the Karel
Čapek Prize for his literary works,
especially drama.

> Piknik, 1963, première 27. 2. 1965 Činoherní klub, Prague
> Podivné odpoledne Dr. Zvonka Burkeho, 1965, première
9. 3. 1966 Činoherní klub, Prague
> Bludiště, 1965, première 9. 3. 1966 Činoherní klub, Prague
> Bitva na kopci, 1967, première 29. 5. 1987 Činoherní
klub, Prague
> Kosmické jaro, 1969, première 15. 3. 1970 Činoherní klub,
Prague
> Jednou k ránu, 1971, première 16. 3. 2000 Činoherní klub,
Prague
> Smyčka, 1972, première 26. 9. 1990 Činoherní klub,
Prague
> Nejlepší den, 1995, première 7. 5. 1995 Divadlo J. K. Tyla,
Pilsen

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Podivné odpoledne Dr. Zvonka Burkeho Russian –
Strannyj den’ doktora Zvoneka Burke, German – Dr. Zvonek
Burkes seltsamer Nachmittag, Italian – Lo strano pomeriggio del dottor Zvonek Burke
> Bludiště German – Irrgarten
> Jednou k ránu Hungarian – Egyszer reggel felé
> Smyčka English – The Noose

J E D N O U K R Á N U / E A R LY O N E M O R N I N G
1 woman, 4 men
A seemingly banal story of a married photographer Zikmund
and his love affairs, of his lover Martina coming all the way
from Paris to see him, and of two uninvited guests Emil and
Hugo trying to remind him of his marital commitments. Almost
none of the characters in the play act in a rational or realistic
way. The photographer is an incurable neurotic who is always
being dragged by the outside events. He’s even trying to solve
a completely ordinary conflict with his lover Martina, with his
aggressive guests and even within himself, described hundreds
times in depth by journalists in popular newspapers, by painful
self-torturing handling of the wound he received in a fight with
one of the uninvited thugs. Martina is not completely in order by
conventional measures: a focused, ambitious woman is unable
to deal with her partner’s neurosis, and completely defenseless when faced with sexual harassment from Emil. The only
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character with a clear ”rational” point of view is the housekeeper and pensioner Šlajs, although he
is the most extravagant of them all at the first sight: the only thing he wants is to brag to everybody
about his sexual prowess, to spy on the others from behind a corner and parasite on the others. It is
the most repulsive and at the same time the most amusing and the most grotesque character in the
play. The construction of Early One Morning is very sophisticated. It has many layers, shades, values
and intentional references to fragments and subtexts from theatre classics. The way Mr Smoček
spins the network of emotions, relationships and situations. All of these mirror a definitely Chekhov
mood, whether the talk is about burning desire to find something substantial in your life, or an
opportunity for self-affirmation, or else about the character of Šlajs who in the play’s finale reminds
of Firs in the Cherry Orchard. Smoček’s play bears the imprint of infinite human striving and desire
where love and passion gets inevitably mixed up with embarrassment and imperfection. For political
reasons, the play was not produced until 2000.

KO S M I C K É J A R O / A C O S M I C S P R I N G
4 women, 15 men
The play is set inside a house whose master dies in isolation. He’s not ruling there any more, and
he almost fails to communicate with the things around him; and, in the end, he disappears in
a mysterious and symbolical way. The disintegration, both environmental and existential, is expressed dramatically through a montage of fast entrances and exits, actions and reactions, fragments
of lines, information and comments. The movement of the many small characters reminds of the
ants swarming on the anthill. Each being has its particular inclination and interest. ”UFOs, people
travelling through the space, out of five they will stitch together a single one, but sometimes you
have to have a proper goulash although you are a vegetarian.” This line by one of the characters in
the play seems to encompass symbolically its theme. The universe, mysteries, scientific knowledge,
intuition and goulash. The double character of human existence, an endless labyrinth of noble and
low, of pride in the heights of intelligence; and of limits of the self same pride in the moments of
confrontation with the opaque universe, with the cosmic existence which would be both futile and
foolish to attempt to measure. The play questions all the ready made truths. It started eroding the
anthropocentric myth and showing both moral and ecological devastation years ahead of the time
of its writing (1970). The reviewers of the time mostly failed to appreciate both its timelessness and
its musical composition. Moreover, the production and the play were both banned by the censorship
of the normalization period soon after it premiered.

B I T VA N A KO P C I / A B AT T L E O N A H I L L
2 women, 2 men
A small cast tragicomedy about relationships was originally written for radio and only later adapted
for theatre. An afternoon on a hill where an important battle took place long time ago and that
seems very pleasant at first serves the playwright as a background to a testimony to people’s intolerance and their inner emptiness. Constant fighting between the two men and their ironic verbal
duels (it’s just their pure male vanity prompting them to dispute each other’s points of view) take
place during a Sunday excursion of two Czech, probably married, couples. In his play, Mr. Smoček
presents one of his frequent themes – people in the nature, and, first of all, the theme of people
in an exacerbated situation and, through it, human egocentrism, vanity and egotism. Although the
male protagonists in A Battle on a Hill are really overwhelmed by civilization as far as their outward
self-presentation is concerned, in a moment of status conflict they will regress to the primeval times
of civilization: they lose both ability to think rationally and to evaluate soberly the situation they are
in. The intellect, ethics, morals and – surprisingly – self-preservation instinct are all gone. The victory
goes to the atavistic desire to push oneself through, beat one’s rival, prove one’s power and strength
– ironically that all of this happens against the background of a much stronger and powerful force
that might be able to blow the rebellious worms off the face of this planet in a fraction of a second.
False morals, striving to enforce one’s truth at any price, and false interpretation of dignity bring
Smoček’s characters to the edge of annihilation. Because of their petty dispute, both Jarin and Olin
are ready to sacrifice not only their own lives but also lives of two innocent human beings.
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Ladislav

Zdeněk

Smoljak

Svěrák

*9. 12. 1931

*28. 3. 1936

Czech film and theatre director,
actor and scriptwriter. He applied
to study at an art academy but
failed the admission process.
He went on to study physics and
mathematics, and later worked
as journalist and scriptwriter.
Together with Zdeněk Svěrák
he founded the Theatre of Jára
Cimrman, named after a fictitious
genius. Smoljak wrote scripts for
and directed several films; these
became very successful among
the Czech public. In the 1990s,
he wrote two plays for other theatres in Prague – The Anthem and
A Small October.

Czech actor, humorist and scriptwriter. He is one of the most popular
Czech cultural personalities. Born
in Prague, he trained as a teacher
at Charles University of Prague. His
work contains over 300 musical
texts and plays, and more than
ten movies. His most famous film
scripts are arguably Kolja (Kolya;
Academy Award winning film) and
Obecná škola (The Elementary
School; nomination for Academy
Award). Together with his close
friend, Ladislav Smoljak, he created
the popular fictional personality
Jára Cimrman.

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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Jára Cimrman
b. 1869–74, d. 1914?
In early 2005, the Czech Television
started a contest to choose The
Greatest Czech National Personality
(inspired by the British show 100
Greatest Britons). The obvious
candidates included Czech pop
singers, kings and national heroes.
Surprisingly, on January 15th it
seemed that most of the votes had
gone to universal genius, inventor,
sportsman, criminalist, poet, writer
and philosopher Jára Cimrman.
However, the Czech Television decided to disqualify Cimrman, claiming only real people were eligible
for the contest. That decision was
strongly criticized by the public. The
Cimrman’s character was invented
for a regular radio programme in
1966 by Ladislav Smoljak and
Zdeněk Svěrák. The send-up of
factual radio programmes of the
time, presenting a new ”discovery“
of a forgotten Czech genius, was
extremely successful. When the
authors later acknowledged the
mystification, some listeners considered it humorous, some asked
a punishment for those who tried
to deceive people, and others (at
least in the beginning) believed
the existence of the invented character. In 1967 Ladislav Smoljak
and Zdeněk Svěrák, together with
Jiří Šebánek and Miloň Čepelka,
founded the Jára Cimrman
Theatre, performing Cimrman’s
plays exclusively. The first play
was called Akt. In the meantime,
the number of plays expanded to
fourteen. The ”Cimrmanologists“
pretend to be enthusiastic scholars specializing in exploring and
analysing Cimrman’s life and work.
Their findings have been presented
to the lay public in a variety of ways
– lectures and performances of
Cimrman’s plays, film versions,
recordings.
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LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

> Akt, 1967, première 4. 10. 1967 Divadlo Járy Cimrmana,
Prague
> Vražda v salonním coupé, 1970, première 14. 5. 1970
Divadlo Járy Cimrmana, Prague
> Posel z Liptákova, 1977, première 20. 4. 1977 Divadlo
Járy Cimrmana, Pra
> Lijavec, 1982, première 22. 1. 1982 Divadlo Járy
Cimrmana, Prague
> Dobytí severního pólu, 1985, première 25. 10. 1985
Divadlo Járy Cimrmana, Prague
> Záskok, 1994, première 4. 10. 1994 Divadlo Járy
Cimrmana, Prague
> Švestka, 1997, première 12. 11. 1997 Divadlo Járy
Cimrmana, Prague
> Hymna aneb Urfidlovačka, 1998, première 27. 3. 1998
Studio Jára, Prague (written solely by Ladislav Smoljak)
> Malý říjen, 1999, première 15. 4. 1999 Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague (written solely by Ladislav Smoljak)
> Afrika, 2002, première 5. 10. 2002 Divadlo Járy
Cimrmana, Prague
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Dobytí severního pólu English – The Conquest of the
North Pole, Polish – Zdobycie bieguna północnego przez
Czecha Karola Niemca
> Dlouhý, Široký a Krátkozraký Polish – Długi, Szeroki i
Krótkowzroczny
> Posel s Liptákova Polish – Ogniwa I i II
> Vyšetřování ztráty třídní knihy Polish – Dziennik lekcyjny
> Akt Polish – Akt
> Němý Bobeš Polish – Bobek niemowa czyli czeski Tarzan

DOBY TÍ SEVERNÍHO PÓLU ČECHEM K ARLEM
NĚMCEM / THE CONQUEST OF THE NORTH POLE
5 men
According to the authors, Mr. Cimrman was commissioned by a
Prague restaurant to create a tableau vivant representing the
conquest of the North Pole. According to the customary opening lecture, the Czech genius undertook the task with his usual
responsibility and travelled to the North Pole himself. There he
found the Arctic Yeti and was the first to find out it is an autogamous being. He also allegedly wrote another play, A Torn Child,
that gets its own lecture. There is a third lecture before the play
itself starts, dedicated to the genre of living tableaux and allegorical pageants, as – the authors say – Mr. Cimrman was a
brilliant artist in this discipline, having created a famous trilogy
of Czech history battle scenes called Our famous defeats. The
play itself begins when the Prague North Pole expedition leaves
civilisation in 1909 and gets on its way to the Pole, led by the
Sokol chief Karel Němec. They travel on skis with no dogs (the
sledge is being drawn by the famous strongman Frištenský).
The story is told as seen by Assistant Instructor Foustka. The
next tableau finds the expedition on an ice floe drifting towards
the North. They fight melancholy caused by the slow progress

by learning a patriotic song praising Czech ability to adapt. Nevertheless, soon they are plagued by
hunger; the expedition decides it is necessary to slaughter and eat the dogs – it’s just the strongman
Frištenský who cannot understand he himself is considered the dog by the others. Before the slaughter, the Czechs organize a farewell to their comrade with many patriotic funeral speeches. They are
then touched by their own sensibility and decide it would be more humane to let Frištenský freeze
to death. It’s by chance they find an alternative: they find frozen members of a previous American
expedition led by professor Macdonald and take them along to make them conquer the pole posthumously. When there, the expedition members find they forgot to double the amount of necessary
food while planning and there is nothing to eat for the journey back. As they re-assess the value of
dead American bodies, a polar explorer of Czech origin returns unexpectedly to life while defrosting
to tell them professor Macdonald was researching effects of hibernation. In the epilogue, the audience finds out that the Němec expedition never claimed its success being the first to conquer the
pole as it did not want the claim to go to Austro-Hungarian Empire.

Z Á S KO K / S TA N D I N
Cimrman’s play about the unlucky opening of Vlasta
6 men
The lecture this time concerns Cimrman’s work as a dramaturge, consisting in reducing number of
characters in world drama for his six strong amateur theatre company. He would cut the number
of sisters in the famous Chekhov play to one and produce Hamlet without Hamlet. Having to solve
a power failure during a performance led Cimrman to establish a basis for radio drama genre (the
first text to be produced would be called Pitch Dark, and is performed during the show). The uniqueness of Cimrman’s approach in the context of the dramatic writing of his time is then illustrated
using ”correspondence“ between him and the famous playwright and National Theatre dramaturge
Ladislav Stroupežnický. The play Stand In itself tells the story of one performance of a strolling
theatre company. One of the actors runs away and is replaced by a famous stand in actor Karel
Infeld Prácheňský who offers to play for the whole of that evening box office receipt. The conflict
between cynical approach of a famous lovey and the enthusiasm of the improvising troupe during
both rehearsals and the performance leads to a chain of slapstick situations. This is probably the
most sophisticated of all the Cimrman plays; it is a regular comedy commenting on the declining
theatre profession.

M A LÝ Ř Í J E N / A S M A L L O C T O B E R
2 women, 7 men
In this play, Ladisalv Smoljak uses the method of mystification he helped to create in the Jára
Cimrman Theatre to present real world-shattering historical events. In the play, set in a prison
cell in Austro-Hungarian Empire during the World War I, prisoner Babinský (a historical character,
a common criminal) meets rebellious Czech politicians Kramář and Švehla, the well-known spy MataHari, Lenin and his wife Nadezhda Krupskaya and a Slovak called Juraj Slovák. Babinský is serving
his long term prison sentence for several murders for many years already. Mata-Hari the spy is an
impish, unceremonious dancer who discovers and reveals top secret information as if in passing.
She represents the only really erotic element in the play. The cell is being used as a transfer station
by Lenin and Krupskaya on their way from Switzerland. Lenin is presented as a demagogue ready to
sacrifice millions of people to the idea of revolution. Nadezhda Krupskaya is his uncritical admirer;
her mask is that of a man with a big bosom. The two Democrats, Kramář and Švehla, criticize Lenin
for preparing a bloody revolution. They secretly try to convince Babinský to kill him. Nevertheless,
the latter soon confesses to having been asked by Lenin to kill both Czech politicians. Lenin and
Krupskaya then leave the prison to go to Russia to carry out their revolution. Kramář and Rašín
are granted amnesty. In the last scene, set ten years later, Babinský is alone in his prison cell. He
gets a visit from Kramář who by then is a well-known politician (he was the first Prime Minister
of Czechoslovakia). Kramář tells Babinský the follow-up stories about the characters from the play:
some of them are already dead under different circumstances. Then Kramář comments sceptically
on the creation of the nation state of Czechoslovakia. There is a sort of a happy ending to the play:
Babinský becomes a gardener in the women’s prison where he is helped by Nadezhda Krupskaya,
in hiding there from Soviet persecution.
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Karel

Steigerwald
*11. 4. 1945

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Studied dramaturgy and scriptwriting in the film Faculty of the
Academy of Performing Arts.
Scriptwriter and dramaturge in the
Barrandov Film Studios from 1973
to 1979, when he was fired for
political reasons. He then began
an important collaboration with the
director Ivan Rajmont at the Drama
Studio in Ústí nad Labem, where
in the 1980s most of his plays,
written specifically for this acting
company, were premiered. Not all
his plays could be produced during
President Gustáv Husák’s era of
”normalisation“. From 1988 to
1993 he worked in the Theatre On
the Balustrade as author and dramaturge, and from 1991 as artistic
head. More recently he has been
the author of opinion pieces in the
daily press. Karel Steigerwald has
written a number of plays for the
theatre and radio, and the scripts
for several films. A satirical and
caricaturing exaggeration, parody,
and an ironical aloofness are characteristic of his work.

> Tatarská pouť, 1979, première 21. 6. 1988 Divadlo Na
zábradlí, Prague
> Dobové tance, 1980, première 17. 12. 1980 Činoherní studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Foxtrot, 1982, première 22. 5. 1982 Činoherní studio, Ústí
nad Labem
> …a tak tě prosím, kníže, 1982, première 1982 Divadlo
v Řeznické, Prague
> Neapolská choroba, 1984, première 10. 4. 1988 Činoherní
studio, Ústí nad Labem
> Hoře, hoře, strach, oprátka a jáma, 1990, première
10. 1. 1991 Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague
> Nobel, 1994, première 17. 11. 1994 Národní divadlo,
Prague
> Marta Peschek jde do nebe, 1998, premiére
12. 10. 2000, Severomoravské divadlo, Šumperk
> Hraj komedii (Tragédie hereček) , 2000, première 20. 10.
2000 Festival „Divadlo“, Pilsen (under the title Divadlo jako
mor)
> Horáková x Gottwald – Týden veselosti, 2006, première
19. 3. 2006 La Fabrika, Prague
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Hoře, hoře, strach, oprátka a jáma English – Sorrow,
Sorrow, Fear, the Rope and the Pit, German - Leid, Qual
und Angst, der Strick und die Grube
> První kroky demokrata English – The First Steps of a
Democrat
> Neapolská choroba English – The Neapolitan Disease,
Finnish – Le mal de Naples
> Hraj komedii (Tragédie hereček) Hungarian – Színésznök
> Marta Peschek jde do nebe German – Marta Peschek’s
Himmelfahrt

H R A J KO M E D I I ( T R A G É D I E H E R E Č E K ) / P L AY
C O M E DY ( A T R AG E DY O F AC T R E S S E S )
5 women, 6 men

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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Steigerwald’s play forms a kind of grotesque satirical pendant to the ”oratorio“ Sorrow, Sorrow, Fear, the Rope and
the Pit. The theme here is the totalitarian past; the sarcastic tone of the author derives from personal experience of

a decade in which coming to terms with this serious social problem not infrequently turned into
farce. The acting world serves as a model of the whole of Czech society of the 1990s, a world
which so easily transforms itself Protean-like and just as easily exchanges its values. The main
characters of this ”tragedy“ are actresses. Once possibly famous (we can discern fragments from
the biographies of Czech film stars of the 1930s and 1940s in their destinies), today, in this
media-advanced age, they are, with the help of their superannuated admirers, trying to return to
a place in the sun. Lála accepts the idea of arranging for the remains of her husband, a ”national
poet“, to be transported from Paris, where he perished in grotesque circumstances. Zdenička, the
poet’s first wife tries to prevent this ”from piety“ and at the same time has to confront the flood
of publicity evoked by Lída, her life-long rival, when she (Lída) decides publicly and in contrition
to confess that during the worst of the Stalinist hysteria she demanded the death sentence for
her imprisoned colleague Zdenička. When, after thirty-seven years, the two meet again it appears
it was not Lída who denounced Zdenička, but - on the contrary - Zdenička who informed on Lída.
Other characters then become involved in the game, willing to assist in the course of the media
circus - both plots leading to the same absurd climax. Steigerwald plays with his characters in
a Pirandellian way and endows them with an unusually grotesque language: contemporary vulgarisms mix with the lofty speech of media gurus and artificially deformed ”computer language“.

M A R TA P E S C H E K J D E D O N E B E / M A R TA P E S C H E K G O E S T O H E AV E N
1 woman, 1 man
Let the author explain: ”This play could be told as an anecdote about a dirty old man who doesn’t
want to let an unpleasant woman into a space he might be guarding. The woman tries different
means to penetrate the forbidden space. The old man is defending it as well as he can. Somebody
else might be telling the same anecdote in a slightly different way: the woman is actually dead
and her goal is Heaven. The old man is sort of a guardian of the Pearly Gates. Those with a little
bit more knowledge could say the anecdote reminds of different stories about Bertolt Brecht. I am
saying it is a dark tribute to the Twentieth Century. It’s clear from all of this that it must be a comedy
– only a comedy can bear all these different silts.“

H O R Á KO V Á X G O T T WA L D – T Ý D E N V E S E L O S T I / H O R Á KO V Á V S G O T T WA L D –
A WEEK OF MIRTH
2 women, 5 men and chorus
In the four sequences of Horáková vs Gottwald – Arrest, Interrogation, Trial, Execution – we follow the fate of Mrs. Milada Horáková and the development of one of the first and the most
cruel miscarriages of justice under the communist regime. Milada Horáková (1901 –1950) was
a Czech lawyer and politician. In 1950 she was sentenced to death in a show trial and later executed. The sentence, signed by the first Communist president of Czechoslovakia Klement Gottwald
(1948–1953) roused indignant protests from the democrats in the whole world. Karel Steigerwald
does not present a realistic picture of either Milada Horáková, Klement Gottwald or anybody else,
his play is no verbatim drama or documentary. Nonetheless we are confronted with authentic
characters and real events (Milada Horáková’s arrest first by the Nazis and subsequently by the
Communists, her husband’s escape from Czechoslovakia, Gottwald’s role in the miscarriage of
justice, unsuccessful appeals for clemency for Horáková’s by prominent personalities from all
over the world including Albert Einstein, and, at the same time, in Czechoslovakia countless petitions demanding her death...). The author, using dramatic hyperboles and metaphors, tries to
present the essence and predominant traits of communist atrocity during early fifties. As a result
some characters (such as the outstanding left-wing director E. F. Burian who became an ardent
Communist after the war) are treated as symbols of their time. The way Steigerwald portrays them
is not based on historical facts.
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Jiří

Stránský
*12. 8. 1931

LIST OF PLAYS:

Writer, poet, screenwriter for both film
and TV, translator from English and
German. His studies at high school
were interrupted by the Communist
authorities for political reasons as he
was about to pass his closing examinations. Afterwards, he was employed as a manual worker, and later
joined the Press Office of the Prague
Advertisement Company. In January
1953 he was arrested, charged with
high treason and sentenced in a
show trial to eight years in jail. After
the amnesty in 1960 he was released and, in 1962, started to write
for popular magazines. Thanks to a
short story Vašek, he was hired as
an assistant to the important Czech
movie director Martin Frič. Later he
worked as an auxiliary director with
the film director Hynek Bočan and
co-wrote several screenplays with
him. From 1965 he worked on a
free-lance basis for the dramaturgy
department at Barrandov Film
Studios. He also collaborated with
the Semafor Theatre as dramaturge
and screenwriter. In 1992 he was
elected the president of the Czech
branch of PEN Club and stayed in
this post until 2006. Jiří Stránský
was awarded The Egon Hostovský
prize for his novel A Country Gone
Wild, and Karel Čapek Prize. As a
representative of PEN Club, he became a member of the board of the
Foundation (later Foundation Fund)
of Alfréd Radok Awards that he is
currently presiding.

> Uniforma, 1999
> Deratizátor, 2003
> Rozhovor, 2005, première 16. 4. 2008 Divadlo v Horních
Počernicích, Prague
> Játra, 2006
> Claudius a Gertruda, 2007, première 7. 12. 2007,
Divadelní spolek Kašpar, Divadlo v Celetné, Prague (in
co-operation with J. Špalek)

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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C L AU D I U S A G E R T R U DA / C L AU D I U S A N D
GERTRUD
2 women, 5 men
The action of Claudius and Gertrud takes place just before
Shakespeare’s Hamlet starts. But it’s dealing skilfully and
playfully with the facts and action taken from the famous play.
Besides Hamlet it takes its inspiration both from old chronicles
and from Updike’s novel, Gertrude and Claudius. Having discovered the adulterous relationship between his wife and his
brother Claudius, Hamlet the Older has to die. But Stránský’s
Claudius does not have a desire for power or throne; on the
contrary, he has a deep understanding with his gloomy nephew
Hamlet: both are linked by their aversion to the limited horizons
of Denmark and love to studies and free life. Hamlet doesn’t
want to become a king, he is afraid of obligations tied to the
office; that’s why he himself proposes Claudius for King. At the
same time, there are first signs of a future tragedy: the young
Laertes doesn’t consent to Hamlet’s having a relationship with
his sister Ophelia: he knows the prince as a light-headed philanderer. Hamlet seems to be shocked by the up-and-coming wedding of his mother to his uncle. There are clouds gathering over
the Elsinore castle, the tragedy of Hamlet Prince of Denmark
can start... Jiří Stránský and Jakub Špalek wrote their variation
on Hamlet in a lively, contemporary language. They reconsider
the well-known features of the play from a new perspective
while stressing the extraordinary similarity between Claudius
and Hamlet as we find it in nucleus in Shakespeare’s tragedy.

R O Z H O V O R / A C O N V E R S AT I O N
2 men, a voice
A one act chamber play revisits recent Czechoslovak past. The story of a political prisoner who
returns from several years in labour camps in the mines of Jáchymov and Příbram and moves into
the destitute Czech frontier area to work as a forester is very similar to the author’s own experience
and has some autobiographical traits. Two former political prisoners from the fifties meet in a radio
studio to broadcast a history programme, Least We Forget. A 75 year-old journalist and presenter,
former political prisoner Luboš Příhoda is interviewing a 78 year-old pianist, Jiří Hemberger. The
(fictitious) character of one of the best jazz pianists whose career was severed by the class hatred
of the Communist regime tells the story of his life, concentrating on a small frontier village, and of
its mystery and birth of honour in the hearts of its inhabitants. The small cast mostly narrative play
offers great acting opportunities for two elderly male actors. A second version of this play is also
available where the questions are being asked by an interviewer who is a generation younger than
Jiří Hemberger.

D E R AT I Z Á T O R / R AT D I S I N F E S TAT I O N O F F I C E R
4 women, 9 men, some extras and voices off-stage
A starting point for this modern version of the Pied Piper is the archetypal model of a stranger
coming to a specific well-defined community to purge it. To cleanse it not only from rats and cockroaches but also from hypocrisy and deceiving masks. The arrival of the Rat Catcher/Disinfestation
Officer exposes suppressed emotions and exacerbates neighbourhood, love, professional and
human relationships in the community. Stránský’s play is striving at portraying the contemporary
Czech society, while also opening the issue of the Sudeten German transfer after WWII, ie. a problem
that is still partially taboo for the Czechs. A mute man suddenly appears in cottage countryside of
Northern Bohemia. The sound of his pipe destroys both caterpillars and rats in local gardens, but it
also provokes a reaction from some of the locals. Where does he come from, the mysterious stranger whose voice appears from beyond the stage and not from his lips that remain tightly pressed
together? He keeps handing out business cards claiming he’s just a disinfestation officer, yet his
face is the same as that of old engravings of the Pied Piper of Hamelin or in the photographs from
laboratories researching HIV or cancer. Some cottagers are fascinated; some are scared to death
by his exceptional character and by his ability to discover hidden thoughts. It’s necessary to render
harmless the dangerous alien...
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Egon Ludvik

Tobiáš
*27. 4. 1971

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated in stage design from the
Drama Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague; spent
one year on a post-graduate course in book illustration and printmaking at the School of Applied
Arts. He has written 26 plays of
which some have been performed
in theatres in Prague and Brno. His
debut as a dramatist was in 1992
with the play Vojcev directed by
Petr Lébl in the Labyrinth Theatre.
Since 2000 he has worked in close
co-operation with the director Jan
Nebeský who has presented most
of his plays (Mal D’or, Tempest 2,
JE SUiS, Solingen, etc.). As a stage
designer he has worked with
Opera Mozart, Dejvické Theatre
(his designs for the production
of Sister Anxiety won the Radok
Award for 1995) and the Theatre
On the Balustrade. He draws for
comics, paints, and works as
a printmaker in the print studio
Hamlet. He has worked with the
publishers Petrov and Argo and
at present is working with the publishers Theatre Institute and
Pražská scéna. In 1995 Český
spisovatel published the collection
of three of his plays, Wozyef, for
which he did the graphic layout.
In Tobiáš’s texts we find ourselves
in the fictional and fantasising
world of play born from language,
address and unexpected designation. The playfully changeable
identity of individuals unfolds from
a dreamlike and absurd logic.

> Cizinec, 1989, première 30. 10. 1994 A Studio Rubín,
Prague
> Vojcev, 1990, première 11. 2. 1992 divadlo Labyrint,
Prague
> Smokie, 1992, première 29. 9. 2000 Činoherní studio, Ústí
nad Labem
> Jaurès, 1994, première 12. 9. 1997 Činoherní studio, Ústí
nad Labem
> Slíbil jsem to Freddymu, 1999, première 29. 5. 2002
Divadlo Na zábradlí, Prague (staged reading)
> Mal D’or, 2000, première 19. 4. 2000 Divadlo Komedie,
Prague (part of the Marta project)
> JE SUiS, 2001, première 27. 10. 2001 Divadlo Na zábradlí,
Prague
> Je na čase, aby se TO změnilo, 2002, première 20. 10.
2002 Divadlo Komedie, Prague
> Solingen, 2003, première 27. 3. 2004 Divadlo Komedie,
Prague
> Vyšetřování pokračuje, 2006, première 7. 6. 2006 Divadlo
Komedie, Prague

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Slíbil jsem to Freddymu English - I Promised Freddy,
Croatian – Obećao sam to Frediju
> Je na čase, aby se TO změnilo English - It’s Time for IT to
Change, Russian – Pará ÉTO izmenit
> JE SUiS English, Serbian, Italian - JE SUiS
> Jaurès English – Jaurès, Spanish – Jaurez, Russian – Zores
> Solingen Russian, German – Solingen
> Vojcev Hungarian – Vojcev

JAURÈ S
3 women, 3 men
In the summer residence of the doctor and poet Adam Baturin, a small group of people – the doctor’s
sister, his two girlfriends, an unknown artist Navid and a writer Jaurès – gathers. They are playing
a ”detective game“, word chess quoting from letters, from memories. It is early on a Sunday evening
in summer, a time for doing nothing. Oscillation between the game and an unexplained tragic story
of ”drowning in a well“ increases the mystery of the text. Here we have a drama-sketch, in which
nothing happens. The story feels almost abstract. Unfinished sentences, thoughts and behaviour
create the magical and dreamlike world of the play. The author is not, however, paraphrasing nor
interpreting modern Russian classics. He only reflects the heavy motionlessness of stopped time
and its melancholy.
The play, or rather playlet, Jaurès by Egon Tobiáš has nothing to do with the French socialist Jaurès
[...] it is a kind of punishment of prose by Ivan Bunin. It is closest of all to his brief anecdotes of
a few lines. However, Tobiáš detaches moods or dramatic dialogues from the sources or situations
which created them virtually by a laboratory method. (Josef Mlejnek: Ivan Bunin roztrhaný na klipy,
Lidové noviny, 19. 9. 1997)

S L Í B I L J S E M T O F R E D DY M U (Neskutečný příběh sběratele) / I P R O M I S E D F R E D DY
(The Imaginary Tale of a Collector)
2 women, 13 men
The Imaginary Tale of a Collector of stamps and badges is told in retrospect, like reportage. With
the urgency of Detective Phil Marlowe, it is reconstructed from the fragments of a situation which
gradually puts together the picture of its journey from Earth to Venus and back. One dreamlike,
absurd situation succeeds another; the Collector is haunted by the duties resulting from the promise
he made to Freddy. He scales mountains, jumps into chasms, delves in a mine to the starting ramp,
penetrates Apollo 13, disappears in antimatter and lands on Venus on an exercise machine with
Glenn and Armstrong. There he is captured by the Venusians. One of them pricks the planet Venus
with the Collector’s badge; Venus explodes and flies off in all directions. Thus ends the inflated
journey of Collector-Baron Prášil who wakes in his bed in the morning.

S O L I N G E N (Rána z milosti) / S O L I N G E N (merciful blow)
2 women, 5 men
Tobiáš’s dance of death on the theme of suicide is a variation on a motif from Shakespeare’s
Hamlet. It takes place in the time ”afterwards“; Hamlet lies in a bath with his wrists bandaged after
a suicide attempt. From the formal point of view, Tobiáš reviews flashbacks of the events in the play
within a play. The actors are beginning to rehearse a new play, Solingen, in the theatre. The time of
the play unwinds like a recollection, as insights and evocations of events. The story itself cannot be
captured, faced with logical expression it shifts, emerges and disappears again. Whenever it begins
to come into focus, the actors upset the scene and return to the rehearsal situation. The impressions of living played refrain-like by the characters are left in hints and suggestions. Inside a hospital
environment the characters fall into baths and drop into invalid chairs. They are limited to Hamlet’s
nearest and dearest (his sinning mother Gertrude, his ”father“ Claudius, the nervous Ophelia, taking
on the Hamlet motif at the end of the play, and his friend Horatio). Scenes from the play Solingen
and from rehearsals of the play alternate and gradually interpenetrate. The boundary between the
play and playing the play is worn away. The refrain-like obsession of the characters collapses into
rehearsal scenes. This way the awareness of the boundaries between the actor and the character
too is dulled. Without explanations and judgements he captures the impressions of living in a sick
world from the other shore. The characters lack firm ground under their feet, they start playing their
anxiety, pain, aggression, rage and hysteria. They fence around each other by Solingen, they cut into
themselves and around themselves.
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Karel František

Tománek
*5. 9. 1962

LIST OF PLAYS:

Presently dramaturge of the
Dejvické Theatre in Prague, one
of the most interesting studio theatres in the Czech Republic. Both
his adaptations for the theatre and
his own dramatic work have been
staged by, for example, the Drama
Studio of Ústí nad Labem, the
National Theatre of Moravia and
Silesia in Ostrava and the Klicpera‘s
Theatre in Hradec Králové. His play
KFT / sendviče reality®, based
on the life of the Beat Generation,
his adaptation of Shakespeare’s
Hamlet, and his adaptation of
I. B. Singer’s novel Enemies,
A Love Story can be seen at present on his home stage.

> KFT / sendviče reality®, 2003, première 15. 10. 2004
Dejvické divadlo, Prague
> Život je krásnej 2005, 2004
> A Love Story, 2005, première 11. 3. 2005 Dejvické divadlo,
Prague (using motifs from I. B. Singer)
> Kdyby nebyla elektřina..., 2006
> Spřízněni volbou, 2006, première 2. 11. 2006 Dejvické
divadlo, Prague (using motifs from J. W. Goethe)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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K F T/ S E N DV I Č E R E A L I T Y® / S A N DW I C H E S O F
R E A L I T Y®
A play about life, death & sex
7 women, 8 men
Ann throws Neal out of the flat. Jack tries to calm things down,
but Neal, at Ann’s bedside holding a revolver, entreats Ann to
make love with him. When he is again refused, Neal throws the
weapon at Ann: ”Then I’d rather you did away with me!“ But
before she has time to shoot him, he jumps on her. The shot
whizzes past into the ceiling. Ann surrenders to Neal. Neal cries:
”That’s the stuff, Jack, write that down.“ Thirty-five similarly dramatic scenes capture the world of the legendary personalities
of the beat generation – of course, from the viewpoint of today’s
”Generation X“. The messy love affairs of Neil Cassady, Jack
Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg and William S. Borroughs, with others
and even among themselves, are an indivisible part of the time
when the sexual revolution and rock’n’roll, literary experiments
and experimentation with drugs, all started. Abstracted from
their literary fame the characters as themselves occupy grotesque situations which – shifted into a fast tempo – paradoxically
became something like poetry. The play was given a congenial
production on the stage of the Dejvice Theatre, the world premiere being directed by Miroslav Krobot (15. 10. 2004). It was
then nominated for Alfréd Radok Award in the category of Play
of the Year.
As the title indicates, elements of reality – parts of stories
from books about the beat generation – are sliced by the dramatist into separate lighter and more tragic scenes, on slivers
of merrier and desolate situations, of proclamations, emotions
and feelings. These are freely combined and inserted by the
sandwich method, and made more tasty by the addition of
an attractive dressing. (Pavel Janoušek: KFT/Proklatě dobré
sendviče, Divadelní noviny, 2. 11. 2004)

Jáchym

Topol
*4. 8. 1962

LIST OF PLAYS:

Journalist, editor, columnist and
writer. He was born in Prague into
a literary family. After studies at a
secondary school he went through
a series of manual labour jobs. In
mid-eighties he was involved in
the creation of the underground
samizdat magazine Revolver
Revue and in 1989 co-founded
the weekly magazine, Respekt,
working on staff for both of them
and as the managing editor for the
Revolver Revue. In 1990s, he read
ethnology at the Philosophy Faculty
of Charles University. He began to
write at the end of 1970s. His first
collection of poems I love you to
pieces (Miluju tě k zbláznění) was
published in samizdat in 1988,
and as a book in 1991. In the nineties, he published several novels,
including The Sister (Sestra), A
Trip to a Train Station Lobby (Výlet
k nádražní hale), Angel (Anděl).
In 1988 he was given the Tom
Stoppard Award for his unofficial
literary work (poetry); followed
by the Egon Hostovský Award in
1995 and the Annual Prize of the
Labyrint Review in 1997. His books
have been translated into 15 languages. He wrote his first play
A Road to Bugulma in 2006 for
the theatre in Düsseldorf. Its text
was published in the April Issue
of the German theatre magazine,
Theather Heute.

> Uvařeno, 2005, première 2005 HaDivadlo, Brno (rehearsed reading with author participation)
> Cesta do Bugulmy, 2006, première 19. 2. 2006
Schauspielhaus, Düsseldorf (Germany)
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Cesta do Bugulmy German – Die Reise nach Bugulma,
Polish – Droga do Bugulmy

C E S TA D O B U G U L M Y / A R OA D T O B U G U L M A
3 women, 4 men, extras
Post-Apocalyptic drama is set in the near future during some
kind of war somewhere in Russia. It tells the story of a long
journey ending at an autopsy room run by women and encircled
by a concentration camp full of decaying bodies – the remnants
of the protracted operation of a Soviet time Gulag. The only survivor is a main female supervisor of the camp. The phantoms
of characters are plodding through the frozen plains of Russia.
They survived devastation brought onto Europe by the ”terrorants“ and now are trying to escape the annihilated continent
into Bugulma, a country that proclaims freedom, invites its
comrades, brothers and sisters, to move from the ruins of the
cities into Bugulma, and calls for another revolution. In a camp
in Siberia, a Czech family comes together. There is a father who
worked under every dictatorship regime since the Second World
War as a hangman, losing his job only under Havel and becoming unemployed; a son who is a drug-addict; and a mother
working in the NATO’s first Czech mobile autopsy unit. In a procedure typical of Topol, an image of a country in the aftermath
of a catastrophe is created. It is a country devastated by the
”terrorants“ and run by the ”Simbiryaks“. The play explores the
relationship between individuals and ideology, ie. the theme
appearing in different shapes in all of the author’s writing. In
this cruel farce, Topol also sends up several topical political
subjects – such as feminism, EU and terrorism. The characters
use language choking on streams of erupting words and based
on natural vernacular with a gift of idiosyncratic imagery.

Contact address:
Lublaňská 1
Praha 2
120 00
Czech Republic
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Pavel

Trtílek
*6. 9. 1977

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated in dramaturgy from the
Janáček Academy of Performing
Arts in Brno where at present he is
working on a post-graduate study
in the field of auteu–dramaturgy
creation. He was employed as
night porter in a Brno hotel. In the
process of writing a novel The Last
Book and translating into Czech
previously untranslated plays by
Eugene Ionesco. He is the author of
several xerograph series and also
the music and texts of the electro
pop-art collection Walkers by Air.
His plays have been performed
not only in professional theatres
(Goose on a String Theatre in Brno,
Little Theatre in České Budujovice)
but also by amateur companies,
some of which have performed
only Trtílek’s plays (Theatre at
the Last Minute, Absurd Theatre
Autobus). His play The Last Supper
won 2nd prize in the Alfréd Radok
Award in 2003. My Beautiful
World, the play he cooperated on
with Jan Krupa was shortlisted for
the same prize in 2005.

> Bludice, 1998, première 23. 3. 2001 Divadlo Husa na provázku, Brno
> Špína, 1999, première October 2000 Divadlo Na zábradlí,
Prague (staged reading)
> Strašlivá pravda vo Babičce naší paní Božky Němcový,
2000, première 20. 6. 2001 Divadlo Na poslední chvíli,
Brno
> Višňový smrad (soukromá likvidace veřejného Čechova) ,
2000, première 2001 Festival of Amateur Theatres
„Setkání na prknech“, Veverská Bitýška (staged reading)
> Čingischán, 2002, première 2002 JAMU – salon of original
work, Brno (staged reading)
> Zabiju tě sekerou! , 2003, première 25. 5. 2004 Divadlo
Čára, Brno
> Sedmero krkavců, 2003, première 4. 10. 2003 Malé divadlo, České Budějovice
> Poslední večeře, 2004, première 25. 11. 2005, Jihočeské
divadlo, České Budějovice
> Átreovci, 2004, première 28. 11. 2004, Studio Marta,
JAMU Brno (in co-operation with Marek Mojžíšek)
> Můj krásný svět, 2005, première 29. 5. 2008 Divadlo
Husa na provázku, Brno (in co-operation with Jan Krupa)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Višňový smrad Russian - Visnevyj smrad
> Poslední večeře German - Das letzte Abendmahl

POSLEDNÍ VEČEŘE / THE L AST SUPPER
8 women
The aged and infirm Vojenová lives in a house beyond the town with her servant Beáta, a lightning
conductor for her sarcasm. Beáta is preparing the supper which Vojenová regularly organises for six
bereaved women on the anniversary of a fatal event. They and Vojenová are widows following a tragic
accident: years ago, collapsing scaffolding killed their husbands. Each of the bizarre little women
lives in her own strange world, which is linked with the ”big world“ only through media and fragments
of their guidelines to happiness. The strange and even heroic behaviour of Vojenová and the sudden
death of a cat of one of the guests awakens suspicions in the women that the supper was poisoned.
Imprisoned in the house they urge one another to last grotesque confessions ...

M Ů J K R Á S N Ý S V Ě T / M Y B E AU T I F U L W O R L D
3 women, 1 men
This text, written in co-operation with Jan Krupa, shortlisted for the Alfréd Radok Playwriting Award
2005, is a free follow-up to Trtílek’s The Last Supper and looks at today’s crazy world from the same
perspective of the oldest generation. Its protagonists are three old women on pensions. Originally
there should have been more ladies coming to visit Vilma, but most of them were prevented by poor
health. Health is also the most frequent topic of conversation between Vilma, Bělka and Zdeňka.
Their stories about doctors are as tragicomic as their colourful shopping stories. Vilma is a champion: she’s treating her girlfriends with not too appetising home-made apricot juice and revolting sticks
while boasting about various bargains ordered C.O.D. from catalogues. Her self-aggrandisement
reaches such absurd proportions that it provokes unprecedented aggression in her visitors... The
whole ”presentation“ by Vilma is interrupted in the end by the arrival of an executor. After his work
is finished, Vilma, blameless again, can re-start ordering from her catalogues.
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Milan

Uhde
*28. 7. 1936

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Moravian writer, dramatist and
politician. In 1958 he graduated
in Czech and Russian studies
from (now) Masaryk University in
Brno. He became an editor for the
important Brno monthly for literature, art and criticism Host do
domu (published 1954–1970).
In 1972 his name was placed
on the list of banned writers. He
wrote plays under the names of
other writers (most frequently for
the Theatre on a String in Brno),
published work in samizdat, and
worked with foreign theatres and
radio and television companies.
Milan Uhde was one of the first signatories of Charta 77. In 1989 he
and other dissidents founded the
publishing house Atlantis, becoming its editor-in-chief. In 1990 he
followed Milan Lukeš as the second
post-November Minister of Culture.
In 1992 he qualified as a “docent”
(senior lecturer) at JAMU in Brno.
From 1992 to 1996 he represented the ODS (Civic Democratic
Party) at first in the Czech National
Parliament and, after the division of
Czechoslovakia on 1 January 1993,
in the Chamber of Deputies. On 29
June 1992 he was voted Speaker
of the House. In 1998 he retired
from active politics and again
made his living from writing. For
his latest play Miracle at the Black
House, staged by Theatre On the
Balustrade, he was awarded Alfréd
Radok Award 2007 for Best Czech
Play of the Year. His awards include
also the Egon Hostovský Award and
the Tom Stoppard Award (for the
script of Lord of the Little Flames).

> Král Vávra, 1964, première 26. 2. 1964 Satirické divadlo
Večerní Brno, Brno
> Výběrčí, 1966, première 26. 3. 1990 Divadlo JELO, Prague
> Balada pro banditu, 1975, première 7. 4. 1975, Divadlo na
provázku, Brno
> Pohádka máje, 1976, première 23. 3. 1976 Divadlo na
provázku, Brno
> Pán plamínků, 1977
> Velice tiché Ave, 1981, première 15. 5. 1990 Reduta,
Prague
> Zvěstování aneb Bedřichu, jsi anděl, 1986, première
21. 6. 1990 Divadlo F. X. Šaldy, Liberec
> Prodaný a prodaná , 1987, première 28. 1. 1987 Divadlo
na provázku, Brno
> Zázrak v černém domě, 2004, première 9. 3. 2007 Divadlo
Na zábradlí, Prague
> Nana, 2005, première 2. 4. 2005 Městské divadlo Brno,
Brno (in co-operation with Miloš Štědroň)

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Komedie s Lotem German - Kommödie mit Lot
> Svědkové English – Witnesses, German – Die Zeugnisse
> Výběrčí French – Le Percepteur, German – Die Kassierer
> Parta French – L’équipe, German – Die Truppe,
> Zubařovo pokušení German – Zahnarzt in Versuchung
> Modrý anděl French – L’ange bleu, German – Ein blauer
Engel, Italian – L’angelo azzurro
> Balada pro banditu Polish – Ballada dła bandyty
> Zvěstování aneb Bedřichu, jsi anděl German – Die
Verständigung oder Friedrich, du bist ein Engel

Z VĚ STOV Á NÍ ANEB BEDŘICHU, JSI ANDĚL / THE
A N N U N C I AT I O N , O R F R I E D R I C H , YO U A R E A N
ANGEL
2 women, 2 men
Although this play is inspired by real events in the life of Karl
Marx, it shows him less as an exceptional philosopher and politician and more as an ordinary person. Marx is living a common
life that could happen to anybody; that’s why the text remains
topical. It is neither satire nor parody on Karl Marx’s life targe-

ting things that would be difficult to understand nowadays, almost twenty years since the Velvet
Revolution. First of all, the play is a slapstick comedy involving a marital triangle with complications
that can only be righted by an Angel – the family friend Friedrich Engels. The central character, inspired by Karl Marx, is called significantly Karel Max. His family is penniless, moreover the maid Leni is
expecting Max’s child, the fact that has to be kept secret from his wife Beni. In the meantime, Max
is organizing a Revolution. Under the circumstances, he’s unable to sleep, and when he manages
to fall asleep, he has nightmares. Into this situation, the family friend Bedřich comes into the flat
without knocking. Nobody else visits Max’s household; they cannot afford to invite anybody anyway
as everything they used to have had been pawned ages ago. The main source of comedy consists in
Max’s efforts to keep many things secret from his wife why trying to keep up pretence of normal life.
On the other pole there are Beni’s suspicions and her snooping around. Leni is powerless, looking
on silently and commenting with much less silent screeching. Bedřich complements the trio as an
element trying to calm the situation.

Z Á Z R A K V Č E R N É M D O M Ě / M I R AC L E AT T H E B L AC K H O U S E
4 women, 4 men
The „black house“ was built as a grandiose family residence by a young and successful lawyer, with
the help of her parents. Her intention was to put pressure on her colleague, Dr. Pompe, who had
avoided marriage for some years. His hesitation had been caused by a family tendency to mental
instability. Eventually they do marry, and stay married. However, the house – a sinful attempt to buy
love – leaves its mark on the whole family. Dr. Pompe’s attachment to the house led him, before the
outbreak of World War II, to refuse to take his Jewish wife and her parents abroad. Later, he similarly
refused to sell the house to pay for his wife’s brother’s flight across the frontier, thus sealing the fate
of his brother-in-law. Still clinging to the house, Dr. Pompe talked his wife into denying her Jewish
origins and, in a paternity case, present counterfeit evidence that she was not her parents’ daughter
and did not have Jewish blood. His wife still suffers guilt over this. Fear of losing the house meant
that thirty years later Dr. Pompe disinherited his son Dušan after he (Dušan) had fallen foul of the
Communist authorities. Even today this morbid fear of losing the house is the reason why Dr. Pompe
tries to prevent his daughter Šárka from being taken into a psychiatric clinic. Šárka and her husband
have a daughter, and Dr. Pompe knows that if Šárka’s husband divorces her, no court would give a
mentally ill wife custody of the child. In this way his granddaughter’s share of the house would pass
to an ”alien“ family. That, at least, is how the lawyer Dušan Pompe, a fanatic for truth, sees the family
history. Dušan is the elder son of the owners of the ”black house“. One Sunday in June 1992 he
arrives with his wife Viťka for a family gathering and that is where the play starts… Milan Uhde begins
by presenting us with a truly grotesque portrait of one quarrelsome family, full of stored-up illusions
and grievances, and then leads us step by step into the tragic historical roots of their problems.

NANA
8 women, 15 men, chorus
An original Czech musical commissioned from the well-known partnership of Milan Uhde and Miloš
Štědroň for the Municipal Theatre in Brno. The new musical is based on the novel Nana by Emil
Zola, a leading representative of French Naturalism. His Nana was first published in 1880 and was a
harsh portrayal of Parisian society. Zola tells the story of a girl who, from the lower depths of society,
attains the heights through the manipulation of rich and successful men. A variety star, a Parisian
prostitute, Nana guides us through Paris in its legendary years, the Paris of glitter and misery, of
enjoyment, sin and forgiveness. The Catholic priest who is her mortal enemy throughout, in the end
gives her some sort of absolution for saying that at least ”she is sorry not to be sorry about anything“.
And because this is a musical, the sinful Nana rises up from her dead body and joins the chorus
for the closing song.
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Barbora

Vaculová
*2. 3. 1979

LIST OF PLAYS:

Studied Czech and Portuguese
at the Philosophical Faculty of
Palacký University in Olomouc
between 1998 and 2001. In 2005
she completed her studies of
Portuguese at the Faculty of Arts
of Masaryk University in Brno and
two years later graduated from
the Theatre Faculty of the Janáček
Academy of Performing Arts in
Brno (Josef Kovalčuk’s and Arnošt
Goldflam’s workshop) as a theatre
dramaturge. She was awarded
grants from the DILIA literary agency for her plays A Pet Cemetery
and The Sump. The Sump received
the Evald Schorm Award in 2005.
She is currently working both as
a dramaturge at the Klicpera‘s
Theatre in Hradec Králové and as
a freelance dramaturge for the
Brno department of the Czech
Radio.

> Absintus Dei, 2002
> Psí hřbitov, 2004, première 13. 4. 2004 Divadlo v 7 a půl,
Brno
> Žumpa, 2005, première 14. 4. 2006 Buranteatr, Brno
> Škatulata, škatulata, 2005

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9
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TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Žumpa German – Die Senkgrube

Ž U M PA / T H E S U M P
2 women, 4 men
Ten horror-like scenes are set during St. Laurence’s night,
sometime at the turn of 20th and 21st Century, in a discontinued Farming Cooperative in former Sudetenland. The storyline
is centred on a strange sump that can still remember events
that had happened here just after the WWII. The sump is full
of cow stale, and beside it, full of stars, mysteries and secrets
of the past. The past and the present, reality and dream, life
and death, love and hatred, are all mirrored on the rippled surface and on the mist of the large dimension sump. Whatever
disappears in the sump cannot be retrieved – nevertheless...
From the forgotten depths of Czech history, some shadows of
injustice would appear. Hodina the pensioner is patrolling at
the sump although there is nothing to patrol any more. He’s
getting drunk to appease his conscience and to forget his past
and the beautiful German, Gretl. The ghosts of Gretl and her
lover Hynek come from the past to revive the events of the St.
Laurence night more than fifty years ago. Present day lovers,
Eva and Karel, who came to have traditional lovers’ fun at the
half-ruined hayloft belonging to the former collective farm,
also get drawn into the mysterious events around the sump.
Komorous, the local drunk and thief who would steal anything
that’s not well tied down, remembers plenty of things despite
his empty head. The Sump opens the past that is forgotten and
nevertheless still alive. Can one atone for ancient wrongs? In
front of a bizarre set of a rundown collective farm, a sixty year
old story of love, small-mindedness and hatred is revived.

Jan

Vedral
*20. 11. 1955

LIST OF PLAYS (selection):

Graduated from the Theatre Faculty
of the Academy of Performing Arts
in Prague in 1981. He worked as
a dramaturge for radio plays in
Czech Radio in Prague and for a
number of theatres. In the second
half of the 1980s he became
head dramaturge at the Vinohrady
Theatre in Prague. He worked on
the first performances of plays by
leading Czech authors. After the
”Velvet Revolution“ of 1989 he
spent four years as the Director
of the Prague Municipal Theatres.
He has been teaching since the
1980s and publishes theoretical
studies, reviews and feuilletons.
He is a major writer of broadcast
plays, also interested in radio
dramatisations of prose works.
A dominant theme in his work is the
relationship between the individual
and society; often an exceptional
individual and a deformed society.
In 2003, he won a third place in
the Alfréd Radok Awards playwriting competition for his play Kaspar
Hauser – Child of Europe, and in
2004 his play We Got Him (The Old
Directors) was shortlisted; in 2008
it was produced at the National
Theatre in Prague. He currently
teaches at the Drama Faculty of
the Academy of Performing Arts
in Prague, Faculty of Dramatic Art
at the Arts Academy at Banská
Bystrica and works as a consultant
to the Managing Director of Prague
Radio.

> Polly v Západní Indii, 1981, première 1981 DISK Divadelní studio DAMU, Prague
> Urmefisto, 1987, première 9. 2. 1988 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague
> Mistr a Markétka, 1988, première 3. 5. 1989 Divadlo
na Vinohradech, Prague (using motifs from M. Bulgakov)
> Zámek, 1991, première 16. 11. 1991 Divadlo Ká –
Městská divadla pražská, Prague (using motifs from
F. Kafka)
> Nadsamec, 1992, première 13. 1. 1993 Divadlo ABC
– Městská divadla pražská, Prague (using motifs from
A. Jarry)
> Pěna dní, 1993, première 12. 2. 1994 Divadlo ABC
– Městská divadla pražská, Prague (using motifs from
B. Vian)
> Bolest a kámen, 1997
> Obrazy z Francouzské revoluce, 2000, première
10. 11. 2000 Divadlo v Dlouhé, Prague (in co-operation
with H. Burešová and Š. Otčenášek)
> Kašpar Hauser – Dítě Evropy, 2003, première
17. 12. 2004 Jihočeské divadlo, České Budějovice
> Máme ho! (Staří režiséři) , 2004, première 18. 3. 2008
Národní divadlo, Prague

Contact address:
DILIA, civic association
Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual
Agency
Krátkého 1
190 03 Prague 9

TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Urmefisto German – Urmefisto
> Máme ho! (Staří režiséři) German – Wir haben ihn! (Alte
Regisseure)

K A Š PA R H AU S E R – D Í T Ě E V R O P Y / K A S PA R
H AU S E R – C H I L D O F E U R O P E
4 women, 10 men
Kaspar Hauser, a mentally undeveloped individual isolated from
human society until the age of sixteen, appeared in Nuremberg
in 1828. He was suspected of fraud, interrogated, examined,
taught and educated. In a short time, every form of social
manipulation was imprinted on him, which he reflected like
a grotesque mirror. Kaspar Hauser was transferred from one
citizen of Nuremberg to another for his upbringing. A judicial
committee ascertained that he could have been the abducted
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descendent of a local aristocratic family, but the closer it came to proof, the greater the danger he
was in. Kaspar Hauser was killed under similarly mysterious circumstances as he had appeared.
Some people imagined even his agony was feigned. The author conceived the play as a myth of
the modern age, fourteen stations on the way of the cross of modern man, on the basis of studies
of authentic period sources. Kaspar’s case is presented as a model destiny of an individual in a
bureaucratised rationalist society paying lip service to human rights but which does not show itself
able to resolve conflicts of race, emotion and human relationships. In separate meetings with the
citizens of Nuremberg who have an interest in looking after Kaspar, the author demonstrates the
crisis of the concept of man in the European culture of the modern age.

URMEFISTO
4 women, 10 men
In his Urmefisto, Jan Vedral is commenting on the Faustian temptations under a totalitarian regime.
A dramatisation of Klaus Mann’s famous novel, Mefisto (1936), is a basis for this play, complemented by the description of the real fate of the novel’s author and his former friends and colleagues,
German actors Gustav Gründgens and Hans Otto. Vedral tells their story from the 1920s, when they
started an avant-garde theatre together, throughout the rise of Nazi movement soliciting a different
reaction from each of them, up to the death of the last of the three in the mid 1960s. The author is
not attempting to create a docu-drama; his material compels him to show three different ways intellectuals can handle the pressure of a totalitarian system. Opposition to the Nazis made the first of
them leave Germany and become politically active in exile; nevertheless, his journey ended after the
WWII in total disillusion and suicide. The second joined the German Resistance Movement aiming
at a determined self-sacrifice. The third succumbed to temptation: out of fear and desire to be successful, he started to collaborate with the Nazis to go on and confirm his adaptability to any situation
even after the fall of the Nazi regime. Vedral tends to philosophical reflection onstage. This can be
seen in the way he projects each of his fifteen scenes to a single theme that is labelled in their titles:
On the burden of success, On alibi, On necessity of martyrdom, On subservience and fear, etc. The
theatrical stylisation of his play is underscored by consistent use of blank verse and by the female
character of Mefistofela who in the play does not perform the role of a classical temptress but one of
a omniscient storyteller moving the action forward and bitterly and sarcastically commenting on it.

M Á M E H O ! ( S TA Ř Í R E Ž I S É Ř I ) / W E G O T H I M ! ( O L D D I R E C T O R S )
3 women, 5 men
The capture of the dictator Saddam Hussein was announced to the world in 2004 with the cry of
relief ”We Got Him!“ Four leading artists, the film directors Leni, Elia and Otakar and the sculptor of
monuments Gerasim, who influenced mass aesthetics and the way reality is depicted artistically in
the 20th century, are confined to a training base. The warders Lyndie and Granier subject them to
mental terror, injuring the dignity of their age. We soon discover that this training is preparation for
the new task with which the senile celebrities of mass art have been entrusted. As the shapers of
public opinion, they have to propose a method by which the arrest of the dictator will be announced
to the world and by which the dictator will be despatched from the world in such a way that his death
will not arouse an inappropriate reaction. The artists, who each in their own way collaborated with
one of the totalitarian powers of the 20th century and who were exploited, circumscribed and at the
same time corrupted by the powerful, meet their tyrants again. In the proposed scenarios for the
removal of the dictator they make use of all their knowledge of the 20th century and reconstruct
the fall of Lenin, Hitler, Stalin, Ceausescu and Pol Pot. However, the discourse about the power of
demoralised art over confused reality does not offer satisfactory results. The captive dictator always
has superiority over those who have served power in such a way that unrecognised and unforgiven
guilt of the past has power over today. The conclusion degenerates into a grotesque slaughter. With
references to the commonly experienced reality of the last century and to the false hopes of the
present, the play is a reflection on the power of images over the freedom of our thinking.
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Petr

Zelenka
*21. 8. 1967

LIST OF PLAYS:

Graduated in scriptwriting and
dramaturgy from the Film Faculty
of the Academy of Performing Arts
in Prague. He made his debut as a
director in 1993 with a film about
punks, Visací zámek. In 1997 he
premiered his most highly awarded film, the episodic film The
Buttoneers, which won the prestigious Czech Lion for best script,
direction and film. The popular
film Loners (2000) was based on
Zelenka’s script. For his recent
films Year of the Devil (2003) and
Tales of Common Insanity (2005)
he was awarded by main prizes
at the International Film Festivals
in Karlovy Vary and Moscow. In
2008 his latest film The Brothers
Karamazov premiered. He made
his debut in the theatre with translations of plays by Michael Frayn.
His debut as a playwright and, for
the first time, a theatre director
was with Tales of Common Insanity,
which in 2001 won the prestigious
Alfréd Radok Award for play of the
year. His latest play, Coming Clean
(2007) was commissioned by the
famous Narodowy Stary Theatre in
Cracow, Poland.

> Příběhy obyčejného šílenství, 2001, première 16. 11.
2001 Dejvické divadlo, Prague
> Odchody vlakov, 2003, première 3. 2. 2004 Divadlo
Astorka-Korzo ’90, Bratislava (Slovakia)
> Teremin, 2005, première 17. 11. 2005 Dejvické divadlo,
Prague
> Očištění, 2007, première 27. 10. 2007 Narodowy Teatr
Stary, Cracow (Poland)
> Herci, 2008, première 13. 3. 2008 Divadlo Ta fantastika,
Prague
TRANSLATED PLAYS:

> Příběhy obyčejného šílenství English – Tales of Common
Insanity / Tales of Ordinary Madness (American), Polish
– Opowieści o zwyczajnym szaleństwie, Hungarian Hétköznapi őrületek, Russian – Slučaji zaurjadnovo sumasšestvija, Slovak – Príbehy obyčajného šialenstva, Spanish
– Historietas de locura ordinaria, French – Les Petites
Histoires de la Folie Quotidienne / Histoires de la folie
ordinaire, Croation – Priče o obyčnom bezumlju, Slovene
– Zgodbe vskdanje norosti, Romanian – Povestea unei
nebunii oisnuite, Italian – Storie di ordinaria follia
> Odchody vlakov English – Departures of Trains, Polish
– Odjazdy pociągov
> Teremin English – Theremin, German - Theremin, Russian
– Těremin
> Očištění Polish – Oczysczenie

P Ř Í B Ě H Y O B YČ E J N É H O Š Í L E N S T V Í / TA L E S O F
COMMON INSANIT Y
7 women, 8 men

Contact address:
AURA-PONT s.r.o.
Veslařský ostrov 62
147 00 Praha

The story of thirty-five-year-old Peter, who is trying to master the
world around him; to win back his girlfriend Jana, who left him
because of his ”abnormality“; to survive visits to his parents
which are never free of his mother’s fussy and interfering
worries about others; not to go mad due to the crazy methods
of satisfaction of his friend Midge; to get used to his strange
neighbours who require people with their eyes ”on the surface
of their faces“; to accept the fact that his boss likes little boys;
to get used to the blanket in his room coming to life... In the end
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there is only one solution: to pack oneself up in a box and send oneself off somewhere very far away.
A witty reflection on our times, including a reference to the recent past and its still active influence.
The text also plays with references to the sphere of ”artistic creativity“, in inverted commas because
his neighbour is a composer of elevator music, his father was once, in the Communist era, a weekly
newsreel commentator and now brings this up in public as a curiosity, and one of Midge’s girlfriends,
although a cleaner, loves ballet. The action is kept going by the constant effort to find and maintain
a real relationship; whether in the case of the younger ones (Peter and his circle), or of their parents.
Both the theme and the form of the play relate to the original script-writing profession of the author
- the scenes follow one another as in film sequences.

TEREMIN / THEREMIN
3 women, 8 men
The play is based on the true story of Leon Sergeievich Theremin: an inventor, a musician - and a spy.
In 1920 he completed his invention: a musical instrument called the ”thereminvox,“ which to this
day is the only so-called non-contact musical instrument in the world. In 1922 Theremin presented
it to the enthusiastic Lenin and embarked on a concert tour around disease and hunger-ravaged
Russia. Slowly, and somehow against his will, he became a professional musician. The Russian tour
was followed by a concert series abroad. After conquering Paris, the Royal Albert Hall in London, and
Berlin, Theremin’s journey continued, logically, to America. He arrives in New York with his German
friend and business manager Hans Goldberg. His mission is clear: to place Theremin’s inventions in
the US industry and to receive US patents – while at the same time infiltrating the nascent American
air and electronic industries and to pass all information about them to the Soviet Secret Service.
Instead of the originally planned two months, Theremin would remain in America for ten years.
At its most basic level, Theremin is a story about the rise (and fall) of the world’s first electronic
music band. Their plans are bold, even insane, but these are the roaring twenties in America, and
everything seems possible. But in 1928 the beginning of the Great Depression puts an end to their
designs. Theremin’s band loses its audience, and eventually dissolves; the Russian secret service
demands more information; the American Immigration Service begins deportations procedures
against him; Theremin’s debts pile up, and his personal life is in shambles. Finally, Theremin marries
his music student Lavinia Williams, an African American. New York in the early 1930s considers
such mixed marriage an absolute taboo, and Theremin finds himself literally on the very fringes of
the society. Alone and forgotten, Theremin receives news of his father’s death and decides to return
to Russia. The year is 1938, Stalin’s purges are in full swing, and a return to Russia would be a veritable suicide for anyone let alone Theremin, the Soviet Secret Service agent, who got out of hand...

OČIŠTĚNÍ / COMING CLEAN
7 women, 6 men, 1 boy, extras
The main plot follows the story of the writer Jacek. Jacek has a guilty conscience because he had
committed a crime: ”in a sudden craze” he put to sleep, and then raped his friends’ eleven year
old son. The second story line is that of a slow downfall of a TV talk-show called Coming Clean in
which popular and respected celebrities confess their sins. That’s where Jacek’s publisher sends his
author after the latter opens his heart to him and tells him about his crime and how he suffers as
consequence. Every little bit in the media counts and can help sell Jacek’s latest book. After some
inner struggle, the protagonist applies. When he leaves the TV studio, he is ready to bear consequences of his past action. He is surprised when nobody reacts – he finds out the show was only
recorded, and another pre-recorded instalment was broadcast on that night. In the end, the show
never goes on air (the show’s editor is divorcing its presenter). Coming Clean is discontinued. Jacek
is by then very well settled in TV milieu thanks to his lawsuits over the failure to broadcast ”his”
instalment and produces a new talk show called Wet Sponge that is both more cynical and rougher.
At the party celebrating the new show’s success he tells his own story pretending it to be a plot of
his new novel, but he comes against a harsh moral judgment: a story whose hero doesn’t want to
come clean does not deserve to be written.
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L I S T O F C Z E C H T I T L E S O F P L AY S
> 3sestry2002.cz
> Akvabely
> Alibaba a čtyřicet loupežníků
> Alois Nebel
> Antilopa
> Asanace
> Báj
> Bitva na kopci
> Britney Goes to Heaven
> Buldočina aneb Nakopnutá kára
> Cesta do Bugulmy
> Claudius a Gertruda
> Čas třešňového dýmu (hra v polosnu)
> Dámská šatna
> Deratizátor
> Dobytí severního pólu Čechem Karlem Němcem
> Doma
> Dorotka
> Dr. Piranesi, vyhlášený čaroděj aneb Neslýchaný únos nebohých vesničanů (Idylický dřevoryt)
> Dvojí proměna aneb Kozel Pantalonem (Strašlivá a neslýchaná novina o čarodějném
proměnění měšťana v kozla a jeho následné záhubě skrze pád z věže, jak se přihodilo
v bavorské zemi roku právě běžícího)
> Fantomima
> Generálka
> Harila
> Holky Elky
> Horáková X Gottwald – Týden veselosti
> Hostina u Petronia
> Hraj komedii (Tragédie hereček)
> Jaurès
> Jednou k ránu
> Ještě jednou, profesore
> Ještě žiju s věšákem, čepicí a plácačkou
> Júdit
> Kašpar Hauser – Dítě Evropy
> Kašpárek, četník Koločavský
> KFT/sendviče reality®
> Klára a Bára
> Kosmické jaro
> Království
> Krásná Desperanda, strašná dcera neboli Spravedlivá odplata pejše a marné nádhernosti
> Largo Desolato
> Léto v Laponsku
> Malý Říjen
> Máme ho! (Staří režiséři)
> Marta Peschek jde do nebe
> Matka
> Miriam
> Můj krásný svět
> Na věky
> Náhlé neštěstí
> Náměstí bratří Mašínů
> Nana
> Nehybnost
> Největší básník
> Nevinní jsou nevinní
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35
13
50
61
44
25
15
66
36
52
77
72
58
21
73
68
17
18
39
40

16
29
47
6
71
29
70
75
65
57
47
42
83
47
76
23
66
45
40
25
60
69
84
71
51
45
79
19
16
14
81
64
64
62

> Nezdárný syn
> Niekur
> Nosferatu
> Očištění
> Odcházení
> Odpočivej v pokoji
> Pastička
> Písek
> Podzimní hra
> Pohádka do dlaně
> Poker bez esa
> Pokojíček
> Porta Apostolorum
> Poslední večeře
> Přes přísný zákaz dotýká se sněhu
> Příběhy obyčejného šílenství
> Rodinné sídlo
> Rozhovor
> Rozhovory o štěstí mezi čtyřma očima
> Rút
> S tvojí dcerou ne
> Sajns fikšn
> Sirup
> Sladký Theresienstadt
> Slíbil jsem to Freddymu (Neskutečný příběh sběratele)
> Smetení Antigony
> Smrt Huberta Perny
> Solingen (Rána z milosti)
> Stísněni (Stísněná 22)
> Strange Love
> Stvoření Světa
> Švédský stůl
> Švejkův vnuk
> Taťka střílí góly
> Teremin
> Tisíc a jedna noc: Královna hadů
> Trakl
> trilogie minach
> Tristan a Isolda
> Urmefisto
> Vařený hlavy
> Víkend
> Vodičkova – Lazarská
> Z Hitlerovy kuchyně
> Záskok
> Zázrak v černém domě
> Zóna
> Zvěstování aneb Bedřichu, jsi anděl
> Zvířecí divadlo
> Žižkov
> Žumpa
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55
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27
38
30
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10
80
50
31
82
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L I S T O F E N G L I S H T I T L E S O F P L AY S
> 3sisters2002.cz
> A Battle on a Hill
> A Conversation
> A Cosmic Spring
> A Double Transformation, or A Billy Goat Made Pantaloon (The Grisly and Unprecedented
News of the Enchanted Transformation of a Burgher into a Goat and his Subsequent Doom
through Falling from a Spire, as Happened in the Land of Bavaria this Present Year)
> A Fairytale to Fit into a Palm
> A Family Residence
> A Legend
> A Little Pitfall
> A Reprobate Son
> A Road to Bugulma
> A Small October
> Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves
> Alois Nebel
> An Arabian Night: The Snake Queen
> Antelope
> Aquabelles
> At home
> Autumn play
> Beautiful Desperanda the Terrible Daughter, or A Just Punishment for Pride and Vanity
> Boiled heads
> Britney Goes to Heaven
> Bulldog or Banged-Up Banger
> Brothers Mašín Square
> Buffoon, the Gendarme of Koločava
> Claudius and Gertrud
> Coming Clean
> Conversations about Happiness between Four Eyes
> Creation of the World
> Daddy Takes the Goals
> Despite the Ban He Touches Snow
> Dorotka
> Dr. Piranesi, Renowned Sorcerer, or The Unprecedented Abduction of the Unfortunate
Villagers (Idyllic Woodcut)
> Early One Morning
> Encroachment
> From Hitler’s Kitchen
> Harila
> Horáková vs Gottwald – A Week of Mirth
> I Promised Freddy (The Imaginary Tale of a Collector)
> I’m Still Alive with a Coat Rack, a Cap, and a Signal Disc / Still-Life with Blue Angels
> Immobility
> In Ages
> Jaurès
> Judith
> Kaspar Hauser – Child of Europe
> Klára and Bára
> Largo Desolato
> Leaving
> Madame General
> Marta Peschek Goes to Heaven
> Minach
> Miracle at the Black House
> Miriam
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> Mother
> My Beautiful World
> Nana
> Niekur
> Nosferatu
> Not with your Daughter
> Petronius’s Feast
> Phantomime
> Play Comedy (A Tragedy of Actresses)
> Play it Again, Professor
> Poker without an Ace
> Porta Apostolorum
> Rat Disinfestation Officer
> Redevelopment
> Rest in Peace
> Ruth
> Sandwiches of Reality®
> Schweik’s Grandson
> Solingen (merciful blow)
> Stand In
> Strange Love
> Sudden Misfortune
> Swedish Buffet
> Sweeping Up Antigone
> Sweet Theresienstadt
> Synce Fixion
> Syrup
> Tales of Common Insanity
> The Animal Show
> The Annunciation, or Friedrich, you are an Angel
> The Conquest of the North Pole
> The Death of Hubert Perna
> The Elle Girls
> The Girls’ Room
> The Greatest Poet
> The Innocent Are Innocent
> The Kingdom
> The Last Supper
> The Sand
> The Summer in Lapland
> The Sump
> The Time of The Cherry Tree Smoke (a play between dream and reality)
> The Women’s Dressing Room
> Theremin
> Trakl
> Tristan and Isolde
> Urmefisto
> Vodičkova – Lazarská
> We Got Him! (Old Directors)
> Weekend
> Zone
> Žižkov
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Aura-Pont was the first privately owned
Theatre and Literary Agency to be established in the Czech Republic in 1990, the impetus coming from the playwright and former
Czech President Václav Havel.

Î We represent leading artists both from
the Czech Republic and from abroad. We
also nurture young talent in theatre, film, literature and the audio-visual arts. We currently
have over 300 playwrights, translators,
scriptwriters, actors, musicians, etc. on our
books


“Aura-Pont represents me since its inception.
It was one of the first new literary agencies
created in 1990 under the new democratic
conditions. People are great and I have been
happy to work with them ever since then.“
Václav Havel, playwright

Î We provide full agency service, representing Czech copyright holders both in the
Czech Republic and abroad; and looking
after copyright interests for the authors from
other countries being produced or published
in the Czech Republic. Our services include
legal and financial support


“For us playwrights in foreign countries and
foreign languages, Aura-Pont shines like
a welcoming light on the threshold of the
theatres of the Czech lands.”
Tom Stoppard, playwright

Î Our partners are major literary agencies worldwide, e.g. William Morris and ICM
(USA), Casarotto Ramsay and United Agents
(UK), HLA Management (Australia), Rowohlt
Verlag (Germany), Thomas Sessler Verlag
(Austria), to name just a few
Î We initiated the establishment of The
Alfréd Radok Foundation (1992) with whom
we co-organize a yearly award for the best
Czech original play – The Alfréd Radok
Playwriting Competition. www.cenyalfredaradoka.cz
Î On our website, www.aura-pont.cz,
we provide a bulletin – Letters from Aura-Pont –
bringing the up-to-date information about new
plays and translations. We also publish an
original theatre database – A Compendium
for Dramaturges – containing details of more
than 2500 scripts, both Czech and foreign.
Î We are involved in a range of activities including cultural event management.


“We as authors have enough to do creating
new work, so where looking after our copyright and fees is concerned, it’s necessary to
delegate to somebody else. The Aura-Pont
agency has been a long-time and reliable
nurse.”
Zdeněk Svěrák, playwright, actor, author
of the script for the Oscar-winning film Kolya

“Why I am with Aura -Pont is rather simple.
They believed in me when I needed it most
– at the beginning of the ‘90s. Their approach to clients has a purely personal touch
which I appreciate. Moreover, people are
not just literary agents, they are often creative
people: I have respect for what they achieved
outside the agency.”
Petr Zelenka, playwright, film & theatre
director

Aura-Pont, Theatre and Literary Agency, Ltd., Member of C&COM Group
Veslařský ostrov 62, 147 00 Praha 4, Czech Republic
Tel.:+420 251 554 938 Fax:+420 251 550 207
E-mail: aura-pont@aura-pont.cz www.aura-pont.cz
The Aura-Pont team look forward to hearing from you…

DILIA, Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual Agency
Krátkého 1, 190 03 Prague 9, Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 283 891 587, Fax: +420 283 893 599
spalova@dilia.cz, www.dilia.cz

DILIA, Theatrical, Literary and Audiovisual Agency, has been securing copyright to full satisfaction of the
authors for 55 years. In this domain DILIA is the longest established and biggest agency with immeasurable
experience and very good relationships with similar agencies abroad.

The Agency Depatment

The Music Depatment

The Literary Depatment

The Theatre Depatment

The Media Depatment

THE THEATRE INSTITUTE PRAGUE

is a modern information
centre and research institute, whose main mission is to provide the Czech and foreign
public with a complex information service in the area of theatre, ballet, dance, puppet
theatre and other forms of the performing arts.

The Theatre Institute Prague
• promotes Czech theatre culture abroad;
• is the largest publisher of theatre literature in the Czech Republic;
• engages in international cultural exchanges through the organisation of exhibitions, symposiums, seminars and theatre presentations (most notably with its
most recognised international project is the Prague Quadrennial);
• is home of several Czech centres of international non-governmental organisations, including the International Theatre Institute (ITI), the European Union‘s
Culture 2000 project, and the Kylian Foundation and its video library;
• conducts analytical studies in the field of Czech theatre for the needs
of specialists and public administrative bodies;
• is engaged in a program of academic research of the history of Czech theatre,
which is the dominant theme of the Czech Theatre Encyclopaedia;
• has at its disposition one of the largest theatre libraries in Europe, video
library, photo archives, a rich documentation and bibliographical collection,
and several on-line information databases;

Contact:
Theatre Institute Prague
Celetná 17, Prague 1
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 224 809 111
Fax: +420 224 811 452
E-mail: info@theatre.cz
http://institute.theatre.cz
http://www.theatre.cz
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